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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

Thur8day! 22nd !.farch, 1923. 

The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber at Eleven of' the CloOK. 
Mr. President was in the Chair. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

POWER OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO REDUCE THE PAY OF OFFICERS OF 
THE CIVIL SERVICE OR THE ARMY. 

604 .• ][r. Koba'QImad I'aiyu ][han: Has the Assembly got the power 
if it wish'es to reduce the pay of Indian or British officers in the 'Civil 
Service or the Army? ', .. 

The Honourable SIr JIalcolm Halley: As far as Meinbers of the All· 
India services and officers of the Army are concerned, the answer is in the 
negative. As regards other services, the poWer to influence pay is limited 
to such effect as may be produced by voting or refusing supply on Demands 
for Grants. 

BIIATKAL RAILWAY EXTENSION. 

605. ·Mr. Ka.hm.ood Schamnad Sahib Bahadur: 1. Will the Govern-
ment be pleased to stats whether the Bhatkal Railway extension has 
been given up? 

2. Is the Government aware that the proposed railway extension to 
Bhatkal does not connect the general railway syst.em with the West Coast 
(Malabar) raHway of the Madras Presidency? 

The HODOlU'&ble Sir JIalcolm HaIlel: 1. The reply is in the negative. 
2. Yes. 

POSITION UNDER THE INDIAN ARMS ACT OF RETAINERS OF }fARARAJAS, RAJAS 
AND NAWABS. 

606. -Lieutenant Xawab Kobammad Ibrahim AU. Khan: L Are the 
Government aware that in Schedule I of the New Indian Arms Rules. 
class 3, all Maharajas, Rajas and Nawabs are exempted under the Arms 
Act but nothing is laid down about their retainers, in consequence of 
which the local authorities are not in a position to allow the same liberty 
in the use of arms as is allowed to the retainers of the exemptees of class 
6 who are of inferior standing? 

II. Do Government propose to extend the same privileges to the 
retainers of exemptees of class 3 which are enjoyed by the retainers of 
class 6; and remove the great anomaly as soon as possible by amending the 
law or issuing Circulars to loca' Governments, making the necessary 
('orrection ? • 

( 3857 ) 
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The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: 1. Yes. 
2. The Arms Rules Committee recommended no ~  in. ~ provi-

sions regarding retainers; and the Government of ~ l  are mclined ~  
accept this recommendation unless very good reason to ~  contrary 18 
shown. 

Lieu'enant Nawab Mohammad Ibrahim Ali Khan: Has effect been given 
to this? . 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: Not yet; we are consulting the 
Local Governments regarding some of its details. . 

Baba Ujagar Singh Bedi: Is there any hope of giving us some informa-
tion before the next Session at Simla? 

The Honourable Sir JIalcolm Halley: I should hope that we may pro-
bably by that time be in a position to give effect to some of the recommenda-
tions of the Committee. 

OFFICE OF THE MILITARY ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT, POONA. 

607. *JIr. B. S. Xamat: With reference to the Office of the Military 
Accounts Department, Poona, will Government be pleased to state: 

(I) If Government are aware that there is still some discontent 
amongst a section of the clerical staff on the ground that 
the pay of clerks in Divisional Offices, even though they were 
given temporary or supernumerary promotions, has been fixed 
at a lower stage than that of their juniors in field offices 
similarly situated ? 

(ii) If any representations have been received, how have they been 
dealt with by Government? 

(iiI) If it is true that the rates of pay of accountants and clerks in 
the Civil Accountant General's offices and those in the Military 
Accounts offices are the same; if the reply is in the affirmative, 
will Government kindly state why rates of increment to those 
clerks who have passed the Subordinate Accounts test are 
lower than in the Civil Department, although conditions of 
service in ~I l  Accounts offices are perhaps mOre onerous; 
if any representation! on this subject have been received by 
Government how have they been disposed of? 

(iv) If any temporary clerks entertained during the war and being 
made permanent in the Department are receiving higher 
rates of pay than those of the permanent clerks senior in 
service; if so, will steps be taken to remove the anomaly? 

(v) If it is true that the service of Deputy Examiners who were 
promoted to this grade during the war in place of absentees 
if! not allowed to count towards pension; is it contem-
plated to remove any discontent on this ground by amending 
the rules? 

The Honourable Sir Basil Blackett: (I) and (ii). Some representations on 
the subject were received by the Government of India from the clerks of 
the Mil.itarr AccouJ?ts Department ~  Poona, but the grant ~  the special 
conceSSIOn lD questIon was not conslderid necessary in view of the liberal 
treatment accorded to the Military Accounts establishments generally under 
the orders introducing time-scale rates of pay. 
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(iii) The rates of pay of accountants and clerks of the Military Accounts 
Department are generally similar to those prevailing in the Civil Accountant 
<lenerals' offices; but the rate of increments of clerks who have passed the 
_I\.ccoontants' test is lower in the Military Accounts Department than in 
ihe Civil Accounts Depar.tment. A representation for the grant of the 
higher rate of increment was received from the Military Accounts establish-
ment at Poona, but the Government did not feel able toagr.ee to it. 

(iv) Men who had been ente11tained temporarily in the Military 
Accounts Department during the period of the war on higher rates of pay for 
special qualifications have been confirmed on those rates of pay. The 
Government of India do not consider that others in receipt of lower rates of 
pay have any legitima.te claim to have their pay raised accordingly merely 
-on the ground of length of service. . 

(v) Accountants who were promoted temporary .1>eputy Examiners during 
the period of the war were not allowed to count the higher emoluments 
towards pension. This decision was arrived at by the Government of India 
.after careful consideration of the rules on the subject and they do not 
,propose to make any amendment in the rules. 

COMPLETION OF CUTTACK-TALCBER LINE. 

608. ·Babu Braja Sundar D&8: will the Government be pleased to 
.state when the Cuttack-Talcher line is likely to be completed? 

The Honourable Sir IIalcolm Halley: Work on the line has only lately 
been commenced and it is estimated that it will take about 2l years to 
complete. 

MILEAGE OF THE B.-N.. RAILWAY ·RUNNING THROUGH THE OlWrA-SPEAKlNG 
COUNTRIES, 

609. ·Babu Braja Sundar Du: Will the Government be pleased to 
state how many miles of the Bengal-Nagpur Railway run through the 
Oriya-speeJring countries under the Government of Bihar and Orissa, 
Bengal, Central Provinces and Madras? . 

The Honourable Sir IIalcolm Halley: The mileage of the Bengal-Nagpur 
Railway running through the Oriya-speaking tracts is approximately as 
follows: 

Bihar aDu Orissa. 
Central Proviuces 
M .... lru· 

COACHING TRAFFIC EARNINGS OF THE B.-N. RAILWAY. 

Miles. 
540 
13 
58 

610. ·Babu Brala Sundar D&8: Will the Government be pleased to 
1Itate the amount received annually by the Bengal-Nagpur Railway from 
.coaching Traffic stating' specially the amount deri-Ved from the' Coaching 
'Traffic to Purl, Bhubaneswar, Baitarani and Jajpur? 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: The Bengal-Nagpur Railway 
received from coacking traffic, Es., 2,21,47,000 during 1921-22 which included 
sums of Us. 9,65,794, .1,28,213, I ~  an.d ~  on ~  of passenger 
traffic booked to -Pun, Bhubaneswar. Bartaram and Jillpur, respeOtively. 
Particulars of other coaching traffic booked to these stations are not 
availa.ble. • 

A :2 
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NUMBER OF MEN IN" THE HIGHER GRADE SERVICES OF THE B.-N. RAILWAY. 

611. *Babu Braja Suudar Das: Will the Government be pleased to 
state: 

(a) t!:te number of men employed by the Bengal-Nagpur R l~  
in the hicrher grade services in their various departments statmg 
how ma;y of them are Europeans, Anglo-Indians, and Indians? 
Is there any Oriya in the higher grades of services? 

(b) the number of employees who are getting over Re. 50 per month 
cla88ifying them according to their nationality? How many 
Oriyas are there in the ~ l  of the Bengal-Nagpur 
Railway getting a pay over Rs. 100 and over Rs. 50? 

The Honourable Sir lIalcolm llailey: The information in the detail asked 
for is not available. If can be collected only by special compilations by 
the Bengal-Nagpur Hailway and the Government are reluctant to put the 
Railway Administration to this trouble. 

PASSENGER SI:PERINTEXDEXTS. 

612. *Babu Braja Sundar Das: (a) In. pursuance of the Resolution 
ty Mr. Joshi. regarding Passenger Superintendents will the Government be 
J:leased to state if the Bengal-Nagpur Railway have appointed any Passenger 
Superintendent at Howrah and Puri? 

(b) Is it a fact that most of the third class passengers to How-rah be-
,tween Howrah and Puri are Oriya-speaking? 

(c) Do the Passenger Supenr.tendents at Howrah and Puri (if appointed) 
know anything of the Oriy'a language? 

The Honourable Sir Malcolm llailey: (a) The reply is in the affirmative 
so far as Puri station is concerned. 

At Howrah there are two Passenger Superintendents -under the controf 
of the East Indian Railwav. These men attend both East Indian Raijwav 
and Bengal-Nagpur Railway passenger trains. - • 

(b) Government understand that the peroentage of Oriya-speaking pas-
sengers between Howrah and Puri is comparatively small. 

(c) The Passenger Superintendent at Puri and one of the Superintendents 
at Howrah have a knowledge of the Oriya language. 

Babu Braia Suudar Das: I beg to put another question, 
Itr. President: Does the Honourable Member wish to ask a question of 

which notice has nof been given? If it is a private notice question, that 
must come at the end. 

Itr. E. Ahmed: Sir, in view: of the fact that there is no Bengali-speaking 
Passenger Superintendent on the Eastern Bengal Railway, do Govern-
ment propose to replace some of the Superintendents when they retire by a 
Bengali-speaking Superintendent? 

Mr. President: Does the Eastern Bengal Railway run into Howrah? 
• Ilr. E . .Ahmed: Then I put both the East Indian Railway and the' 

Eastern Bengal Railway. 
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!l'he Bonourable SIr Kalcolm JIaiJey: We were asked to collect certain 
information about Oriya-speaking ~  on the Bengal-Nagpur 
Railway running into Howrah and Puri. I do. not ~  ~ l  
Member is in order in asking about Bengali-speaking Supenntendents 
on the Eastern. Bengal Railway. 

IMPERIAL lNSTITt:TE. 

618. *J(r. W. 8. I. WiIl8oD: 1. Ia Government aware that: 

(a) The Princes and people of India subscribed a very large sum of 
money towards the building of the Imperial Institute? 

(b) When the building became the property of the British Govern-
ment this important Indian share was recognised by ear-
marking a certain portion for Indian purpop ~ and placing it 
under the India Office? 

(0) The India Office has announced its intention, owing to the dis-
continuance of the Government of India grant, to hand over 
this portion of the building to the British Government to 
be used for other purposes? 

(d) The Indian Committee of the Imperial Institute (which includes 
distinguished Indian representatives) has protested against 
the action of the India Office, maintaining that this portion 
of the Im'perial Institute should cOntinue to be Indian and 
used for Indian purposes as at present? 

2. In view of these facts and in addition the expressed wish of the 
Associations of Commerce, both in India and Great Britain, that India's 
long connection with the Imperial Institute should be preserved, also 
of the continued requests which are being received £loom India for assist-
ance from the Institute, will the Government of India take steps to 
ensure that the recognised. occupation of certain parts of the Imperial 
Institute for Indian purposes is not disturbed? 

J(r. I. Bullah: 1. (a) Yes. 
(b) The arrangement made was that the India Office should occupy, as 

lessee of the British Government, free of rent, firstly a portion of the base-
ment for use as store-rooms and office, and secondly a corridor with passages. 
stairways and a subsidiary room. The Government of India understand 
that only the first area, which does not form part of the main building, is 
to be surrendered. 

(0) 'fhe intention is believed to be as I have already stated, but I am 
not aware that the India Office has made any announcement on the subject. 

(d) The Government of India have no information of any such protest. 

2. The. Government of India believe that the portion' of the main 
building which was leased to the India Office is still in possession of ~ 

Imperial Institute, and will continue to be used for the Indian Exhibits 
which \lill not be removed. They will, however, ascertain definitely whdhe; 
this is so. • 

CONDITION OF PERMANENT QUARTERS AT RAISINA. 

614. ~ D l D l B. A.-I. Gidney: 1. Will Government kindly 
fitate how many of the recently built permanent quarters at Raisina leaked 
during the rains, last February, and to what extent? 
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2. In view of the experience gamed during the abQve ~  is ~  
Government prepared to Bay that these quarters will be habItable dunng 
the monsoons? 

3. If not, are they taking steps to make the roofs really water-tight? 
4. Will the Government state what haB been Bpent up to date in electro-

v. iring the houses in question? 
5. Is it a fact that the electric-wiring has been done BO unscientifi-

cally that much of the material put down only 4 or 5 years ago has perished 
to such an extent as to need renewal? 

Colonel SJrSydney OrookBhank : 1. l~  total number of l ~  of 
leakage during the rains referred to, receIved by the Executive Engmeer 
in charge was six. 

2. Yes. 
3. Does not arise. 
4. The total sum spent on wiring residential quarters to date IS about 

Rs. 5 lakhs. 
5. No. 
JIr. S. C. Shahani: Axe the Government aware that the doors and 

windows, as also the furniture in the Raisina quarters are all ill-made? 
Colonel Sir Sydney Crookshank: May I ask the Honourable Member to 

state exactly what question he has put? 
JIr. K. Ahmed: I suppose leakages are generally found in the buildings j) 

JIr. President: Order, order. Mr. Shahani. 
1Ir. S. O. ShaIIatIi: My question is-are the Government aware-

that the doors and windows in the permanent quarters at Raisina ate badly 
made and that the furniture which is provided in the permanent quarters 
is badly made? 

Oolonel Sir Sydney Crookshank: I am not aware that either the doors or 
the windows, or the furniture is badly made. The best wood procurable 
has been obtained and is used in the manufacture of these articles and 
the best labour available has been employed. 

CIRCULATION OF ONE-RUPEE NOTES. 

615. ·Sir )[ontagu de P. Webb: Will Government having regard to ~ 
unsuitability of the one rupee note as currency in this tropical country 
and to the fact that, according to the Report of the Indian Retrench-
ment Committee, the one rupee note is apparently more expensive to 
produce and maintain in circulation than the silver rupee, now revert to 
the pre-war practice of issuing the silver rupee only in future? 

The Honourable Sir Basil Blackett: The matter is under consideration. 

JIr. S. C. Sha.hani: Axe the Government aware that the public in this-
tropical country now consider the one-rupee note as fairly suitable? 

The Honourable Sir Basil Blackett: Government are aWare from state-
ments tha.t have been made to them both that it will be a disaster if the-
one-rupee note is not withdrawn and that it will be a disaster if it is. '-
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Mr. S. O. ShMAD': Will the Government be pleased. to state if it ha .. 
been found difficult to maintain the one-rupee note in circulation and, if so. 
why? 

The Honourable Sir Basil BlackeU: I understand it was a little difficult 
in the first instance. In certain quarters it is now extremely popular_ 
The whole question is a difficult one. It is very hard to say whether or 
not it is more expensive to keep the one-rupee note or the silver rupee in 

. circulation and it is hard to say whether the public does or does not want 
the one-rupee note. The best criterion always in deciding whether a 
particular fonn of currency shoUld 1:-e 'kept in circulation or not is whether-
the public want it or not, and that will ultimately be the criterion in this 
case. . 

Mr. S. O. ShahaDi: Will the Government be pleased to ascertain what 
the attitude of the public in the matter is before withdrawing the one-
rupee note from circulation? 

The Honourable Sir Basil Blackett: The Government are endeavouring 
to do so. 

Mr. K:. Ahmed: Is the Honourable the Finance Member aware that 
contagious disease is prevalent especially in this city of Delhi? I suppose 
plague and small-pox are contagious diseases? 

JIr. President: The H ~l  the Finance Member is not responsible 
for Public Health. . 

COST OF MILITARY SERVICES. 

616. ·Sir lIontagu de P. Webb: Will Government be pleased to say what 
percentage the cost of .. Military Services .. in India in (1) 1913-14. and 
(2) 1921·22, bears: 

(a) to the total expenditure of the Central and Provincial Governments 
combined; and 

(b) to the total cost, excluding Commercial services of administer-
- ing India of the combined Central and Pronncial Govern-
ments? 

The Honourable Sir Bull Blacke": The percentages required are: 
1913·14 1921-22. 

W W5 ~ 

W ~ 
I may add that the oorresponding figures for 1923-24 are l~ 

(a) 21'6 and (b) 35'2. 

Dr. H. S. Gour: Is this percentage arrived at after taking into calcula-
tion military expenditure distributed over the heads of civil expenditure, 
as, for instance, 50 lakhs of rupees under the civil works in Waziristan, the 
Frontier Military Police and the like? 

The Honourable Sir Basil BlaCk,": I did not work out the figures my-
self, so I oannot answer finally suoh detailAd questions, but certainly w(· 
have not included political expenditure as part of military. 
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FOOD SOLD BY LICENSED STATION VENDORS. 

247. Rai '1'. P. Mukherjee Bahadm: (a) Is the Government aware 
that the licensed station vendors generally supply inferior food and sell 
Rll food a!ld articles at an exorbitant high rate and dupe the passengers? 

(b) Is there any officer to supervise the wOlk of station vendors just to 
see whether they are supplying inferior things or selling things at a higher 
rate to the passengers than the bazar rate? 

(c) Does the Government intend to take steps to protect the poor 
rassengers llgainst extortion by station vendors? 

Mr. O. D. M. Bindley: (a) Government are not aware that such is the 
case. Vendors are bound by thtlir contracts to supply good and wholesome 
articles at current rates. 

(b) The reply is in the affinnative. 
(c) The Honourable Member is referred to replies to (a) and (b) of his 

question. 

CHANGES IN LAW AFFECTING THE HINDU SOCIETY. 

~ Babu Braja Sundar D88: (a) Will the Government be pleased 
to state if they consult the opinion of any 80dy of Pandits connected with a 
religious institution regarding changes in law which affect the Hfudu 
Society? 

(b) Has the Muktimandap of Purl been ever consulted with regard to 
changes in social laws of the Hindus? 

. '!'he Honourable Sir Malcolm BaIley: (a) and (b). No. Public opinion 
is elicited by pUblication; if the opinion of particular bodies or individuals is 
sought, the selection is made by Local Governments. 

RAJKUMAR COLLEGES FOR ARISTOCRATS. 

249. BAbu Braja Sundar Daa: (a) Will the Government be pleased to 
state how many Rajkumar Colleges for aristocrats are there in India? 

(b) Were they started at the initiative of the Government of India or 
the Provincial Governments? . 

(c) Is it a fact that minor sons of Landholders and Zamindars are some-
times forced to go there even against the protest of their natural guardians? 

(d) What is the standard up to which education is imparted in each 
Rajkumar College? 

(e) Is any ·method of administration imparted to the students of those 
colleges, bureaucratic or democratic? 

Mr. Denys Bray: (a) There are five Chiefs' Colleges in India. 
(b) They were started at the initiative of the local authorities. 
(c) Xot ~  far as the Government of India are·aware. 

" (d) There is a Diploma Examination 'at all the Colleges which is ac-
cepted by Universities ~ equivalent to the Matriculation examination, and 
there it; a Post-Diploma Class at t'lie Mayo College, Ajmer. 

( 3864 ) 
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(e) This question is not fully underst-ood. The subjects connected with 
:administration, in which instruction is given, are .. Law" and .. Land 
.Revenue and Surveying ". 

REDUCTIONS IN THE STAFF OF B.-N. RAILWAY. 

250; Babu Braja Sundar Daa: (a) Is it a fact that great reductions 
.in the staff have taken place in the Bengal-Nagpur Railway owing to 
~  ? 

(b) If the reply to (a) be in the affirmative, will €he Government be 
pleased to state the number of hands that have been discharged classify-
ing them unJer heads, (i) Europeans, (ii) Anglo-Indians, (iii) Indians? 

JIr. O. D. II. JtiDdley: I would refer the Honourable Member to the 
:second part of my answer to Mr. Agnihotri's question put on the 12th March, 
which deals with the matter. Government do not propose to enquire into the 
!lumber of hands discharged or the classes to which they ~l  

FEMALE WAITING ROOMS AT SAMTBAL HATIM SERAI RAILWAY STATIO:!" ON 
THE O. AND R. RAILWAY. 

251. JIr. Syed Xabi :&:14: Is Government aware that there is no 
female waiting room at Samthal Hatim Serai Railway station on Oudh and 
.Rohilkhand Railway and the Indian women feel much inconvenience there? 

JIr. O. D. K. Hindley: Government have no infonnation. Railwavs 
provide separate waiting accommodation for female passengers ~  
necessary . 

Il\fPERIAL WIRELESS. 

Sir J'amaetjee J'ejeebhO)': With your pennission, Sir, I should like to 
:ask a question about which I have given notice to the Honourable Member 
in charge. Will Government be pleased to inform the House how the 
"Case stands regarding Imperial Wireless? 

Oolonel Sir Sydney Orookshank: Sir, before replying to that question 
. 'in so many words, perhaps I may be pennitted to take up a few niinutes 

-of the time of the House briefly to explain how the position stands, as it 
"tDay enable Honourable Members better to judge and fonn their opinions. 
I would at the outset ask Honourable Members to frame a mental picture 
(J! the geographical position of India in relation to Africa, Europe and Asia. 
From this they will see in their mind's eye that India stands in the centre 
,of a circle comprising South Africa, East and West .Africa, the United 
Kingdom, Egypt, Europe generally, the Near East, the Far East, Singapore, 
Hongkong, Australia find Ne'" Zealand within its perimeter. Honourable 
~  will thus relllise that India's position 'in the wireless field is 
nne of very great importance indeed, both strategically and commercially. 
I will not go into the past history of the development of wireless, but, 
beginning at the year 1920, it will interest the House to know that an 
Imperial Wireless Telegraph Committee, ordinarily known as the Norman 
Committee, sat in London to ipvestigate the Imperial Wireless position 
at large. The conclusions they arrived at were that the programme to 
be followed should be to develop on steps averaging about 2,000 mile!' a. 
l>iece, that is to say, England to Egypt, Egypt to India, India to Singapore, 
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nnd on to Port Darwin, or Perth and Brisbane. This proposal, which waa. 
based on Government managemE"nt throughout, did not, however, rf!Cei\'e 
an\' favour either from the Government of India or from the Commonwealth, 
DO'minion and Union Governments. The reason why we in India had no· 
particular use for this arrangement was tha.t for strategical purposes direct 
communication between England and India was of the highest importance 
:.nd for nmmercial purposes to work on these short stages would be un-
practical and unprofitable. These views were communicated to the Hom.· 
Government and the next stage in the development of Imperial Wirelesa. 
was that in 1922 an Imperial Wireless Co-ordinating Committee sat and 
recommended that the Indian station should be an Imperial station and 
more or less left.it open to the Union, Dominion and Commonwealth 
Governments, :who, I may remark, had already taken the matter into their 
own hands by entering into negotiations with branches of the main Marconi· 
Company for the erection and working of their own stations. The Indian 
Government being reluctant to embark on the programme of expenditure· 
inyolved the Home Government then offered to provide the money for' 
the construction of this station on the understanding that we worked it 
and gradually repaid the capItal by means of amortization or sinking fund .. 
'l'hey proposed, however, to instal a station which in our opinion was not 
sufficiently powerful to give us the commercial traffic which we considered' 
would be thrown on this central station and would be required in orner 
to make it pay its way. Our views werE' communicated to the Home 
Government and as a result the British Cabinet decided that no restric 
tions should be placed on the arrangements for establishing Imperial 
wireless long-range stations outside the United Kingdom but that in England 
itself Government would erect and work its d'Wn high-power station. This,; 
therefore left us in India with a free hand and the question was then one" 
of the comparntive merits of Government erection and control veT811R 
private enterprise. In the case of Government capital and working, accord-
ing to the advice which we received from our experts in this direction, the· 
cost of the station was estimated to amount to about £421,000 or say 
£500,000 to be on the safe side. The ordinary working expenses would bE'-
on an average £41,000 per annum-probably more making allowance for 
the int-erest and sinking fund charges. There were therefore great diffi-· 
culties in the way of Government taking up the construction of the installa-
tion itself-not only on account of the large amount of capital involved' 
but also because we had no experts of the specialized technical standard' 
required to construct and operating the station. And, moreover, and this 
is a very important point, we had not the full rights to utilise the Marconi" 
-patents and get the advantage of the best apparatus and means of conduct-
ing the service. The advantages and disadvantages of private enterprise' 
on the other hand will be fully realised in that (}overnment would not 
be required to put down capitai; possibly they could enter on a conkact-

• for majority shares in the snme way as the Commonwealth Government diel 
which took 500,001 shares out of a million pounds worth of capital; or 
they could do what was done by the Union Government-that is Eo ~  

~  !I. ten-year contract with the option of taking over the whole concern" 
at a valuation at short notice. A further advantage of private entorprise 
would be that by coming into 11 contract. with a branch of the Marconi 
Company we should get the ~ ll use of those patents which would make" 
all the difference to the success of the concern. Therefore the balance-
of considerations was on the side of private enterprise and it remains so-
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still. What form private enterprise should take has not been fully gone 
into by this Government. We have had offers from two Indian firms, 
sad also from a bran('h of the Marconi Company, but our azrangements. 
would naturally be that we would give preference, if we had eventually to· 
decide on going in for a contract, to a Company which was an Indian 
Company with a large proportion of Indian Directors and floated with 
Indian rupee capitaL 

That is the position at ~  and Government is now investigating. 
further in that direction. 'That does not necessarily mean that wireless. 
telegraphy throughout India and abroad will revert to contract working .. 
It really means that there will be a blend of State and Company manage-
ment which I think offers the best solution of this problem. That is to· 
say, the Government would retain in their hands the working of the· 
inland and coastal stations which we now hf>ve in India and in Burma 
and along the coast, and would also encourage the opening of feeder stations. 
within the limits of these inland statiQlls by Local Governments, by como. 
mercial undertakings or other bodies such as groups of coal mines, tea. 
gardens. oil fields, or other concerns having occasion to take advantage of' 
haying small wireless installations of their own. There would also be 
the smaller wireless installations which would be worked under licence by' 
the Indian States for the advtultage of the communications within those-
States. So that, as I explained before, Government would still retain in 
their hands the working of ~ l  throughout India and Burma and along 
the coast, and if the proposal to ent-er upon u contract for the opening of' 
Imperial "ireless is found suitable and ratisfactory, that would be handed 
over to private enterprise. It is not possible to state exactly where this. 
high-po"wl' station in India would ~ situated, but it would probably be in 
a group of stations at places like A5'ra, Tundla and Hathras, those oeing 
about the right distances apart for the grouping of this central bigh-power-
world station and having the ~  of close connection with the main 
telegraphic heart or centre of India at Agra. It will thus be seen that 
Government have this very important problem under consideration 8S a 
part-Government-part-private-enterprise scheme. The traffic which would' 
be thrown on this long range station in order to be of value for commercial 
purposes, without :which it would be insignificant, would be in the nature-
of 2 million words per annum out of probably a total of 12 million words 
which pass over the cables; .and the rates, although nothing has been 
fixed or settled in that matter, would probably be about tli per ~  of th9" 
cable rates-that is to say Re. 1 for wireless per word as against Rs. 1-4-
for cable transmission. That is the position in which we now stand and 
We propos!' to investigate further this field of private enterprise in the-
shape of an Indian company with Indian capital. 

Mr. B. K. Samarth: May I inquire, Sir, whether the Government of 
India obtained the opinion of the law officers of the Crown as to whether 
it is legally permissible to the Government of India to grant II- licence to 
anyone in regard to wireless l R ~  within British Inaia? 

Oolonel Sir Sydney OrookBhank: I am not quite sure whether I fully 
understand the Honourable Member's question, but there will btil no objec-
tion to entering into a contract by the Indian Government in India, as the .. 
British Government have l ~  decided that that tp.ay De leR entirely 
in the hands of the Indian Government; but I think what the Honourable· 
Memoer probably has at the back of his mind is the utilisation of the-
patent rights which are possessed ~  the Marconi Company. These the· 
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Government of India ~ not use, except by arrangement and payment 
·of royalty fees to the Marconi Company as the law authorities in England 
have stated that payments which were -made by the General Post Office to 
the Marconi Company in connection with the utilisation of some of their 

.patent rights before and during the war cannot be extended to applY to 
the utilisation of those patents in India. • 

Mr. B .•. S&marUl: I am afraid I have not made myself quite clear. 
My point is specifically this. Under the Indian Telegraph Act as it stands 

. at present, have they obtained the opinion of the law officers of the Crown 
as to whether it is legally permissible 10 the Government of India to grant 

.a licence at all to anybody for wireless telegraphy within British India? . 
Colonel Sir Sydney CrooJrabank: So far as I know, it is. 
Mr. N .•. Sa.mar\h: My question is, have "the Government of. India 

-obtained t.he opinion of the law officers of the Crown on that point? 
Colonel Sir Sydney OrooJrabank: I am not quite sure; I shall look up 

the case and I will inform the Honourable Member later as to the exact 
position. 

Sir .Jamsetjee .Jejeebhoy: May I inquire, Sir, whether wireless telephony 
would come within the scope of 1ihe proposed company? 

Mr. H. A. lama: Wireless telephony would not, I think, come within 
the scope of the proposed company which would be simply like any other 

.land line. 
Sir Den Prasad Sarvadhlkary: Before entering into any contract would 

the' Government exh&.ust its inquiries with regard to otber methods of 
wireless under investigation in India. and abroad? 

JIr. H. A. Sama: What other methods has the Honourable Member 
in mind? 

Sir Deva Prasad Sarvadhikary: For example, regarding those about 
which question were asked in this House some time ago; that was one 

-class of wireless I had in mind. 
Kr. X. Ahmed: As for instance, I handed over a. pamphlet of Khan 

Bahadur Habibur Rahman Khan regarding his original research in 'wireless 
telephony and telegraphy, and the Honourable Sir Sydney Crookshank 
promised that he would read that pamphlet and see if there is any good 
in it. 

Oolonel Sir Sydney Orookshank: I can assure Honourable Members 
who have just spoken that Government would be very careful indeed to 
make inquiry into every possible method of wireless transmission,. whether 

.of the kind to which I gave an answer some days back, or otherwIse. 
Rao Bahadur T. Rangacha.riar: May I ask in what form the Govern-

ment aid is goiI!g to be given to this ~  ~  it is to be in 
the shape of guarantee or in the Rhape of shares III the capItal? Have they 
decioed? 

Oolonel Sir Sydney Orookshank: Sir, there are several alternatives in 
this particular direction; but we have not got as. far as going into the 
.details of the exact proposals of any agreement :whIch may be made, but 
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we would naturally be very careful to see that the interests of the Govern-
~  were properly safeguarded and also thut in the ease of emergency 
or war the Government would have the full use of the Imperial Wireless 
stations in India. 

Rao Bahadur T. Kangachariar.: Will the GO\'ernment when the,· have 
made up their mind inform the public as to what aid ~  ~  is 
going to give· in this matter, becnuse the public are not likelv to form a 
company without knowing beforehllDd what the Government proposes ~ db?' 

Colonel Sir Sydney Crookshank: Every opportunity of consuliing public· 
opinion would be taken before any agreement was entered into in a case-
like this . 

. Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: My point is, before concluding any 
agreement with any private firm or other people, will the public have an 
opportunity to tender on the terms proposed by Government"? 

Colonel Sir SJdney Crookshank: The public will be given every opportu-
~  of tendering. There will be no intention of restricting the form of' 
tender or the extent of it. 

Rao Bahadur'T. Kangachariar: Have any Indians been hitherto trained 
in the Government Wireless Branch? 

Colonel Sir Sydney Orookshank: A number of Indians have been trained 
at the Wireless School a.t Karachi. If my memory serves me right, I think 
141 operators and wireless telegraphists have passed out quite recently. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar: How many officers are there and how 
many of these are Indians? 

Mr. President: I think if the Honourable Member wants details he 
had better put his questions down on the paper, 

Dr. B. S. Gour: Will the Government be pleased to consult this House 
before entering into any finnl contract regarding wireless transmission:' 

Oolonel Sir Sydney Crooksbank: I will make a note of the Honourable 
l\Jember's wish to do so. but I do not know that it is altogether possible· 
to do so. 

Sir Deva Pruad Sarvadhikary: Having regard to the recent lessons in 
connection with the State management of railways, does the Government 
consider that mixed enterprises of the kind to which the Honf.urable 
Member has just referred is likely to be accepta.ble? 

Oolonel. Sir Sydney Crookshank: As far sa I can see, every advantage 
lies in the combined arrangements which I na.ve outlined because Govern-
ment retains the working of wireless within the In<.i:an Empire and there 
will be every advantage 111 using private entet;prise for long distance wireless. 

Mr . .;ramnadas Dwarkadas: ~l  I take it, Sir, that the object of 
Government in giving the Imperial Wireless to a. ~ <X?mpany is that_ 
thev think commercially it may prove successful w}11OO 10 the case of 
Sta.te management, I am afraid, will not prove so? Is that the reasan? 

• 
Oolonel Sir Sydney Crookshank: I think I may say that it is very 

lal'(l;ely so. 
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Mr. ]f. Il • .Joshi: Is the Government aware that they managed the 
I}ost Office and that it has given a profit of Rs. li crores this year? 

lIr. Presiden': 1 think Honourable Members might consider now any 
further questions more carefully and put them down on the paper. 

OUTSTANDING RESOLU'l'IONS OF THE ASSEl\·lBLY. 

Dr. B. S. Gour: May I put one question to the Honourable the Home 
:Member, . Sir ~ There is a very wide-spread feeling in this liouse that a 
very large number of Resolutions which have been admitted b'y you, Sir, 
will have fallen into arrears for want of dates for non-official business; 
and will the Honourable the Home Member see thatsoID€ date8 are set 
.apart for working off a few of these· Resolutions? Some of them· are 
very important and whieh Honourable 1Iembers are anxious should be 
moved during the next Simla session. 

The Bonourable Sir llalCOlm Bailey: I can pnly mAe a note of that 
-desu:e. I cannot of course'undertal-e at present to say anything about the 
.comse of business during the Simla session. I would remark, however, 
that the House must not expect that we should during ·the Simla session 
be able to set apart enough days for private businel:'s to have any substantial 
·effect on reducing the number of Resolutions outstanding. Those number, 
-to the best of my recollection, something like 260. 

I~DI ~ RI I  TO. TlIE GREAT WAR. 

lIr. E. Burdon: With your permission, Sir, I should like to infonn 
-the Honourable Members of the Assembly that the Government have no·.v 
·completed and published an account of India's contribution to the Great 
War. The production of this Book, it will be remembered, was undertaken 
'by Government at the request expressed more than once by Members d 
the Legislature. Copies of the Book will be found in the Library of Hlis 
House, and copies can also be obtained from the Superintendent, Govem-
·ment Printing, Calcutta. 

I~DI  DELEGATION FROM KENYA TO LO};DON CONFEREKCE. 

Sir Deva Prasad Sarvadhikary: I asked a question, Sir, of which the 
.Honourable Mr. J. Hullah has private notice. It is as follows: 

., Will the Government he ~  to say whether the Secretary of State for the 
.colonies has acc2ded to the request (,f Indians in K-enya that their representativell 
.should he heard at the forthcoming conferenee in London regarding the affairs in that 
Colony?" 

Ilr • .J. Bullah: Evidently the Secretary of State for the Colonies has 
-acceded to that request, for we have just ~  a telegram from the 
Secretary of Sbte for India as follows :---.:'" I have ascertained that the 
Indian delegnt!on from Kenya will be treated on· the Bame footing 8S 
the European delegation. First class travelling aHowance and subsistence 
.allowance at the rate sanctioned ~ EurSpeans is being granted to the 
Indians up to the same ~  as the European delegation, that is 3 or 4 
.as the caRe mAy be, if the Indians wish to send more than 2 representatives. 
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Sir Deva Prasad Sarvadhlkary; Would that apply to the deputation 
.ent from India? 

.1Ir. I. BuIlab: The telegram refers only to the deputation of Indians 
from Kenya. 

REPORT OF THE N.-W. FRONTIER COMMJ'iw.rEE 
Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Alyer: ~  I ask the Foreign Secretary for .infor-

-mation as to when the Report of the North-West l"rontier· Committee 
which was presided over by him will be published, jlnd whether an oppor-
tunity will be given to the House to discuss the questions arising out of 
that Report? 

1Ir. Denys Bray: I am afraid 1 ani not in a position to give a definite 
:answer to Ihis question. The Report, as the Honourable Member is aware, 
is still under the consideration of the Government. The Honourable Mem-
-ber is aware, but possibly other Members are not aware, that the 
Report, iR exceedingly voluminous and tbe questions it raises are very com-
plex, and it will necessarily take some little time for Government to con-
dude their consideration. 

Mr. W. II. Bussanally: ~  I know, Sir, if the Report is confidential? 
1Ir. Denys Bray: I may add this also that the Report in its present fol'IJl 

is confidential, us reference has been made in parts of it to very confidential 
matter. Before it would be fit for general publication, that matter wouid 
.have to be expunged. 

1Ir. Jamnadas Dwarkadaa: Am I not correct in saying that the practice 
after the Reform Scheme came into existence has been to publish the 
Reports without Government first considering them. All the other Reports, 
for instance the Fiscal Commission Report and other reports. have been 
published without Government giving their consideration to them in the 
-first instance. 

The Honourable Sir JIalcolm Bailey: That is not the general practice. 
The House will remember that we did not publish the Racial Distinctions 
Report until we fully considered it and indeed until we were prepared to 
put forward 8 Bill on it. 

With regard to the Frontier Qommittee's Report, that general considera-
tion does not 8l'lse. Mr. Bray has already explained the reason why it is 
not at present possible to publish that' Report, l~ it contains confi-
-dential matter which must be expunged. 

JIr. W ••. Bussana11y: May I enquire whether this expunging will 
"take place with or without the consent of the Members? 

Baa Bahadur T. Ranpchadar: I may mention that my minute on 
1he Racial Distinctions Committee was not published in full with my con-
-sent. 

1Ir. President:, These are not matters, ~ l  speaking, within the 
tlognizance of the Assembly. Where the Assembly appoints a Committee, 
it has complete control over the publication of the Report. But if Govern-
ment chooses to take the advioe of Members of this Assembly or of other 
Members outside. the publication or non-publication of the Report is a 
matter elltirely within the discretion of tbe Government. 
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Mr. It. Ahmed: With regard to the North Bengal flood, the Honour-
able Mr. Hindley,-I think in February laat,-when- I put a lItarred ques-
tIon, gave an undertaking in this Assembly and promised to lay on the 
table a statement. 

Mr. PresideDt: Will the Honourable M:em.ber say if .he is asking a 
question of which he has given notice? 

Mr. It. ~  No, 84", I am not asking a question, but in regard 
to ... 

1Ir. President: The Honourable Member is out of order. He has given 
no notice of the question, and it cannot be answered. 

Mr. It. Ahmed: Sir, I am simply inquiring . . . . . . 
Mr. President; The HonoUrable Member is not entitled to make even 

Ii simple inquiry without notice. 

REDUCTION UKDER HEAD .. OPIUM." 

Babu Braja Sundir DaB: Sir, I beg tQ ask a question of which I gave 
private notice. It reads as follows: 

"1. (a) Will the Government be plt.ased to state the authority responsible for 
gn'ing the understanding to the Indian Retrenchment Committee that a rednction c.f 
Rs. 19,80,000 on the estimate for 1922-23 will be made under the opium head in 1923-24! 

(b) Is it a fact that owing to this given understanding the Committee make no 
eecommendation for any reduction under the head • Opium '! 

(e) The Inchc..pe Committee state th.t • there will be thus a saving of approximately 
Rs. 20 lakhs in 1923-24 '. Where is the savini in the present Budget!" 

The .Honourable Sit Basil Blackett: Sir, the Retrenchmellt Committee 
requested the Fjnance Department to supply them with advance proofs 
of the Demands for Grants as soon as these were ready. Copies of rough 
l-,roofs were accordingly furnished and these included a rough proof of the 
0pium demand which the Committee assumed t<> be final. The demand 
for the purchase of opium at this stage was shown as Rs, 147 lakhs and 
included no provision for Malwa opium. Subsequently the demand was 
l.>vised and the provision increased to the present figure of Rs. 169 lakhs 
which includes provision for necessary payment for special cultivation in 
,\Ialwa. This change was, I understand, communicated to the Committee 
too late to allow of alterations being carried out in their Report. 

As regards the rest of the question, I think it is clear from the recom-
mendation of the Committee that they merely assumed an automatic reduc-
tion of 20 lakhs in expenditure on the purchase of opium, which assumption, 
as I have already stated, was based upon incorrect data. Apart from ~  
they say: ':' In view of the importance of safeguarding this important 
s,Jurce of revenue we recommend no further reduction". It does not 
appear to have beer. the mtention of the Committee to effect any reduction 
m the amount which the administrative authorities considered necessary to 
enable them to finance their opiuCl operation. The greater part of this opium 
is required for sale to foreign Governments under oontract. Any reduction 
of the provision in the budget would, it .. is estimated, result in a loss of 
about four times that amount of revenue as there is only II. very liI:nited 
reaerve. 

( 3872, 



PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE. 
Mr. President: I have to acquaint the Assembly that the following 

Members have been elected to serve on the Public Accounts Committee: 
Mr, K. C. Neogy, 
Mr. K. Ahmed, 
Mr. N. M. Joshi, 
Mr. Ambica Prasad Sinha, 
Mr. K. G. Bagde, 
Mr. Syed Nabi Hadi, 
Rao Bahadur P. V. Srinivasa Rao, and 
Mr. Braja Sundar Das. 

/ 
.AMENDMENT OF STANDING ORDERS. 

The HODourable Sir Kalcolm Bailey (Home Member): Sir, I made 
II motion yesterday, which was accepted by the House, in regard to the 
appointment of a Committee to consider an amendment of the Stancting 
Orders, the particular Standing Order being that relating to Petitions. 
The rules provide that the Committee shall be elected by the transferable 
vote. As the time is somewhat short, I have suggested to some of my 
friends opposite that we might together put up a combined list which, If 
ii were accepted by the House, would avoid the necessity of electing the 
Committee. If I have your permission, Sir, I will read out the names to 
the House, and if no further names are forthcoming, no ballot will be 
required.. 

The names are: 
Rao Bahadur T. Rangacharlal'. 
Mr. N. M. Samarth. 
Mr. J. P. Cotelingam, 
Mr. K. G. BSgde. 
Mr. Ahmed Baksh, 
Colonel Nawab Muhammad Ibrahim Ali Khan. and 
Sir Henry Moncrieff Smith. 

lIr. PresIdent: The question is that: 
.. Rao Bahadnr T. Rangachariar, Sir Henry Moncrieff Smith, :Mr. N. M. &marth, 

Mr. J. P. Cotehngam. Mr. K. O. Bagde, Mr. Ahmed Baksh, and Colonel Nawab 
Muhammad Ibrahim Ali Khan be elected ~ serve on the Select Committee on the 
8tandiag Order on Petitions." 

The motion was adopted. ~ 

" THE MUSSALMAN W AKF REGISTRATION BILL. 
Jla11lvt A.b11l Easem (Dacca Division: Muhammadan Rural):' Sir, I 

beg to move: 
.. Tha.t the Report of the Be1ect C<amittee on the BiU to provide for the registra-

tion of wakf estates 'andthe proper fl'tldering of 8CCOUIlta by the mutwaHia of nth 
1IIItates in British India be taken into conaidera.tion." 

( 8878 ) B 
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Sir. in doing so, I have to offer u few words of explanation to the HoUN. 
The Bill which was introduced in this House and which was referred to 
the Select Committee had elaborate provisions for the control and manage-
ment of these waqf estates. From the opinions that we received from the 
Local Governments, Government officials and public bodies, it appears that 
there was a great difference of opinion as regards the manner and method 
and the constitution of these controlling authorities and some objection 
was taken too about the details. Therefore, Sir, the Select Committee has 
decided to avoid not only the details about the constitution of controlling 
bodies but has left control out of the Bill itself. We have in this Bill, as 
it is now before the House, only 'confined ourselves to the registration of 
waqf properties and to the rendering of accounts by mutwallis. As un-
fortunately, human memory is very short, I have to repeat what I said on 
a previous occasion that this registration of waqf estates was absolutely 
necessary in the interests of these waq£ properties because it has been 
found, and it is admitted also, that a large number of these waqf estates 
has passed out of the hands of the Muhammadans, and the purchasers of 
these estates who have in the majority of cases bought them for good 
money, when they are asked to return the same, raise the plea-and it 
is a justifiable and reasonable plea no doubt-that they have had them 
for good value and without notice. So now, what is proposed is that 
every mutwalli will now be compelled to register in a public office the 
full details of the waqf property. So that, if anybody in future advances 
any money on the mortgage of this property, or purchases any part of that 
property, he will do it with his eyes open and the Muhammadan com-
munity will have every right and chance to take it away from him when-
ever they want to. The second matter which is dealt with in this Bill, 
as it now stands, is that each mutwalli has to register the waqfnamah 
which lays down the conditions of the waqf and 'will have to submit an 
audited account annually before any public office for the inspection of 
any Muhammadans interested in the waqf estate. And these are the two 
simple provisions about which I think I will not be far "TOng when I say 
there is almost unanimity of opinion from our sections. 'Whatever objec-
tions may hlt've been raised to the method of control were in regard to in-
vesting some Government officials with executive powers and similar 
measures. But these have been done away with now. The only thing 

-is that I and the Bill want that waqf properties shall be duly registered 
and we ~  have an opportunity of knowing what is a waqf. property and 
what is not. And s.econdly, that the mutwalli, who i? a trustee ana only 
a trustel', and nothmg more, may be made to submit an account of his 
income and hill expenditure, so that the Mussulman public,. which is at 
the present moment under the Statute law entitled to sue a mutwalli If 
he is guilty of misappropriation, may have the necessary information and 
facts before him before he proceeds to take action against the mutwalli. 
These are the only two provisions that now remain of the old Bill and I 
think the House will have no objection to consider the propotlals 'favour-
ably. Before I take my seat, Sir, I might inform the House that the 
Select Committee had the advantage, in its deliberations when it consider-
ed the provisions of the Bill, of the experience and advice of the Honour-
able the Law Member of the Government of India. I mention this be-

~  he is not only the Law Member of Government and the Law Adviser 
. of Government, if I may say BO, but he is a distinguished Muhammadan 

lawyer and he has considered the Bill very carefully and we came to It 
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settlement that these are the only two important clauses that ought to 
be retained and the rest could be dropped out; . that we ought to see how 
the Bill works and then we might take further steps, if necessary, on a 
future occasion. I think, Sir, I \\-ill be lacking in my duty, if at the same 
time I ilid not acknowledge my gratitude and my thanks to Mr. Wright. 
Secretary in the Legislative Department, for the trouble he has taken in 
redrafting this Bill. The Legislative Department has very hard work to 
do, what with Government Bills and with having to revise and redraft the 
amateur efforts of legislators like myself, they have had hard work to do 
in connection with my Bill. I have also to acknowledge my thanks to 
my Honourable friend Mr. Percival for the great trouble he has taken in 
considering the clauses of the Bill and drafting the same, and I hope that 
this House will receive this motion favourably. 

Kr. Mahmood Schamnad Sahib B&badur (West Coast and Nilgiris: 
Muhamadan): Sir, I may be permitted to say a· few words about this BiM. 
Sir, this is a very useful piece of legislation, because all over India there 
are several religious and charitable endowments created by M uhamma-
dans, the income of some of which is very large but of most very small. 
Still most of them are not properly managed by the mutwallis. The 
income is not devoted to the objects for which the endowments are created. 
And, if this Bill is passed, the Muhammadan public will be under a great 
debt of gratitude to those who have helped to pass it. And, of course, as 
was said by the last speaker, the Bill 8S it was introduced had many objec-
tionable features; but now as it comes out of the Select Committee, it is 
shorn of most of these objectionable features, although there are some 
impracticable provisions which I hope, if some of the amendments are 
carried, will be removed. For instance, as I said,many of the waqf 
estates are very small. Even poor Muhammadans are anxious to secure 
salvation for their souls by dedicating their small holdings, and the income 

12 N of such dedications is necessarily small. Sometimes it will be 
001'. onlv Rs. 15 or Rs. 10 and if the accounts of these also are to 

be audited and auditor's fees are to be paid, from the income of such w!lkfa 
it will be very hard and the remainder left for the expenses of the obiect 
will be very little. Clause S provide!'! that every statement of account shall, 
bf>fore it is submitted to the Court, he audited: 

.. (a) in the case of a waqf the ~  income of which during the year in question. 
after deduction of the land revenue and ceases, if any, payable to the Government. 
exceeds two thousands rupees, by a person who is the holder of a· certificate granted 
by the Local Government under sectiou 144 of the Indian Companies Act, 1913, or is 
a member of any institution or association the members of which have been declared 
under that. section to be entitled to !l.:t as audit<>rs of companil'S throughout British 
India; or 

(6) in the case of any other waqf (i.e., whose income is less than Re. 2,000), by 
any person authorised in this behalf hy general or special oraer of the s&id Court." 

The Bill provides later on that for such auciliing ol accounts of income o! 
small estates also fees has to be paid; if fees has to be paid for SucD 
auditing, then of course the inoome left will be ·very small. Besides that, 
there is a penalty clause also for not getting the acoounts audited. I 
think. there is an amendment in. regard to that. 

Kr. PreBldent: Order, orde;. I must ask the Honourable gentleman 
to reserve his remarks on these subjects till we come to· the partioular 
clauses on wbioh they arise. , 

82 
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JIr. Kahmood Schamnad Sahib Bahadur: I hope that the HO\lBe will 
pass the necessary amendments. 

JIr. E • .Ahmed (Rajshahi Division: Muhammadan Rural): Sir, I am 
entirely in the hands of this At;sembly in moving my motion that the Bill 
be re-circulated for the purpose of obtaining further opinion thereon. 
After I gave notice of this amendment Sir, 1 have been approached by 
many Members of this Assembly, including the mover of the Bill, and I 
am exactly in the position which 1 have stated. I find, Sir, there are 
good points in support of it, because it is better that the consensus of' 
opinion from the Provinces should be invited further on the Bill. As I 
have said, I do not like to oppose the Bill in any way. Patience is a great 
virtue. But if the requirement of this Bill is so urgently welcome-my 
friend might say .• the sooner the better; make hay when the Sun shines; 
a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush." Again my friend may not 
be returned by his constituency to this Assembly again, because there will 
be a lot of difficulties and obstruction put up in the way of the Bill by 
inviting opinion from the Provinces, and as you know, Sir, to borrow from 
my Honourable friend Dr. Gour, the ipsissima veTba of the speech that 
he had made this morning . . . . 

JIr. W. M. Bussanan)' (Sind: Muhammadan Rural): May I rise to 
a point of order, Sir? I am afraid the Honourable gentleman is blowing 
h.:>t and cold at the same time. I am not aware whether he is speaking 
in favour of the Bill or whether he is going to speak in favour of the 
amendment which he has put down on the paper. I think he ought to 
make up his mind whether to move the motion or not. 

JIr. President: I was just going to insist on it by asking him myself. 
Does the Honourable Member move the motion for re-circulation or not? 

JIr. E • .Ahmed: The result will come out, Sir. If it is the opinion of 
-the Honourable Members of this House . . . . 

. JIr. President: The Honourable Member must give me a direct answer. 
We have got a kmg programme for legislation before us to-4ay and. I wani; 
to know whether he wishes the Bill to be re-circulated. If he does, he 
had better move the motion. 

JIr. E • .Ahmed: If the Government has no objection that the BID 
should be re-circulated and further opinion invited. On that point, as I 
have said, patience is a great virtue. The Government of India tries its 
utmost to give the best consineration" in aU" matters no doubt. 
I was also one of the Members in the Select Committee on this Bill and 
also was engaged for a couple of days in giving my best consideration .to it. 
There is a minute of dissent bv mv Honourable fripnd KhAn Sah;h Abdul 
Quadir. There are a number ·of I ~ on the agenoa. TheTe aTe 
10 amendments on the TJRper. From the gist of thPRe Amendments it 
appears that it is not probAbly Ailvisahlp to go on with the Bill at prpsent, 
and I, Sir, should certainly think that it is l~ in the circum-
stances .... 

Xl. Presldent: I ~  the Honourable Memher iA adVAncing 
arguments in favour of re·circulation. I ask him now to move the motion. . , 

1Ir. :It. Ahmed: I am in the hAndA of the Govprnmpnt. T am in faTo\J!' 
.of circulation if they accept it; if they do not, then I withdraw it. 
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JIr. PreaJdent: It is not for the Government to accept or to refuse. 
The opinlon of the Uovernwtlnt. way alldwli laW Jionourable Member, bu' 
the deCISion rests WIth the House. 

The Honourable Sir JIalcolm Hailey (Home Member): Sir, I have 
been asked for t.ne opmion 01 lJovt:rnwent on LlllS qutlliwon and 1 am qwte 
prepared to give it. 1t will be rewt:wot:rtld that Whtln. the Hill ~ l  
came .before us, it involved the urguwlialilUn 01 managmg commltttlt!8 by 
Government and a very cODSlIJ.eraUltl amoUnt of control to be airecttld by 
Government, and I way say at once that Uovernwent was opposed to any 
such proposal. That It:ature of the Hili has however now been excluded. 
1.'he only new burden which the Hill now plactlS upon Uovernment IS the 
receipt of accounts. For" the resli, it will werely be for the Civil Court 
to take action on the lines of the Act of H ~  'jn the motion of persons 
~  in these wakfs. 1.'herefore, from the point of view of Govern-

ment, the Hill remains one entirely for the community. If they desire to 
see this system of registration applied to their accounts and are willing 
that these religious institutions should be compelled to submit those 
accounts to audit, we on our part are willing to stand aside and allow them 
to get their case through the Assembly without intsference on our part. 
At the same. tIme, I do not think, Sir, I should be doing my duty to the 
House if I do not state to it a certain fact which has just come to my 
knowledge. The representatives of one particular community in Bombay 
approached me as late as a few days ago with the complaint that the 
cil>cumstances relating to the religious endowments in that community 
would not permit of the application of the Bill to them. I had to express 

. regret that we had no previous notice of any such objection nor had it 
come before the Select Committee. But I wired that day to the Bombay 
Government asking them to give us its advice as to the attitude we should 
take on this particular subject as arising from the objections--if they were 
real objections-of that comml,lDity. I have just received a wire in which 
the Local Government says: .. This Government is informed that MuhlIDl-
madan opinion generally is adverse to the whole Bill " and suggests the 
publication of the Select Comrpittee's report before proceeding further and 
have promised us a fuller report on the subject. I could not, consistent 
with my duties to my fellow-Memhers on the Select Committee and to 
the Bombay Government have refrained from laying this fact before the 
House. It is possible that the Bombay Government, in wiring to us, 
had in view only the original Rill and not the Bill with the very much 
restricted scope which is now before the Assembly. But if you will per-
mit me, though perhaps it may not be strictly cognate to this point, I 
would go one step further. My remarks grow out of the fact which I have 
just mentioned that we have bad placed before us very strong objections 
from one section of the community. It is our intention subsequently to 
propose an amending clause whereby Local Governments will be able to 
exclude religious endowments of anyone section of the Muhamrnad8D. 
community. I state that fact now because it might clear discussion 
subsequently. I feel myself strongly that it is a wise precaution. f()r 
CRBes might arise which are not now before us and which have not been 
represented to us. We mi!tht be at considerable inconvenience if we were 
obliged at the request of Looal tl-overnment to put forward an amending 
Bill. 

1Ir. E. Ahmed: As I say ... : 
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JIr. President: I cannot allow the Honourable Member to make a 
second speech. Is the Honourable Member going to move his motion? 

JIr. X. Ahmed: I have ~  finished my speech . . . _ 
JIr. President: It the Honourable Member is going to move his motion 

he can move it. I am not going t·o allow him to make a second speech. 

Mr. X. Ahmed: I have been supported by the telegram sent bl the 
Government of Bombay to the Honourable the Home Member. 'Uiat is 
ill. my favour that the Bill should be Fe-circulated. Furthermore, there. 
iii one difficulty that arises as will appear from the preamble of the Bill. 
that is, that tile mutwallis should render an account. To render an account 
means preparing it and preparing it means some money is necessary, and 
I may tell you, Sir, that the majority of the Muhammadan Members who' 
are here to-day-I have been told directly by some of them-think that' 
to spend the money that will be required t-o prepare an account is certainly 
against the wishes of the donor, but I am ashamed myself because I 
was convinced by the Honourable the Home Member when we were sitting 
in the Committee room No. A a few days :lEo that this was a necessary 
cost,-I did agree ~  my Honourable friend that this was a necessary 
cost just to keep an account·, to bu),: paper and stationery . . . . 

JIr. Pnaident: The Honourable Member cannot go into the merite of 
the question just now. He must move the motion for re-circulation. 

JIr. L Ahmed: Sir, .... 
JIr. President: Order, order. The Honourable Member, if he is moving 

hia motion, must address his argument to prove that there has not been 
sufficient consiaeration of the measure and that therefore it is desirable 
to elicit further opinion thereon. I hope lte will confine his remarks to 
that point but I am prepared to stretch the point in his favour and to 
regard the Honourable ·t.he Home Member's speech merely as an 
interruption. 

JIr. X. Ahmed: I move my amendment, Sir; 
.. That the Bill be r!!·circulated for the purpose of obtaining further opinion 

tbereon." 

JIr. Prestdent: The original question was; 
.. That the Raport of the Select Committee on the Bill to provide for the registra-

tion of waqfestates and the proper rendering of account·s hy the mutwallis of neb' 
estates in Brit.ish India be taken into consideration." . 

Since which an amendment hlloll been moved: 
.. That the Bill I.It' r&-circulated for the purpose of obtaining further opinion 

tlaer8OD.' , 

DaD Bahadur Kaulvi .&mlad Ali (Assam; Muhammadan): Sir, I 
never dreamt that my friend. Mr. Kabeeruddin Aht:Ded would ever move his 
amendment. He knows full well that it is a notorious fact that all 
mutwallis have been dealing with the wakf estates with an amount of dis-
hooesty which up tin now has not been detected by any Court of justioe. 

lIr. President: Order, order. Is the ,Honourable Member addressing 
himself to the motion for re-circulation? He has just referred to fact. 
which he calls notorious. If they were notorious it is obvious that they 
do not need to be elicited by re-circulation. 
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Khan Bahadar Jlaulvi Amjad Ali: I am addressing my speech so far 
.as to oppose the amendment of my Honourable friend. This Bill as ori-
ginally drafted was not acceptable to the country because it was a hard 
measure as put by my Honourable friend Maulvi Abul Kasem, but after 
the opinions of the Local Governments were received and a Select Com-
mittee was constituted, the Select Committee, thanks to them, have made 
the Bill acceptable to the country by removing all objectionable clauses. 
Sir, there is nothing in the opinion of the Select Committee so far as this 
Bill is concerned, which is objectionable, and accordingly the Select Com-
mittee has recommended the passage of the Bill. Now, if this Bill goes 
.again to the country for further opinion, the result will be that the Honour-
able Member who has moved this Bill may not be here any more and 
perhaps this Bill may not come before the House in the next Simla session. 
so that the whole object is going to be frustrated by this amendment which 
will do no good to the community, rather it will do immense harm ~ the 
Muhammadan community. Therefore I oppose this amendment. 

JIr. w. II. HU88&nally: I rise also to oppose the amendment that haa 
just been proposed by my Honourable friend Mr. Kabiruddin Ahmed. The 
Bill as it has emerged from the Select ComInittee is a perfectly harmless 
measure so far as the mutwallis and wakfs are concerned. There can be 
absolutely no objection to the mutwalli being called upon to register bia 
wakfnamah and file his accounts of income and expenditure from time to 
time. So far as those two points are concerned, there is an absolute cer-
tainty that the Local Governments and the public could have no objection, 
and my Honourable friend Mr. Kabiruddin Ahmed has aqvanced no reasons 
whatever in support of the amendment he has proposed. The measure 
that is now before us is of a very urgent character from the fact that 
several large wakfs have been misappropriated and. the matter requires 
speedy remedy. If the Bill is re-circulated, it will take· time and the 
very object that we have in view will be frustrated. My. Honourable 
friend Maulvi Abul Kasem said that the Bill as it is now presented to the. 
House has received the full support of the Honourable the Law Member. 
That being the case, I think there is absolutely no reason for re-circulat-
ing the BjU for further opinion. In regard to the opinion of the Govern-
ment of Bombay which has been put before us by the Honourable the 
Home Member, so far as we are concerned I think there will be no objec-
tion on our part to give power to the l"ocal Governments to exclude any 
particular sect of the .community or any particular limits within their 
territory, and 80 far as we are concerned we mm leave that 
matter safely in the hands of Local Governments. If any par-
ticular sect of the community do not wish that this Act Mould apply 
to them, it will be open to them to approach the Local Govern-
ment concerned which for good reasons may exclude them from the 
operation of the Bill. To that I will have no objection, but I certainly 
have a very strong objection to the Bill bt"ing re-cireulated on the grounds 
that I have just mentioned. I therefore strongly oppose it. 

lIaulvi ..Abu! K ... m: Before the House comes to a decision on the 
amendment of my Honourable friend I beg to infprm the House tlaat the 
original -Bill contained amongst others these two conditions about regis-
tration and the rendering of acoounb;;. They were circulated and it took 
just two years for the Government to ascertain opinion and in "this volume 
of papers t.hat have been snnplied to Honourable Members they will find 
an expression of opinion on these two proviaions as well as on othei'9' .. But 
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[Maulvi Abul Kasem.] 
before I sit down I would remind my redoubtable friend Mr. Kabir-ud-Din 
Ahmed of the fC?ndition of the mosque in Maldah which has gone into 
~  and for which Lord Curzon and the Government of India offered 
Re. 50,000 for repair but the mutwalli was not prepared to add Rs. 5,()()(). 
to it. (A Voice: .. Rs. 60,000.") Government was prepared to pay 
Rs. 60,000. In this House questions are put about the ruin of mosques, their 
repairs and the use of the compound of mosque buildings by Government or 
by non-Mussalmans. There is a real grievance about this but I must say that 
if the Mussalmans want the Government to protect their religious institutioDa 
and their mosques, they ought to 40 everything that lies in their power to 
protect them from misappropriation and misuse by the so-called trustees. 
It has been said that there will be expense which, the wakf donor never-
contemplated. I ask, did the d01.lor ever contemplate that these trust 
properties or their income should be misappropnated by the mutwallis-
fo,' their own use, for their own pleasures and for their own mischief. I would 
remind my friend Mr. Kabeer-ud-Din Ahmed of another mosque which lies 
near his door between the MaIda Railway station and the English bazaar,. 
a: ~  yards from that station where the passengen; are eaten up by tigen;. 

Mr. It. Ahmed: If I understand the Honourable Member .... 
Mr. Presiden': I allowed the Honourable'Member to make a speech 

and a half but I will not allow him to make a second· speech. 
Mr. X. Ahmed: I was going to saS, Sir .... 
Mr. President: Is the Honourable Member going to withdraw h. 

amendment or not? 
1Ir. X. Ahmed: Otherwise there was no necessity for my standing. 
Mr. President: The Honourable Member can withdraw but cannot 

make a speech in doing so. 
1Ir. X. Ahmed: Since reference has been made and ... 
Mr. President: The question is that the Bill be circulated for obtain-

ing further opinion thereon. 
The motion was negatived. 
Mr. President: The question is: 

" That the Report of the Select Committee on the Bill to provide for the registratioll 
of waqf estates and the proper rendering of accounts hy t.he mutwallis of such estatell 
in British India bp taken into COllsideration." 

The motion was adopted. 
Mr. President: We will postpone. the first clause (Short title, extent 

and commencement) till the end. ' 
lthan Bahadur lIaulvi Amlad Ali (Assam: Muhammadan): Before 

I ~ my amendment I would invite my Honourable friends of this 
House to very kindly listen to my submissions. With regard to the merita. 
of the amendments I shall move one a'fer another in due oourse. The 
amendment-that stands in my name runs as follows: ' 

" In clause 2(c) after the words' appointed by a. Mutwalli ' the words • or by the-
Court' be' inserted. " 
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I shall be very brief in making my submission. The word . mutwalli ' 
has been defined 88 follows: 

.. Any person appointed either verbally or under any deed or instrument by which 
B. waqf has been created, to be the mutwalli of a waqf and includes a naib mutwalli 
or other person appointed by a mutwalli to perform the duties of a mutwalli and, Baver 
as otherwise provided in this Act, any person who is for the time being administerin&. 
any waqf property." 

Now, my submission is that in line 6 after the words' appointed by .... 
mutwal1i' the words ' or by the Court ' lIhall be inserted. Disputes like 
this, namely, that if the donor makes no provision in the deed 88 to who. 
lffil be mutwalli after the death of the existing mutwalli, may arise among. 
the beneficiaries. For instance, I am a donor, and also a mutwalli. Under. 
Muhammadan law, I fail to nominate my successor at my death bed, 
because suddenly I become unconscious and die. There is also. no provision 
in the deed itself 88 to :bow this vacancy is to be filled up. Is that 
vacancy to remain vacant or to be filled up? Who is to till it up"! 'i'here 
is no provision in the deed itself. Secondly, you fail to nominate your 
successor. At this juncture the only remedy is to approach tha Kazi. 
'!'hat is the Muhammadan law. It may be asked now, who is the Kazi? 
The District Judge has been held by the Honourable High Court of 
Calcutta to be the Kazl. I am myself a ~ ll  of a certain wakf 
property and I had to approach the District Judge to appoint me a 
mutwalli because the last i'hutwalli could not nominate his successor. 
Nor was there any provision as to who would succeed. The difficulty 
&rose "nd I had to approach the District Judge with a petition and I was 
appointed by him. In order t-o cover those cases this amendment q 
neceBS&ry. Now, Sir; it may be contended at least by one Member of 
this House that this argument may be met by the last sentence " any 
person who is for the time being administering any wakf property." I do 
not think this portion will meet my' argument. Any person administering· 
&- property means any person who is already a mutwalli and administer-
ing. It is a present progressive tense. For instance, if the post .of 
mutwalli falls vacant and there is no occupant of that post, then who is· 
administering? There is nobody administering. So, I submit to this 
Honourable House that my amendment may be accepted as it is an inno-
oent one and will at the same time prevent certain disputes to which 
reference has already been made by me. I think that my amendment 
will commend itself to the House. With these words I move my amend-
ment . 

.. )[aulvi Abul Xaaem: Sir, to save the time of the House I rise to say 
that I have no objection to accepting this amendment if there is ·no 
technical l ~ of a drafting natura, because I admit that a mutwalli 
may include a person appointed by a Court as mutwalli. Of course, not 
being a lawyer I cannot go into the details, but I am quite prepared to 
accept the amendment. 
, The Honourable Sir )[alcolm Balley (Home Member): Sir,' we have-

considered this point on the drafting side and find the amendment not very 
appropriate as it stands. It would assume that a person was appointed 
by the court to perform the duties of mutwalli. Now, Sir, if I am correcfl 
the case which would arise is th,t under section 92 of the Civil Procedure 
Code the Cour(; may have appointed a trustee. It is as suclM;rustee'that 
he would be performing the duties of mutwalli; and on the whole we-
ihink that the purpose of the Honourable Member would be best at-tained 
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[Sir Malcolm Hailey.] 
by inserting the words a little further up in the sub-clause which would 
then run: 

•.• 'MutwaUi' means any ~  aPI-Ointed either verbally or under any deed ~ 
.ustrument by which a waqf has been created, or by a court, . . . ." 

The reason for using that particular form of words (a Court instead of th6" 
Court) is that, under section 92 of the Civil Procedure Code it would not 
necessarily be the District Court which had appointed a trustee. If there-
fore the Honourable Member Iftill feeling that the existing l ~ 
words of the sub-Clause are not a sufficient safeguard for him, 1: woulel 
suggest that after the woro .. creat·ed ., be inserted the words .. or by a 
court ... 

Khan Bahadur Maulvi Amjad Ali: I have n.o objection, Sir. 
The amendment was, by leave of the Assembly, withdrawn. 
JIr. President: :Further amendment moved: 
.. That in sub-clause (e) of clause 2, line 4, after t.he word . created' the worde 

.. .or by a court ' be inserted." 

The motion was adopted. 

Kr. Mahmood Schamnad Sahib Ba.hadur: ~  I move: 
.. That t() clause 2(e) the following be added : 
• and includes the mosques and the other Moslem institutions referred to in sectioa 

4 of the Religious Endowments Act, 1863, as not falling within the control of tbe 
. ('ommit.tee appointed under the provisions of the -Act'." 

Sir, before 1863 all charitable and religious institutions were managed 
and supervised by Government through mutwallis. After that year the 

,Government divested itself of the burden and under the Religious Endow-
ments Act the institutions were divided into two classes, one falling 
under section 3, another falling under section 4. The institutions whose 
mutwallis were appointed by or whose appointment were subject to the 
control of the Government werll those falling under section 3; and . all the 
institutions whose mutwallis were only under the 8up'ervision of Govern-
ment fall under aection 4. Now, only the institutions falling under section 3 
were placed under the control of the committee appointed under the Act; 
and the latter kind of institutions, that is, those under section 4, are not 
under the control of any committee or any other authority; they are not 
liable to fender any account to anybody, and so large properties belonging to 
such mosques are misappropriated and the incomes are 'not properly 
applied t.o the objects for which they were intended. I therefore want 
that those institutions which fall under section 4 of the Act may also be 
included in this Bill, that is t.o say, section 2, sub-section (e) 
may be read with the addition which I have proposed. If that· 
is done there will be no objection; it will do n lot of 
good in the management of such institutions and help the cause of chari· 
table foundations which otherwise fall into disuse. Many such institutions 
ill my own district have been ruined; the properties have been misappro. 
priated and sometimes alienated while the buildings are crumbling to 
ruin. So I hope my amendment will be accepted. , 

'I'he BoD'Ourable Dr. JIiaD Sir Kuhammacl 8hd (Law Member): Sir, 
l venture to submit to the House that ilie amendment moved by my 
Honourable friend is entirely llIlDecessary. From the definition of 
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~  wakf " as embodied in this particular sub-clause it will be clear to 
Honourable Members that wakf means the permanent dedication by a 
person professing the Mussulman faith of any property for any purpose 
recognized by the Mussulman law as religious, pious or charitable,' but 
40es not mclude a certain kind of wakf mentioned in the concluding words 
(){ the sub-clause ordinarily known as .. wakf-alal-aulad" or family 
.endowment. It will thus be clear that every kind of wakf recognized by 
Muhammadan law, whether of a religious or. charitable or any other 
..character, falls within the purview of this Act in so far as registration 
and rendering of accounts is concerned. It follows therefore that wald • 
..thich are outside the particular section of the Act of 1863, to which my 
Honourable friend has referred, do fall, by reason of this definition, 
within the purview of this Act. Where then is the necessity of amending 
the definition in the manner in which my Honourable friend proposes "I 
Such an amendment cannot but create confusion. The definition as 

..embodied in the Bill as it has emerged from the Select Committee, I 
submit, is all-embracing, and in consequence the amendment put forward 
by my Honourable friend is absolutely unnecessary. 

Mr. President: The question is that that amendment be made. 
The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is that clause '2, as amended, stand part 
-of the Bill. " 

Mr. S. O. ShahaDi (Sind Jagirdars and Zamindars: Landholders): 
Before you put clause 2, Sir, to the vote, I request that I may be per-
mitted to suggest that the definitions may be made applicable to all 
religious and charitable endowments. It appears to me that this Bill can 
be easily made applicable to all religious and charitable endowments. It 
will be a very useful Bill, and I, therefore, submit that this extension may 
be sanctioned hy the House . 

. Mr. PresIdent: That is entirely outside the scope of the present Bill. 
"The Honourable Member.propos6s to bring under this Bill religious and 
ooaritable endowments other than those of the Mussalman ~  
and therefore, it is entirely outside the scope of the measure. 

Clause. 2, as amended, was added to the Bill. 
Mr. President: Clause a. 
Mr. Kabmood Schamnad Sahib Babadur: Sir, I beg tv move: 
"That in clause 3 (1) (u) after the word • property' the words 'and a.lso of tll. 

llroperty purchas6d from the income of the Waqf property' he inserted and the 
Becessary conseQlll"ntial changes he made." 

The income of many institutions which have got large estates are not fully 
utilised lor the benefit of the institutions; from the surplus income other 
properties are purchased and they are enjoyed as the property of the 
mutwalli. If this Bill is not made applicable to those properties, their 
accounts will not be rendered. Therefore, I submit that those properties 
which are purchased from the income of the -Wakf PlVperties should also 
be included. • The BoIlouable Dr. JIl&n SIr Jlnbammad. Shafl: I ve!hure to sub· 
mit to· the HQuse BIlain that this amendment too is entirely unnecessary. 
U is obvious that the property in the hands of a mllhvalli being Wald 
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property, its income is also Wakf and property purchased from the income 
of this property must necessarily be treated in law as Wald property. 
The amendment, therefore, is entirely unnecessary. 

Jlaulvi Abul Kasem: I quite appreciate, Sir, the remark which has· 
just fallen from the Honourable the Law Member that property itself 
ought to include the property purchased from the income of the Wakf 
property, but I would just tell him, Sir, that in many cases the properties-
purchased from the income of these Wakf properties are not admitted to 
have been purchased from that, unless we can prove it. In that case' to 
make it more clear, if we coUld add this definition .... (Voic6I: .. No, 
r.o.") Of course I leave it to the House. 

The Honourable Dr. )(ian Sir Muhammad Shaft: That, I submit, i&-
a pure question of fact in each case. There will be an issue in each case 
whether that property has been purchased out of .the income of Wakf 
property. 

(Mr. Mahmood Schamnad Sahib Bahadur then got up.) 

Kr. President: Does the Honourable Member want to withdraw m. 
amendment? 

Kr. Jl&hmood. ScbJlD)nad S&h1b Bahadur: No. 

Kr. President: I will then put the amendment. 
The amendment was negatived. 
Clauses 3, 4 and 5 were added to the Bill. 
Kr. President: The question is that clause 6 stand p°art of the Bill. 

Jlaulvi Abul Kasem: There is an amendment by Maulvi AbdUl. Qua.:lir,. 
SIr. 

Khan Sahib Maulvi Abdul QuaWr: I beg to !ftove, Sir: 
" That in clause 6, for the words . Every statement of accounts shall, before it ill-

furnished to ~ court uuder section 5, be audited' substitute the following: • Any 
person may, after a statement of accounts has been furnished to the court under section. 
5, apply to the cO\;.rt that such statement of accounts be audited and on such application-
the court shall direct that it be audited· ... 

Sir. I am against compulsory pre-auditing of the accounts to be submitted 
by the mutwallis. They can be so audited after the public interested in 
the proper management of the various Wakf estates are satisfied that the 
a('counts have been fudged up and that they should get them audited ior 
the purpose of finding out as to how and where the money has been spent;. 
ctherwise, Sir, if the House makes yearly audit incumbent on the mutwallis,. 
there would be diversion of a considerable portion of the revenue from the 
charitable purposes for which the donors originally intended. This would 
be a regular tax on all Wakf property every year. It is quite undesirable 
to levy such 6 tax unnecessarily for all time to come. I therefore oppose 
the levying of such a tax and move my amendment. I submit, Sir, that 
if this amendment is accepted, it would have the effect of doing away with 
the yearly audit of the statement of accounts to be submitted by the· 
mutwallis. Otherwise they will have to submit yearly accounts and engage 
the services of a trained auditor, and that would be an unnecessary charge 
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~  all waqf properties, which is not desirable. It would be resented and 
the use of the revenues of the waqf would bt: diverted. So I oppose this 
.und submit this amendment which I hope will be accepted. 

The HODOUrable Sir )[alcolm Hailey: As we have only just seen t.his 
.amendment and as, to a certain extent, we shall be answerable for the 
drafting. might I in the interests of the House ask the Mover of the amend-
Dlent if it exactly expresses his own intention? His proposal, if we take 
the wording of the amendment, is that any person, after a statement of 
accounts has been filed, may apply that it should be audited. Does he 
Dlean that any person, for instance myself who am not a Muhammadan, 
WRy force the -Mutwalli to have his accounts audited? Or was it his 
lUtention to repeat in effect the provision which we have in the Act of 1920 
'\Thich allows an interested person to apply? 

Khan Sahib Kaulvi Abdul Quadir: I mean an interested person. 

The Honourable Sir )[alcolm Hailey: If the intention is an interested 
person, the wording must follow that intention. 

Xl'. President: Does the Honourable Member desire the insertion of the 
word .• interested " before .• person "? If so, it ought to be moved as an 
.runendment. 

Khan Sahib )[aulvi Abdul Quadir: Yes. 
The Honourable Sir )[alcolm Bailey: We can supply the Honourable 

M-ember with the wording which it will be necessary to adopt. The wording 
which I assume would be adopted, subject to the draftsman, is that of 
cSection 8 of Act XIV of 1920. 

Xl'. President: Perhaps we may postpone consideration for a moment 
unless the form of .words is actually ready for submission to the H;ouse in 
re form of an amendment. 

-][han Babadur Saiyid )[uha,mmad Ismall (Patna and Chota Nagpur 
cum Orissa: Muhammadan): Sir, I submit that every Muhammadan is 
lIot in sympathy with the amendment moved by Maulvi Abdul Quadir, 
1lJld I would suggest that the amendment be drafted for the consideration 

·,of the House and it would then he possible to the House to consider it 
·on its merits, 

The Honourable Sir )[alcolm Halley: I would suggest that the House 
might discuss the matter on the substance, understanding that the word 
.• , interested " will subsequently, if the substance is approved, be substituted 
by a more correct form of wording. 

Lala Girdharilal Agarwala (Agra Division: Non-Muhammadan Rural): 
Sir, I beg to oppose the amendment moved by my learned friend on the 
ground that it would turn the proposed legislation into a sort of Homeo-
pathic pill of legislation. I submit, either have a law or have no law. 
''Ib.ere is no use having a middle course. If my Honourable and learned 
friends desire that there should be only a nominal registration, I personally 

. lu\ve no objection, but the only reason I oppose this amendment is to draw 
the attention of the Honourable Members of the Assembly to the fact 
that, by accepting that ~  the proposed law will l~ all its force. 
,secondly, I may inform Honourable Members that I have a mind .to bring 
iul'Ward subsequently, if possible, a Bill which might apply to Hindus, and 
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if this principle is adopted, the same principle will have to be accepted for 
the Hindus, and I am not prepared for that. On these grounds, Sir, with 
the greatest respect for Muhammadan ~  I strongly oppose this 
amendment. 

Kr. W. K. HWlSanally: Sir, I rise to do the same and for exactly the 
same reasons as those advanced by my friend Lala Girdharilal Agarwala. 
'lae matter was very fully considered in the Select Committee and we 

", came to this unanimous conclusion. No reason has been shown by my 
friend Maalvi Abdul Quadir for upsetting the decision .we arrived at in 
Relect Committee, and as this Bill is likely to be applied to all communities. 
in the near future I think we ought to come to an understanding whieh MIl 
be applicable ,to every kind of charitable endowment, 

Khan Bahadur Sayid Mubammad Ismail. Sir, I rise to oppose the 
amendment moved by Maulvi Abdul Quadir. As a Muhammad'an interested 
myself in, the management of a religious waqf and also of a charitable 
waqf property I offer my support most unhesitatingly to clause 6 of the 
Bill as drafted "by the Select Committee. Mter mature consideration if 
the House is really anxious that Muhammadan property should be protected 
from mismanagement and misappropriation of its income from abuse.s 
oC dishonest Mutwallis, then the only safeguards which have been proposed 
are embodied in the provisions of the Bill. If any amendment of clause ~ 
us is suggested is made, the Bill will be of absolutely no effect. Then 
what will remain will be the simple registration of the waqf property, with 
a copy of the waqfna1ll>ah filed in the Registration office. Without compul-
'f.ory provision for the auditing of the accounts there can be no check ~  
the accounts submitted bv the Mutwallis. The audit of accounts is 
absolutely necessary. I the;efore very strongly oppose this amendment·and 
suppo.rt the provision of clau8e 6 of the Bill as it strutds. .. 

The Honourable Sir Jlalcolm Bailey: I only wish to speak for the-
assistance of Members of this House in the matter. I recognise that the 
qnestion whether these trusts should be audited or not is largely one for 
the community, but I should like to point out to Members of this House 
4.hat there already exists in our Legislature a provision which allows "an 
interested person to apply for audit. That is to say" section S of Act ~  
of 1920, the words of which run that an interested person may obtain an 
order embodying a direction that the accounts of the trust shall be 
examined and audited. We already have this provision for audit in our 
law, so ~  if the Honourable Member's intention, as embodied in his 
revised amendment, is carried out, it will be merely repeating an existing 
section of the Act of 1920. 

Khan Sahib Kaulvi Abdul Qnaclir: I submit, Sir, that it is not my 
intention that they should not be audited. I take objection to the fact that 
they should be always audited before they are submitted to the Court in 
which they arc registered, If the accounts are to be submitted after 
t!tey are audited, that would entail a charge, which, I submit, is unneoes-
B!Il"y. This is not necessary in all cases, because we know there are only 
c",rtain estates in which the revenues are misappropriated. N()w, the 
public or anv Muhammadan who is int.-n-ested in waqfs knows in what 
t-States the .... revenues are misappropriated, so, after the statements are 
.submitted to the Court in which the estates are registered, he can apply . . • 
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Ill. Pruident: Order, order. I allowed the Honourable Member to 
~  under a misapprehension. I thought the Honourable the Home Mem-
ber had moved an amendment to his amendment. I must now call upon 
Moulvi Abul Kasem. 

)[aulvt Abul Kuem: Personally speaking, I have no objection to 
Gccepting this amendment, because it will practically mean toat, if anybody 
wants to get the accounts audited, he will bave to take action either under' 
this Act or the Act of 1920. I might say that the main objection of my 
'ftiend Maulvi Abdul Quadir is that there will be a recurring expenditure 
nnd a charge on the wa.qf property. May I submit to him and to the 
House that the auditing of accounts is a necessary charge on all properties. 
If you want to save money by avoiding audit, then I think the Government 
:,f India can save a large amount of public money by giving up their Audit 
Department; but that is not practicable. The object of making the 
JUutwalli submit an audited account of income and expenditure was to 
ensure that the mutwalli will always take care not to submit what has 
heen called in this House •. faked .. accounts of his income and expenditure. 
(lnd the dread of having to face an auditor will make him keep his 
accounts at least in a more decent form than he would otherwise do. 
:inless there is this provision for the auditing of accounts, I think a 
mutwalli will be as free to misappropriate and misutilize trust funds as he 
has been in the past. Of course this expenditure need not be incurred by 
a small estate. Here the discretion is left to tbe court to oertify anybody 
to audit the accounts Ilnd he can give this certificate to 8. muhaTToT or a 
pleader who is specified. I think my friend Maulvi Abdul Quadir will be 
'Hll advised to withdraw his amendment, because that will be. 
the only possible check that this law will bring to bear upon the conduct 
I)f the mutwalli and upon his expenditure of public trusts. I may tell my 
friend and the House that, according to Muhammadan law, which has-
been much referred to, a waqf is nobody's property, it is public property 
and it should, I think, be willing and agreeable to pay the C08\ of audit. 

The amendment was negatived. 
Clause 6 was added to the Bill. 

][han Bahadur Jlaulv1 Amjad All: Sir, in moving this amendment I 
would like to inform the House that the Bill as originally drafted contained 
:1 provision to enable anyone interested in a Waqf to file a suit against 8. 
l\lutwalli for misbehaviour; but unfortunately the Seleot Committee has not 

. thought fit to retain' this clause to which i refer-No. 20 of the original 
Bill. That clause as it was drafted ran as follows: as Honourable Mem-
bers of this House may not. have the original Bill with them, I will read 
it out: 

.. 20. N otwithatanding anything contained in any laW for the time being in force, 
'. any person intere&ted in any Wad or the trusts relat . 

~ ll ~~  .. by ptr· ing therilto may, without joining as plaintiff any of the 
other persons interested therein, sue before the Civil 

Court, the Mutwalli of such Waqf or the members of Central Committee or lIII.y 
District Committe" appointed under this Act for any misfeasance, breach of trust. or 
reglect of duty committed by such Mvtwaili, member of Committee, or local Agent 
;n respect of the Waqf or the trusts vf'Sted in or confided to them r8!lneetively, and 
may in such suit pray that the pl\intiff himself be appointed MuttDalli or that the 
Court may appoint any other person to be the MutwaUi and the CivlN::ou.rt _y-

(a) direct t.he specific performance of &D1 act by the Il.t...ui, _her of Com· 
. mittee or local Agent. 
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(6) decree, damages, and costs &gkinst. such Mutwalli, member of Committee or 

local Agent, and 

(e) direct tilE removal of such Mutwalli, member of Committee or,local Agent, 
either on grounds set forth in the plaint or on any other grounds that to 
t.he Court may appear just and proper." . 

"The Honourable House is aware that the object which actuateQ my Honour-
Jibre friend Maulvi Abul Kasem to take the trouble of presenting this Bill 
10 this House was to bring the Mutwalli to his knees in case of misdeed, 
misfeasance, malfeasance, malversation or other neglect of duty in respect 
.of any Waqf. Mutwallis often consider themselves the owners of the 
Waqf. They do not consider that they are simply the agents of the 
donors. The Mutwallis thus mismanage the property in any way they 
think fit. Now it is to put a check on these things that this legal measure 
bas been devised. But I find to my greatest pain and disappointment that 
-even if this Bill is passed in its present form, the Mutwalli's misbehaviour 
will remain where it is now. The only thing this Bill has sought to 
enforce is to compel the Mutwalli to submit to court first of all a deed of 
waqf, a schedule of the Waqf property, an account of income showing 
TtlCcipts, etc. For instance, the mutwalli submits his accounts, and the 
sccount submitted by him shows that he has been spending the income of 
the property in his own way on his own account. How can you punish him 
or bring him before a court for punishment for his misbehaviour? The Bill 

under consideration makes no provisions for that. What is the 
1 P K. ,advantage gained if this Bill is passed? For instance, I am a 

mlltwalli; I am asked to submit accounts; I submit accounts; very well; 
• ~ say that I have appropriated Rs. 2,000 to my own account. I am bound 

it' submit a true statement of account and I do so, and that is all; I have 
submitted a true account saying that I have spent this amount. Is there 
ftny provision of ' law under the Bill to punish that conduct? Is there any 
rontrol in this Bill? Why are you going then toO pass this Bill? For no 
earthly reason; only for this purpose, to compel me to suhmit to the court 
of the District Judge a copy of my account. I have been dealing with 
this for the last 20 years. In my ,district I make bold to say that, ever 
since I have joined the Bar, I have been dealing with hundreds of C8Ses of 
this character; sometimes I have opposed the appointment of a mutwalli, 
sometimes I have supported it; at last my turn 'came and I was appointed. 
However this law under debate is altogether defective. I am not prepared 
to agree to all the provisions. You are always saying that you are going 
to save the waqf property of a pious Mussalman who gave his property for 
the purpose of general charity and you are requested by this Bill, by the 
author of this Bill, to act'ept it simply for the purpose of saving the 
l'toperty from the hands of dishonest mutwallis. That is the object. Now, 
Sir, it struck the author' of this Bill before, to put in this clause, but 
unfortunately I find that when the matter came before the Select Committee 
it was thrown out. Why? I do not understand the reason why it was 
thrown out; there were so many Mussalman members of the Select Com-
mittee, including the author himst>If; why did they agree to this proposal 
that this clause should be deleted from the Bill and to make the proposed 
Bill altogether infructuous? I submit, therefore, that such a provision 
should be made in this Bill. 

Now, Si.;;before I sit down after mo-rin!{ my amendment I would aeek 
your ,permi88ion to say one word for the edifieation of the Honourable House. 
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Tbis Bill seeks to achieve something. By that something I mean that 
under the l\Iuhammadan ll:\w, as Honourable Members probably know, there 
are three classes of waq/, viz., purely public, quasi-public and purely 
private. These are the three classes of waqfs recognised by the Muham-
madan jurists. So far as the purely private waq/ or quaaj-public waq/ i" 
concerned, this Bill has nothing to do with it. It is excluded_ from the 
operation of. this Bill. It only deals, as Honourable Members are 
Ilware, with public waqf, or in ~  with waqfs in which the doDor 
has dedicated all his income for the use of the public, and has not kept 
even a single pice for the use of his descendants or for himself. Now, 80 
far as the other two waqfs are concerned, when the donor gives a certain 
amount to his descendants and certain amount to charitable purposes, it 
is a qu(/si-waqf, and when he gives the entire benefit to· his descendants, 
it is a purely private waqf. That waClf was validated by the Act of.1913 
,;,hen the Waqf Yalidat4lg Act was ~ •. ~  Honourable Members 
e.re concerned only with the purely public Waqi. Before the passing of 
the Civil Procedure Code of 1908, I find that the District Judge-I have 
already said that the District Judge is a Kazi under the Mahommedan law-
was dealing with disputes arising out of Waqf properties as a Kazi, but 
by a recent provision of the la,,, I find that the powers of the District 
Judge as. Kazi' have been curtailed with regard to the procedure to be 
followed in any suit or in any application in respect of Waqf property in 
'Ahich purely public interests are concerned. When there is a litigation, 
when there is an application or a suit before the District Judge in regard 
lo a dispute arising out of a public waqf, I find the powers of the District 
Judge with regard to procedure have been curtailed by section 92 of the 
Civil Procedure Code. I will read the section with your permission, Sir: 

"In the case Qf any alleged breach of any express or constructive trust created 
for puhlic ~ of a charitable or religious nature, or where the direction of the 
Court is deemed nace8S&l"Y for the administration of any such trust, the Ad,'ocat& 
General or- two OJ more rersons having an interest in tbe trust and having obtained 
the consent· in l'n iting 0 the Advocate General, may institute a suit,. whether con-
tentious or not, IT' the principal Civil Court of original jurisdiction or in any other 
Conrt empowerei in that behalf by the Local Government within the local limit!! of 
whose jurisdictioh the whole or any paPt of the subject matter of the trust is situate 
to obtain a decree, removing any trust_in this case MutwaUi-

(a) removing any trustee; 

( b) appointing a new trustee; 
( c) vesting any property in a trustee; 

(d) ll~ accounts and inquiries; 

~  declaring what proportion of the trust-property or of t.he interest therein 
shall be allocated to any particular object of the trust; 

(I) authori6ing the whole or an:v part of the trust-property to be let, sold, 
mortgaged or exchanged; 

(g) settling a scheme; or 

(I,) granting such further or other relief. as the nature of the case may require. 

(2) tsave as provided hy the Religious Endoll--ments Aut, HI63; no suit claiming any 
of the reliefs Rpecified in suh·section (1) shall be instituted in respect of any mch trust 
as is therein referred to except in conformity with the proyisions of that sub-section." 

This being the law, this- being tte stringent Jaw, would ~  for a 
moment that, where there is a waqf of the nature of 8 }lurely public 

o 
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'lharacter, anyone of the Muslim public will think it necessary on his part to 
institute a suit of this nature to the District Court? How is he interested? 
IOU know, in the first place, that in a public trust nobody is interested indi-
~ ll  In a public trust everyone is interested only as one of the Members 
of the public. Everybody's business is nobody's business. So, in this case 
would you think that in the case of ~ public waqf, atf contemplated by this 
Bill, if the mutwalli is found guilty of breach of trust or any other neglect 
of duty, anyone Mussalman in the whole of India would come forward of 
his own free will to pay a laige sum of money -from his own pocket I Why 
should he? He is not personally interested in the property; he will not 
gain, anything 'thereby. It is in the interest of the public. The usufruct 
will go to the public and to no particular individual. So, not a Bingle 
Muhammadan from any part of India will come forward with a suit like this 
hecause of the fact that he is not individually interested, he will not pay 
a single farthing out of his own pocket. People are not so liberal. This 
IS one ground, Sir, why, when a mutwalli of a public trust is found guilty 
of misconduct, his action is not sought to be brought before the Court. 
~l  has been my experience for the last 20 years. This is one ground. 

Let me point out another ground why this provision of law, that section 
1:12, is an insuperable bar in the way of bringing a suit against a mutwalli 
in the Court. The second ground is that he has to go to the Collector or 
if it is a Presidency town, then he has to go to the Advocate General to 
{)btain his sanction. This is a condition precedent to the filing of the suit, 
under section 92 of the Civil Procedure Code,-before instituting a suit, he 
must go to the Advocate General or to the Collector for permission to insti-
tute a suit. Would anyone think that any human being is so generous as 
to spend large sums of money, to go to the Advocate Geheral to institute 
a suit simply to punish the dishonest mutwalli. I do tb.ink there is none. 
lt might be contended that instead of going to the Advocate-General, one 
'Can go to the Collector for permission. Yes, one can go to the Collector for 
;'ermission. . But who will go to the Collector for permission? 
There also the same question arises, i. e., spending money. If 
io seeking permission a man has got to spend money, he may 
liot. go to Court at all. So, I think this provision of law stands 
in the way of bringing dishonest Mutwallis before t,he Court of the District 
J lldge for ~ for his misbehaviour. This law is very stringent 
one whereas the Muhammadan law which is in force in this country is not 
so stringent. In the case of quasi-public waqfs, in the private waqfs, 
the parties interested and aggrieved b.y the conduct of the Mutwalli r)ln to 
the Court of the District Judge and file petitions against him and th( 
District Judge entertains their petitions and adjudicates upon them. TherE. 
it is only a question of petition. This law under consideration does not make 
uny provision of that kind. This Bill makes the aggrieved party take protec-
t.ion under section 92 of the Civil Procedure Code, which is impracticable 
and nobody will ever think of doing it. I therefore submit to this Honour-
able House that if it really desires to punish the dishonest Mutwalli and 
save the trust property, it should .make some easy provision as was made 
by my frieni, the author of this Bill. But he put it .. suit", but in my 
amendment I have "application". If you put in .. suit ", who will 
care in this.,world to pay a large amount on stamps? There are properties 
yielding cfores and lakhs. Who will care to pay the necessary amount on 
-stamp? Nobody is personally interested, 88 I have already submitted to 
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you. You must make some provision which will make this Bill acceptable 
to the country and at the ssme time useful to the country. You have got 
something which is not at all useful for the purpose for which it has been 
hrought here, namely, to bring the dishonest Mutwalli to book. By the 
present provision you have not made any provision to safeguard the inter-
ests of the property, so to say. You are simply by this provision compelling 
.him to go to thtl District Judge and file an account. It may be that he 
has purchased some beer for a certaIn amount of trust money as a luxury. 
How Rre you to punish him for this conduct of his? This Bill has made no 
provision, and as I have already submitted that procedure is impracticable. 
No one having no personal interest would have ~  to protection 
under section 92 of the Civil Procedure Code. If you want to save 
Muhammadan trust property which has been vested in the Mutwallis, if 
)'ou really wish to do it, as I feel in my heart of hearts should be done, 
then I hope that this House will be very pleased to accept my amendment, 
which runs in these worda: 

.. Clause 7 be re·nwnbered as 7 (2) and the following new 8ub·cla1lll8 (1) be inserted 
hdore 8ub-clause (2) in the ll ~ terms : 

• (1) Notwithstauding anything contained in any law for the time being in force, 
:any person interested in any Waqf or tl.!- trust relating thereto, may, without Joining 
'ft8 party any ono interested therein, and without obtaining previous sanction under 
section 92 of the Civil Procedure Code of 1908, iile a petition before the Court aga.in.st 
3 Mutwalli for any misfeasance or brMch of trust committed by such Mutwalli or for 
Ilia any other improper conduct in respect of the Waqf property. of which he is the 
Mutwalli and may, inter alia, pray that either the applicant or anyone interested in 
4.he Waqf be appointed Mutwalli and U:e Court may-

(a) dil·ect the removal of such Mutwalli and appoint any ODe in his place; or 

( b) direct the specific performance of any act by the lIutwalli; or 

(e) grant "ny otb,er consequential relief which the Court may, under the 
circumstances of each case, deem just and proper ' ... 

This is my amendment. Before I resu,me my seat I may say that though 
the Select Committee have made the Bill acceptable to the country, un-
fortunately they have lost sight_of this salutary provision of law for which 
the dishonest Mutwallis would never dare commit any act of breach of 
~  so far as the waqf properties are concerned, and if any Hon-

ourable Member of this House oppm;es this amendment, I think 
he will be doing injustice to the Muhammadan community. 
There should be some provision under this Bill under which 
the dishonesty of the Mutwalli can be punished by the District 
Judge. With these words I move my amendment before the House. The 
amendment is worded very carefully and I hope it will commend itself to 
the acceptance of the House. 

The Honourable Dr. lOan Sir I ~ I l~ Sir, by the amend-
mept now before the House my Honourable friend seeks to get rid of the pro-
vision embodied in section 92 of the Code of Civil .Procedure whereby the 
previous sanction of the Advocate General or of the Collector under section 
93 is necessary in order to enable n person to institute [I suit for the reliefs 

•. mentioned in that section. I venture to submit to the House that the 
provision embodied in section 92 is- a very wholesome provision 4I5d in sup-
port of that contention I cannot do better than cite from a judgment of 

c 2 
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[Dr. Mian ~ Muhammad Shaft.] 
the Calcutta High CoUJ.1; reported in I. L. R. 24 Cal. 418. This is what the 
l~  Judges of the Calcutta High Court say: 
•. The real object of the special provisions of section 539 seems to us to be clear. 

Persons interested in any trust were, if they could all join, always competent to 
maintain a suit. against any trustee for hi& removal for breach of trust.; but where the 
joining of all of them was inconvenient or impracticable it was considered desirable 
that some of them might sue without jcining the others, provided they obtained the 
consent of the Advocate General or of t.he Collector of the District; and this condition 
was imposed to prevent an indefinite number of reckless and harassing suits· being 
brought against trustees by different persons interested in the trust." 

A wholesome provision like this, I venture to submit, is absolutely essential 
in the interests of justice and to prevent frivolous suits by anyone and 
everyone who chooses to cJme into the court in cases of this kind. The 
object of Maulvi Abul Kasem's Bill is twofold. In the first place it 
seeks to secure registration of Mussalman waqfs and in the second 
,,·lace he seeks to secure the publication and audit of accounts once a 
year, the object being that instead of groping in the dark as is the case at 
present, those who arl interested in the maintenance and welfare of these 
charitable, and religiOUS €ndowments may have furnished to them materials 
upon the basis of which, should the trustee misappropriate, they may be 
able to go to the court and ask for the reliefs which are mentioned in sec-
tion 9"2 of the Civil Procedure Code. 'l'he accounts rendered under this 
Act by the trustees once a year will enable persons interested in the main-
tenance of these charitable and religious endowments to see that the trustee 
is administering the property in the right way and should the accounts dis- • 
close to them any ground for a reasonable relief, then they will be in Ii 
position to go to the Collector or the Advocate General and on the basia 
of the proof which they have obtained from the statement of account filed 
in the court by the trustee under this Act, to obtain the previous sanction 
which is necessary for the institution of these suits. '1'0 go beyond thia 
in this particular enactment, I submit, would be entirely unnecessary as 
well as undesirable. .Further you will see according to section 6 of the 
Charitable and Religious Trusts Act of 1890, if a trustee without reasonable 
excuse fails to c;)mply with an order made under sub-section (5) of section 
5, such trustee shall without prejudice to any other penalty or liability 
which he may incur under any law for the time bemg in force be deemed 
to have committed a breach of trust affording ground for a suit under the 
provisions of section 92 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, and any such 
suit may so far 8S it is based on such failure be instituted without the pre-
vious consent of the Advocate General, so that if the case comes within 
the purview of section 6 of the Act of 1920 no previous sanction of the 
Advocate General will be necessary. On all these grounds, I venture to 
submit that whatever may be the motive underlying the amendment which 
has been placed before the House, and I have not the slightest doubt that the 
motive is an excellent one, the amendmeI).t is both unnecessary and undesir-
able. If the trustee renders correct accounts, correct in the manner des-
cribed by ~  Honourable friend, that is to say, if he marries his own 
hon or his own daughters or his own brother out of assets in his posses-
sion belonging to the charitable or religious endowment, then I can Msure 
mv Honourable friend that  that trustees will not remain Mutwalli of that 
endowment for long. If he imagines that by rendering correct account. 
in that l!Htnncr he is discharging himself of the liability and of the duties 
which ~ cast upon his shoulders by the law of wakfs as ~ by the laws 
of Islam, then I am afraid he will be labouring under a hallucination, and 
I have not the slightest doubt he will soon realize that persons interested 
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j" the maintenan('e of that wak£ can without any difficulty go to ~  
and obtain his removal. 

lIr. President: The question is that that amendment be made. 
The motion was negatived. 
Clause 7 was added to the Bill. 
Clauses 8 and 9 were added to the Bill. 
][han Bahadur Jlaulvt· AmJ&d Alj: I move: 
.. That in clause 10 the words' v.ith imprisonment which may extend to three 

months, or ' he deleted." 
(CrieB of .. Withdraw, withdraw. ") 
Before crying "withdraw, withdraw" will Honourable Members be 

pleased to listen. My amendment relates to certain drastic measures pro-
posed by this Bill. I want to convince the House and I won't sit down 
till I convince the House of the truth and the force of my argument before 
this Honourable House. It is provided that if a l\Iutwalli is remiss in sub· 
mitting accounts, on the first occasion he is to be punished with fine. If 

_,be is guilty of the same thing for a second or third time, he may be punished 
with imprisonment. for three months or with fine which may extend to a 
thousand rupees. Now, in the first place, the word .. imprisonment ,. 
is not qualified; it may be either rigorous or simple. In most 
sections of the Penal Code providing imprisOnment for offences 
prOVISIon is made for simple or rigorous imprisonment. ~ 
here power is vested in the court to punish a l\futwalli with imprisonment 
" .. hich may be either simple or rigorous. So on this ground it is objection-
able that a Mutwalli who has failed in filing the account should undergo 
hard labour. Secondly, imprisonment is not necessary at all in my humble 
-opinion. For Honourable Members know that a guardian appointed by a 

, -court to administer a minor's property who may remiss in his duties is 
liable only to a fine. There is no provision in that Act for punishing him 
with imprisonment. So, I think, this provision in the measure before us 
is very drastic. Fine will be quite sufficient in my opinion. The law saya 
that he may be punished -with fine which may extend to Rs. 2,000. That 
I think will quite meet the requirements of the case. Is not. this measure 
It drastic one? I hope Honourable gentlemen will agree with me and 
throw out this provision, 80 that the Muhammadan people of India way 
:accept the Bill with some amount of eagerness; otherwise when P89ple 
'go through the Act, they will see that a Mutwalli is liable to be punished 
,vith imprisonment in addition to fine and they will not like it. It will be 
-difficult for donors to find MutwaIlis. Who will come to do service for 
nothing? The Mutwalli will accept it so long as there is no risk in it. 
He would not' get anything beyond his allowance. His children would not 
get anything. Who will be such a fool as to undertake this business of 
the Mutwalli in this way? This is a most drastic measure indeed. 
In the interp-sts of the people of this country this provision should not be 
allowed to stand, and my submission is that such a provision is altogether 
uncaJ.led for and unwelcome, and I hope that my submission will commend 
itself to the House. With these few words, I move my amendment. 

Mr. President: Tho original question was that clause 10 do stand part 
of the Bill. 

Since which an amendment has- been moved: 
"That the words • wit.h imprisonment which may extend to three months, or' "-

«omitted. " 
The question is that that amendment be made. 
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The Assembly divided: 

Abdul', Quadir, Mawvi. 
Abdulla, Mr. S M. 
Abul Kasem, Maulvi. 
Agarwala, Lala Girdharilal. 
Ahsan Khan, Mr. M. 
• :'kram Hussain, Prince A. M. M. 
Allen, Mr. B C. 
Amjad Ali, Manlvi. 
Ayyar, Mr. T. V. Seshagiri. 
Bagde, Mr. K. G. 
Barodawalla, Mr. S. K. 
Bhanja Deo, Raja R. N. 
Bhargava, Pandit J. L. 
Bishambhar Nath, Mr. 
Bradley·Birt, Mr. F. B. 
Bridge, Mr. G. 
Chaudhuri, Mr. J. 
Clark, Mr. G. S. 
CotAilingam, Mr. J. P. 
Ghnlam Sarwar Khan, Chaudhuri. 
Ikramullah Khan, Raja Mobd. 
Iswar Saran, Munshi. 
Jafri, .Mr. S. H. K. 

Abdul Majid, Sheikh. 
Ahmed, Mr. K. 
Ahmed Baksh, Mr. 
Aiyar, Mr. A. V. V. 
Ayyangar, Mr. M. G. M. 
Basu, Mr. J. N. 
Das, Babu B. S. 
Faiyaz Khan, Mr. M. 
Faridoonji, Mr. R. 
Gour, Dr. H. S. 
Holme, Mr. H. E. 
Husaanally, Mr. W. M. 

The motion was adopted. 

AYES-45. 

I 
r 

I 
I 

Jamall, Mr. A. O. 
Jamnadas Dwarkadas, Mr. 
Jatkar, Mr. B. H. R. 
Jejeebhoy, ~ Jamsetjee. 
Latthe, Mr. A. B. 
Mukherjee, Mr. J. N . 
Nabi Hadi, Mr. S. M. 
Neogy, Mr. K. C. 
Pyari Lal, Mr. 
Ramji, Mr. Manmohandas. 
Rangachariar. Mr. T. 
Reddi, Mr M. K. 
Samarth, Mr. N. M. 
Sarfaraz Hussain Khan, Mr. 
Sllrvadhikary. Sir Deva Prasad. 
~  Mr. Mahmood. 

Shahani. Mr. S. C. 
Singh, Sabu B P. 
Ujagar Singh, Baba Bedi. 
Venkatapatiraju, Mr. B. 
Vishindas, Mr. H. 
Webb, Sir Montagu. 

NOE8-Z3. 
Joshi, Mr. N. M. 
Man Singh. Bhai. 
Muhammad Hussain, Mr. T. 
Muhammad Ismail. Mr. S. 
Nag, Mr. G. C. . 
Percival, Mr. P. E. 
Shahab-ud.Din, Chandhri. 
Sinha, Babu Adit rrasad. 
Sinha, Babn Amhica Praaad. 
SohanLal, Mr. Bakshi. 
SrinivaSB Rao, Mr. P. V. 

Clause 10. as amended, was adde-d to the Bill. 
Clause 11 was added to the Bill. 
Mr. S. X. Barodawalla (Bombay City: Muhammadan Urban): Sir, 01). 

the assurance. given by the Honourable the Law Member that he is going to 
provide that the Local Governments will be empowered to exempt any com-
munity that they like from the operation of this Act, I beg leave to with-
draw this amendment.* 

Clause 12 was added to the Bill. 
Kr. President: As a matter of fact, the new clause to be moved by the-

Honourable the Law Member covers the point raised in the ne¥t amend-
ment. 

The Honourable Dr. Kian Sir Muhammad, ShaB: 'Sir, I beg to move 
that a new clause, claus€! 13, be added, 8S follows: 

" 13. The ~  Go,vernment may by notification in the local official Gazette 'exempt 
from the operatiln of this Act or of any specified provision thereof any wagf or waqf. 
created or lI.dministered for the benefit of fny specified section of the MussulmaD> 
community." 

* .. At the end of clause 12 of the Bill the following be n,lded : 
, ~  apply to the Dandi Hahra (Muhammadan) community'," 
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The Honourable Members will, I think, see quite easily the object of 
this amendment. Administra.tion of trusts is a provincial transferred sub-
ject in charge of Ministers and, therefore, it is wise that, in so far a8 the 
!lctual working of the two main principles embodied in the present Bill ~  
concerned, the fullest liberty should be left to the Ministers to apply those 
provisions. Thete may be in certain provinces some sub-sections of the 
Moslem community who stand OJl an entirely different footing from the rest 
of the community with regard to the position as well as the administration 
of trusts which they may have created. It is prudent in these ca!les t() 
leave it to the Local Government, should the circumstances of a given pro-
vince or waqf so require, liberty to exclude that waqf or those waqfs from 
thE' purview of this Bill. Such a liberty of action to the Local Government 
iF; in the best ~  of the community itself. 

I hope, therefore, that the House will accept this amendment. 

Mr. W. )[. HussanalJy: If the Honourable Member will pernut me, 
I would like to add a little proviso . 

.. with the consent of the local Legislature." 

~ object I have in view is this that whereas I am not-against BohrBs 
being excused from the operation of this Act, it is likely in the near future 
that this Act will be made applicable to other endowments besides Maho-
medan and in that case a difficulty will arise, and that is this, that in certain 
cases while a particular sect may like that a particular endowment may evade 
the operation of this Act, the general community may not like ~  Therefore 
if the matter is discussed in the :(..ocal Legislatures and thereafter the ex-
emption is made it will he in the interests of everybody; and that is why 
I suggest that amendment. 

The Honourable Dr. JIian Sir )[uhammad Shafl: I suggest to my; 
Honourable friend, Mr. Hussanally that the Minister being in the discharge 
of his ordinary duties responsible to the Local Legislature, is not likely t() 
take action under this section unless he fully realises that in that action 
he is supported or will be' supported by at least the majority of the Local 
I egislature. In a matter of this kind to add such a proviso as is suggest-ed 
by my Honourable friend, is, I think, undesirable. 

Lala Girdharilal' Agarwala: Sir, I want simply to say one word. I 
am greatly thankful to the Honourable the Law Member for his amendment 
which I Buppose, will cover a large number of cases, but may suggest a word 
tc be added to that amendment-" may exempt or restriot " from the opera-
tIOn of this Act. Theobject is that there are some Waqfs belonging to the 
Shia Community and they would not like that persons who do not belong to 
their own community should take action under this Act. There are Waqfs 
belonging to other communities also who live in air-tight compartments and 
who do not like to be interfered with by persons belonging to other com-
munities. So if Waqfs are totally _exempted that will not be quite suffi-
cient; but if the application of the Act is restricted in the way I suggest, 
iii will meet the case. My object is that in theapplictltion of this Act, cer-
tain Waqfs may either be totally exempted from the operation of the 
Act or that its operation might ~  restricted, and that was the rea8Qn I 
!lut forward my own amendment: , 

" Nothing htlTein contained shall anthorise any Mussalman to take action under 
this Act in regard to Waqfs of 1\ sect to which he does not belong." 
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JIr. President: I see that the Honourable Member does raise a some· 
what difierent point from that raised by the Honourable the Law Member. 
The Honourable the Law Member's new clause empowers the Local Gov-
ernment to exempt any section of the community from having the Act 
applied to it at all. The Honourable Member's point is difierent. He 
does not want the provisions of the Act set in motion agaihst one sect by 
persons belonging to another sect, which is.a difierent question. 

Ilr. ]t. C. Beagy: S4-, I rise to a point of order. The Honourable the 
Law Member not being a Member of this House, is he entitled to move 
an amendment? 

Ilr. President: The Honourable Member is quit-e ~  

The Honourable Sir lIalcolm JIailey: Sir, we seem to have fallen into 
error on that point. My Honourable friend, Sir Muhammad Shafi, is ~  
well known in this House that we regard him as one of ourselves; but If 
you will allow the amendment to stand in my name, I shall be grateful. 

Jlr. President: The question is: 
.. That the following new clause be added to the Bill: 

I 13. The Local Goyernment may by notification in the local official Gazette exempt 
from the operation of this Act or of aoy specified provision thereof any Waqf or Waqfl 
created or administered for the benefit of any specified section of the MUlsulmim 
community .•• 

The motion was adopted. 

Lala Girdharilal Apnrala: I beg to move that a new clause be added-
at the end, namely: 

.. 13. N othin6 herein contained shall authorize ~ Mussalman to take action under 
this Act in regal'l! to waqf of a sect to which he doe$ not belong." 

Sir, I have already explained my object; the amendment which has 
just been carried ~ l  not exactly cover· this case and it is necessary to 
safeguard the interests of variom; different classes and communities, ",ho 
although ~  are Muhammadans, still observe differences of opinion and 
differences of custom to some extept and who might not like persons belong-
ing ~  sects to interfere in their affairs. It is for this reason and with 
this object that I beg to move my amendment. 

Ilr. S. K. BarodawaUa: Sir, I will not take up the time of the Assembly, 
but I give my full support to the amendment. As has been pointed out, 
no cOllllnuniiy has a right to interfere with the affairs of another community 
and no very long speech is needed on this as we have instances in other 
communities also; among the Hindus also we know that one community 
does not like that any other community should interfere in its affairs; "r 
think, therefore, this amendment should be accepted by this House. 

Maulvi AIml Xasem: Sir, I would have been very glad to accept the 
amendment r.loved by m:\' Honourable friend, Mr. GirdharilaI Agarwala. I 
want to tell him that, distinguished lawyer as he is, there is nothing in 
!he ~  of thi.s Bill w?ich asked any Mu?amma:uan or anybody to 
II~  ~ anythlDl3" It IS only the l ~ l  ,:vho .IS asked to register 
hiS waqf and to submit accounts, so there IS nothlDg In it. ·If he has to 
move an amendment like that, he will have to move an amendment to 
section 192 of the Civil Procedure Code. 
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The Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey: May I point out to Mr. Abul 

2 P.II. 
Kasem that Mr. Agarwala's amendment obviously has reference 
to clause 4. If he.will read that clause, he will see that" any 

person may apply to the Court by a petition in writing for the issue of an 
order requiring the Mutwalli to furnish further particulars or documents. 
Now let us take a case in point. If it were a case of a Shia wakf, then a 
Sunni could not move the Court. It is a matter, I think, in which the 
community must decide for itself whether they wish to restrict action under 
clause 4 to Members of the particular sect or to a section of Mussalmans 
for whose benefit the endowment was intended. But I mvself see some 
difficulty in the amendment as it stands. Let us assume again that a 
Sunni ,\-akf has left money for purely charitable purposes or for purely 
(',<lucation purposes. Will the Court be able to decide whether that wakf 
is, in the words of the amendment, a waqf of, a particular sect? Does the 
particular sect of the donor determine t.he nature of the endowment if the 
-endowment is for purely general purposes?" I can quite understand that if 
the endowment was for the purposes of Shia education or charity to 
Sunnis or to Khojahs,' then the amendIpent might apply. I suggest that if 
the Court is to be able to decide exactly what is meant by a waqf of a 
particular sect, then some bett-er definition than that will be required than 
is given in the amendmf!nt. 

The Honourable Dr. IliaD Sir Muhammad Shall: Sir, should an endow-
ment or a ,,-aki be purely for the 'religious purposes of a particular sect, 
it is ob\'ious that any member of another sect would not be a person having 
an interest in the maintenance of that wakf. Should, however. the wakf 
he for a general charitable or pious purpose, then every Muhammada.n 
would have an interest in the maintenance of such a wakf. Therefore, whe-
ther in a particular case a particular person applying for relief is a person 
having an interest in the ~  of the wakf, is a question which will 
depend upon the circumstances of each case, and it would. therefore. 1 
submit be unwise, if I may vent-ure to ~  so, to enact Ii provision of this 
kind. 

The Honourable Sir J[alcolm Haney: Might I make one additional 
remark, Sir, that, if the amendment is carried in its present fonn, it will, as 
the House will Rl'C from clause 4, allow a Hiudu t.o apply to the COlolrt but 
not- a ~I ll  of a different sect. 

Mr. President: Thp qm'8tion is that tilt' lll'W ehmse be added. 

The motion was negatived. 

o The Honourable Sir Ilalcolm HaUey: Might I su.ggest a purely formal 
<lhange which has just been brought to our notice: it may save trouble here-
after. We proposed the addition of the words .. b}' a Court " in sub-
<lIause (c) of clause. 2. We think that the words shDuld be " a Court of 
competent jurisdiction .. in order to filII into line with the language used 
later on in the Bill. 

lIr. President; On the motion t,hRt the Bill be passed that amend-
m.ent. can be made. • 

Clause 1 was Ildded to the Bill. 

The Title and Preamble ,,-ere added to the Bill. 
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Jlaulvi .Abul Kasem: I now move, Sir, that the Bill, as amended, be-
passed. 

The Honourable Sir Jlalcolm Hailey: I now make the motion I referred 
to: 

.. That in clause 2, sub-clause (e), for the worda • or by a Court' the worda • or-
by a Court of competent jurisdiction ' he substituted." 

JIr. President: The question is: 
.. That in line 4 of sub-clause (e) (,f clause 2, after the words • or by a Court" 

the words' of competent jurisdiction' he added." 

The motion was adopted. 
JIr. President: The question is; 

.. That the Bill, as amended, be passed_" 

The motion was adopted. 
The Assembly then adjourned for Lunch till Fifteen Minutes Past 

Three of the crock. 

The Assembly re-asaembled after Lunch at Fifteen Minutes P8At 
Three of the Clock. Mr. President was in the • Chair. 

THE SPECIAL MARlJIAGE BILL. 

Dr. H. S. Gout (Nagpur Division: Non-Muhammadan): Sir, I havu 
already presented the Report of the Select Committee to amend Act III 
of 1872, and I now move that t.he Bill be taken into consideration. Honour-
able Members will see that the Bill as it was originally introduced by me 
it· this House was a purely Civil Marriage Bill, that is to say, it was a. 
marriage Bill in which two persons, subject only to the law of consanguinity 
which I need not advert to now, were free to marry under the Act as 1 
proposed to modify it. Since then, the Select Committee have made 
certain changes restricting the scope of the Bill. and I should like Honour-
able ~  to realise the changes made and its effect upon the Bill as 
introduced in this House and committed to the Select Committee. As I 
have said, the Bill, the principle of which was accepted by this House, was-
a purely Civil Marriage Bill. It included all classes and excluded no com-

- munity. When it went before the Select Committee Members of that 
Committee thought that we must go along the line of least resistance and 
exclude from the provisions of our Bill classes which did not want to COIII.6 
within its scope. As such we have excluded Muhammadans, Parsees and 
others and have restricted the operation of the Bill to four designated 
classes of persons, namely, Hindus, Sikhs, Jainal! and Buddhists. We have-
also out of deference to the opinions received set out certain rules regarding 
succession and also inserted other provisions relating to adoption and 
management and succession to l ~  endowments. I should like briefly 
to justify the changes made by the Select Committee and point out to 
the House ~  it is now an acceptable JIleaSllre. Some of my friends 
who voted £<f!the Bill upon its second reading when it was referred te the 
Select Committee feel dissatisfied that the measure has been truncated and 
deprived of all the provisions which they regard 811 essential. I should 
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like to explain to them that the measure which' I ask the Honourable 
Members of this House to take into consideration has in no way abridged 
or curtailed the pre-existing rights which existed under the original Act III 
of 1872. Those who object to the added provisions are still free to con-
tract marriages under the original Act. They may entirely ignore the provisions 
of the added sections. But, as I have said on the last occasion when I had 
the honour of speaking on this Bill, one objection which persons who are-
required to sign a declaration under that Act raised was that they could not 
conscientiously sign a declaration with a mental reservation and that it 
was not right that the law should compel them to sign i\. I shall- very 
briefly point out the reasons-the historical reasons-which culminated in 
the framing of that furm which constitutes a declaration under the Act. 
As far back as 1832 a Royal Commission was appointed by an Act of 
Parliament for the purpose of revising and codifying cer;tain important 
branches of_Indian law .. That Royal Commission sat and framed what is 
now known as the lez loci Act, the official designation of which is the-
Removal of Caste Disabilities Act. That Act was enacted as Act XXI of 
1850. The underlying principle of that Act was that no - person shall 
sufier any penalty by the mere fact of his renouncing a caste or religion. 
Later on, in_1856 the Legislature passed what is known as the Hindu Widows' 
Re-marriage Act. That legalised the re-marriage of widows. In 1868' 
that great jurist and lawyer Sir Henry Maine, the then Law Member of 
the Viceregal Council, . pointed out in the late Imperial Legislative Council' 
that it was the bounden duty of the Sovereign to provide for the marriage 
of all his subjects a.nd if they -wished to marry, no impediment by caste, 
creed or otherwise should stand in the way. If the Staie does not enact 
a Civil Marriage Law the consequence is that it leads to promiscuous inter-
course and concubinage. He therefore placed before the Legislative Council 
a Civil Marriage Bill. But before that Bill could become law his term of 
office ended and he was succeeded by another jurist, Sir James Stephen and 
he again circulated the Bill, collected all the opinions and made the follow-
ing summary of the cases to which he adverted. This is what he said: 

.. The cases which I have quoted appear to me to estahlish in the broadest way that. 
on the most genE-ral principles it is jud, equitable, and according to good conscience_ 
that all men should have a right to marry although the law to whicb they are subject-
!Day prescribeth(; manner in which their right is to be exercised. In India, as we an-
agree, there is no fundamental common law other than the law of justice, equity and. 
good conscience lOpon this suLject. If a man is not a Hindu, nor a Muhammadan, nor 
.1 Parsi, nor a Christian, nor a Jaina, no form is prescribed for hllll by law. Does it 
follow t.hat he ('annot marry at all! Cert.ainly not. What follows is that his right 
must be determined by the general maxim that contracts for a lawful object ana 
made on good consideration are valid and must be performE'd, anei I have yet to learn 
that marriage is in a general sense, l'nlawful or immoral or a promise to perform 
c:.onjugal dut.ies by the wife or the husband is not a good consideration for the promise 
to perform reciprocal auties by the husband or the wife." 

He then said that we must have a Civil Marriage Jaw. Then the question. 
arose whether there was a large public opinion to support the enactment 
of such a marriage law. The Brahmos of Bengal who had moved the 
Imperial Legislative Council to enact a law for themselves were of opinion. 
t.hat they were perfectly prepared to declare themselves as non-Hindus and 
therefore they accepted the form which W8S then prescribed and Act ill of 
1872 became an Act of the Imperial Legislature. A very large number of 
marriages have been contracte<i under the Act of 1872 but in a recent case 
their Lordships of the Privy Council laid down that. ~  a.nd 
Sikhs .as well as Jainas were Hindus and the decision of Sir James St.ephen, 
.who had in 1872.taken for granted tJlat if the Brahmo said he was .not &: 
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Hindu there was an end of the matter, was upset by the decision of their 
Lordships of the Privy Council. Well, Sir, that was the state of the law till 
the judgment of the Privy Council was given. About 13 years ago the 
Honourable Mr. Bhupendra Nath Basu, now a Member of the Secretary of 
State's Council, revived this piece of legisla.tion which Sir Henry Maine 
had placed before the Legislative Council and it was considered but after-
wards it failed to become law. Later on Mr. Patel wanted to introduce 
~  did introducl}- a more restrictive measure legalising the marriages be-
tween the Hindus of different castes and it was referred. to a Select Com-
mittee, but after it emerged from the Select Commit\ee, it was considered 
that as the reforms were about to be announced and the constitution of the 
Imperial Legislative Council revised, it would be better if this measure was 
reintroduced in the popular Chamber. Well, Sir, taking the cue from the 
deliberations of that Council, I took the earliest opportunity of reintroducing 

-a measure which has been referred to the Select Committee and which 
emerges from that body with a unanimous report. This is, Sir, shortly the 
history of marriage law in this country. After it came back from the Select 

'Committee I have been besieged with inquiries by my friends of both 
. eomplexicms, reformers and orthodox and I shall now briefly explain the 
reasons which have led the Select Committee to recommend for enact-
ment this measure in the form in which it is presented to this House. I 
shall first deal with the objections of the reformers. They say" What we 
wanted you to do is to enact a general civil marriage law. What you 
have done is to decapitate the measure the principle of which we accepted 
and it has come out of the Select Committee in an extremely crippled: 
restricted and circumscribed form. If we are to fight for civil marriage 
law, let our fight be continued but we are not prepared to accept this half-
way house. To thePl I say, Sir, that the Select Committee have very care-
fully considered this objection of the reformers and they came to the con-

-elusion that it is much better in a case of this kind to take along with 
them public opinicm and it is better that we should have a narrow and 
restricted measure than t{) work for a Civil Marriage law. Then, Sir, to 
them I say that if the Bill is not acceptable they are not better off and 
-no worse off than they were under Act III of 1872. The additional sections 
which are awaiting your judgment are sections which are purely permissive 

.:and .they entitle every man, be he a Hindu, J aina, Sikh or Buddhist, to 
ignore the provisions of those sections and resort to the pre-existing law. It 
binds nobody; it obliges no one; it is a purely permissive measure and 
it is made amply clear that it is so. Therefore, I submit that if anybody 
has any objection on the groUiIld that the measure now before the House 
is a narrow and a more restricted one, he has only to say to himself .• I 

. shall ignore it; I am in no way prejudiced by it and thereOfore I should not 
object to it." Then, Sir, it has been said tnat this meaSure creates a 

~  Under Act IT! of 1872, a Hindu contracting a marriage by 
~ lI~  to a. l ~  that he ~ not profess the Hindu religion 

stIll remams sub;ect to Hindu law regardmg succession and the enjoyment of 
his property; bat by making a declaration under this part of the 'Act that 
he is a Hindu he will be deprived of his personal law and he will be 
~  to the ~  now ~l  in the various sections of my 

B!ll. My answer IS that, here agam It IS, a matter of opinion. If you 
WIsh to make'l-} declaration under the first part, bv all means do so and 
-you will continue to enjoy all the rights and privileges which are g;ven 
-;to you under that part of the Act. But if, on the other hand, you have 
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conscientious scruples in the making of a declaration under that part 
of the Act, then you declare under the second part and place ~ l  
under the disabilities created by that part. You are in no way prejudiced. 
Your position has been improved to the extent that you are not"bound 
to make a decltu-ation which you cannot conscientiously subscribe to, for 
you are given the option of subscribing either to one declaration or the other. 

Then one of my esteemed friends asked me, what about collateral 
succession. \Vell, i::)ir, the Members of the' Select Committee have 
anxiously considered this question and they came to the conclusion that 
regarding ll ~  snocession a persOD who contracts marriage under 
this part of the Act should not be placed in a position of greater disability 
than ~I person who comes under the lex loci Act; in other words, that a. 
person who contracts a marriage should not be put in a worse position than 
a convert; a.nd therefore what.ever may be the law relating to converts and 
to persons subject to the Act or coming' under the Act of 1850 that shall 
be the lal\" which will apply to a person who oontracts marriage under 
this part of the Act. ,So that, i::)ir, so far as that question is concerned, it 
has been settled by the Select Committee in the manner I have indicated 
regarding succession. Regarding succession and' the enjoyment of religious 
rights I have to say 11. few words. Regarding succession the Member.:; of 
the Committee were divided, as is mentioned in the report of the Select 
Committee. The reason why the majority of them agreed that succession 
should be regulated by the Indian Succession Act, rather than under the 
normal Hindu Law was that under the Indian Succession Act, daughters 
and wives acquire a certain vested right of which they are deprived under 
the Hindu Law. The special disabilities created by Hindu Law against 
the succession of females would be removed if the general Law of Succes-
sion as embodied in the Succession Act is made applicable to persons who 
marry under that part of the Act. Here, again, I wish to remind the 
Honourable Members of this House that they are at liberty to marry 
under either the first part or the second part, and if they wish to come 
under the Indian Successirm Act, then and then only they need marry 
uuder that part. . • 

• Then, Sir, it has been said .. What about religious endowments and 
their management ?, Well, Sir, the mere fact that inter-caste marriages and 

. marriages between Hindus and the followers of allied faiths w0uld be possible 
under this Act makes it impossible that persons who contract marriages under 
this Act should continu(' to enjoy as of right the right of management of 
religious trusts; and, therefor(', the Select Committee have made that 
provision. 

Now, Sir, as regards the law of adoption. So far as the law of adoption 
is concerned, two questions arise, one that the fathe.r of such ~  person 
may adopt a SOIl to himself and, secondly, that he may wish to make an 
adoption. As regards the futher", right to adoption, if he chooses and if 
he finds that the son has gone out of the family by contracting a marriage 
which he disapproves of, he is entitled to make an adoption. Honourable 
Members will know with the larger powers of testamentary disposition 
which are coming into force in this country, the law of adoption is now 
receding into the background. Every Hindu possessing his self-acquired 
property is entitled to bequfi)ath it to anybody he likes; and so far as the 
ff'rson who marries under thj,s part of the Act is .conoerned, he. having 
eleeted to be bound by the provisions of that part of ~  to which 
I refer, has been deprived of the right of e.doptitm. I do not say that 
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these provisions are all justifiable, but what I do say is that these are the 

~  ~  have been inserted in the Bill on a ~  maue 
~  my orthodox friends. The Honourable Sir Sivaswamy Aiyer on the 
.last occasion when he enlightened the House with his views said that 
the time had come for a measure of this character, but he demanded mat 

-certain restrictions should be embodied in the Bill so as to make it clear 
.upon the points to which I have adverted. I have, Sir, carried out his 
wishes, and I hope that after the restrictions that have been inserted, 
my friends, orthodox friends, Rao Bahadur Rangachariar and Sir Siva-
swamy Aiyer, will accord to my ;Bill the whore-hearted support which it 
now deserves. There remains, Sir, the question oL Muhammadans. No 

-i)ile was more grieved than I was when the Selec\ Committee deleted the 
Muhammadans from the provisions of this BilL But, I felt, Sir, that if 
we are to carry our Muhammadan fellow-subjects with us, we could not 
force this measure down their unwilling throa.ts. And as the majority of 
them were not yet prepared for this piece of legislation, we thought it 
wise and right that we J:iliould exclude them. We have been told, Sir, 

,by some of my over-cautious Muhammadan friends, "you have excluded 
the Muhammadans to-day, but some person might include them to-morrow, 
and so the Muhammadans will come in for the disabilities of this part. of 
the Act. " But my friends have merely to read my Bill to see how utterly 
irnpossible it will be for the Muhammadans to come under this part of the 
Bill. They have no adoptions; they have no shibaits, their law of suc-
cessi()n is different, and the Bill expressly mentions that it applies only to 
Hindus, Jainas, Sikhs and Buddhists. and I therefore sav, Sir, that if some 

,enterprising spirit were 1iobring in an amending Bill: what. is there to 
prevent him from introducing an independent measure. I submit there-
fore there is nothing in this objection. The fear of any Muhammadan 
reformer bringing in )1. measure hereafter is a standing fear, and is certainly 
not agwavated by the introauction of my Bill. These are all the objec-
tions which have been addressed to me and I have striven, very briefly, 
to reply to them. I commend, Sir, my proposition to the acceptance ,of 
the House. • 

Rai Bahadur Pandit I. L. Bhargava (Ambala Division: Non-Muham-
madan): Sir, I move: 

" That the B:!l as reported hy the Select Committee be recirculat.ed for the purpose 
'of obtaining fn,ther opinion thereon." , 

At this stage I consider it quite unnecessary to enter into the merits 
of the ~  of the Bill, or the history of Act III of 1872, or the sub-
sequent attempts that were made to modify 01: to extend it. In this 
connection it will suffice to say that the Bill, tliough permissive in its 

,rature, is of a bighly controversial character, and all tlie motions that have 
been ~  by ~  Honourable ~  of this Bill have met with strong 
oppOSitIOn In ~ l  House .. ~ BIll was opposed when it was introduced. 
When the motIOn for refemng It to Select Committee was made in January 
1922 ~  ~  was nel3'atived by this House after a very len/rthy and 
full dIscussIOn; and when It was referred to a Select Committee in Septem-
ber last. it was only ~ a ~  ~ ~  of one vote. I am also not unaware 
of the fact that the BIll In .Its ongtnal form was circulatpd for oninion and 
~  ooinio;,s ~  were ll~  on it WPl\3 before the' Select Committee; 
but the BIll ns It I~ presented In Its amended form is so much modified and 
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;altered that the members of the t::!elect D ~  themselves have con-
sidered it necessary to recast it, and the object of my motion is to circulate 
the Bill as it has emerged  from the Select Committee for opinion of the 
persons who are affected thereby. It has been pointed out by the Member 
in  charge of the Bill that the scope of the Bill has been restricted, and 
.there is no doubt that Jihe Christian, Muhammadan, Jewish and Parsee 
.communities have been excluded from the scope of the Bill, but that is 
no reason wpy these communities should not consider and see whether 
this Bill is good for the communities which will be affected by it. 'l'he 
.cummunities which remain are the Hindu, Sikh, Jaina and Buddhist com-
munities. These communites will remain affected and the exclusion of 
other communities will not affect them in the least 80 far as the main 
principle of the' Bill is concerned. 

Sir, as has been pointed out by the Honourable Member in charge of 
:the Bill, certain matters ha.ve been introduced by the Select Cownuttee. 
One of them is that marriage according to this Act will ha.ve the eJfect 
of separating the 'person marrying from the joint family of which he 18 a 
Member. The other is that in matters of succession the party marrying 
under this Bill will be governed by the Indian Succession Act, and there 
is also a provision that the pel'Stln marrying under this Bill shall have no 
right to adopt. These are matters of vital importance and of great signi-
ficance. It is stated in ths Report of the Select Committee that .. all 
reasonable and legitimate objections urged against the original Hill m 
the opinions reoeived on it have been sufficiently met." The question is 
whether these objections haH' been sufficiently met or not, and whether 
the Select Committee had the opinions of those communities whom the 
Bill will affeot on the questions which have been introduced into the 
present Bill before them. It might be said that these opinions had re-
ference to these questions and it is reference to these questions that has 
led the Select Committee to introduce these matters. No doubt there is 
a passing reference incidentally made in some of the opinions about these 
(JuestionS, but the reference is simply to the effect that these questions 
will arise. There is no definite and considered opinion upon all these 
matters and it is therefore necessary, before this House is in a positron 
to pass this Bill or to· oonsider the motion that has been made before it, 
that the opinions of all those persons who will be affected on these points 
whioh have been introduoed by the Select Committee, and upon which they 
have had no opportunity of expressing their opinion, should be before this 
House. And the fact that on 1\ very import,ant question the Memhers of 
the Seleot. Committee themselves were not agTeed is 8 l ~ ~  

that the opinions of the representatives of those persons who vIm be 
affected by the Aet should be obtained. Lookinj:{ to the nature of the 

l ~  that have been made in the Rill and to the Dature of the 
chanies that have been introduoed. it is highly desirable that the Bill 
'should be recirculated for further opinion. 

With these remarks, Sir. I move my amendment. 

KUDShl Iswar Saran (Cities of the United Provinces: Non-Muham-
madnD Urbiin): Sir, it is a oruel irony of fate that I find myseU supporting 
my Honourable friend, Mr. Bhargava, on this point.' The House will see 
th'at I had ,riven notice of the SAme amendment but with A different 
·object. Mv Honourable friend wishes somehow to kill this Rill; I wish 
thf't the Bill should be ~  hnt. ~ l  t.o ~ ~  both of us 
had to give nt!ltice of the same motion. I do not wish, BJ}. to make a 
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secret of my own views and ~ on. this qll:estion. I. am ~  of 
those who-are thoroughly, completely, dIssatisfied' WIth the Bdl as It bas 
emerged out of the 8elect Committee; Without meaning any otle.Me I 
think that its opponents on the CommIttee got the ~  of .my H ~
able friend the Mover of this Bill and introduced clauses lDto thIS BIll whIch 
have made it practically inetlectual. Sir, when this Bill was l ~  
. for opinion the House will ~  that there was a v.e11' short !illl 
which only sought to take out certam words from the SpeCIal Mamage 
Act of 1872. The opinions that were given by the various High Courts and 
by various public bodies related to the Bill as it stood then, but since 
this Bill has been modified in the Select Committee in very important 
details and as it is a measure of a far-reaching character I do think that 
it· is fair to the public and fair to us that we should know what they 
think about the changes thus introduced. My friend has airily brushed 
aside all these objections. He says, .. Oh,  well, if you do not agree With 
this Bill, then you take advantage of Act III of 1872; hut if you do agree 
with it, then come add marrY under this Act." Now 1 am afraid my 
Honourable friend does not realise the position which I and those who 
think like me occupy. I am with him' whole-heartedly-I might almost_ 
say, enthusiasticaily, on the question of reform in this matter; but I 
'look at the whole question from the standpoint of a Hindu. What 1 say 
is this. A Hindu cannot go and get married under Act III of 18!72. He 
cannot go before the constituted authority and say "Well, I do not 
profess Hinduism." That is a lie. What is the alternative that he has? 
He comes here, the same man, and says .. All right, I shall malTY under-
this beneficent measure which has been given to us b)' Dr. Gour.' , And 
what does he find? He findR that he practically ~  to be a Hindu. 
(An Honourable Member: "How?") 

JlUDSbi Iawar Sar&D : Quite right-how'! 'l'hat is a very pertinent 
question and a very relevant question of my Honourable friend. Now 
if my Honourable friend will refer to any book on Hindu lawaI' if he will 
take-care to consider ali those fundauiental principles on which Hindu 
society is based, he will find that a very great deal of importance is attached 
to adoption, to succession and to other matters like these. What do you 
find here? I am a Hindu. Let the House remember that it can only 
form an accurate idea of my position if it does not forget that I am a 
Hindu. I have practically all those feelings, all those convictions, all 
those 'emotions which most Hindus have; but I feel that on this question 
there has grown up a custom which places an unnecessary restriction on 
the liberty of our action. But look at the difficulties created for us. 
Suppose I am a Brahmin and I marry in a Kshatriya family under Dr. 
Gour's Bill and I find that I have not got any issue and I believe in Pinda 
dan and the spiritual benefit that a son can confer on me, what do I find 7 
I cannot .aaopt. I say, it. gives a. rude shock to my notions on this parti-
cular subJect. I do not Wish to be governed ~  the Indian Succession Act; . 
I wish to be governed by the Hindu law. You say" Either you go and 
tell a lie before ~ sub-registrar or you consent to this." I snv I will 
not accept this position; because you rob me of my ~  to be govcrnen 
by the Hindu law and in its place you give me the Indian Succession Act 
which has been introduced into this country for the regultltion of inherit-
ance among!!t. non-Hindus. Then my ft'iend says .. Well. here il'! the 
Oaste DisnbiTitiesAct." Sir. ~  my marrying under this Em you ~ 
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me of my right to live with my brother, you deprive me of my right to 
adopt; you deprive me of my right to be governed by my own personal 
l~  and you say that this is a measure which is going to be used ~ any-
body. It may be used; it may be used by those who are not Hmdus. 
but Hindus of that class would much rather go and marry under Act HI 
of 1872 than come and marry under the present Bill. These are important 
far-Teaching changes which have been introduced by the Select, Com-
mittee into this measure. 1 do not wish to speak at length at this stage, 
and 1 say that it is necessary, it is advisable, nay, it is imperative that 
you should collect the opinions of those who are entitled to speak upon it. 
My Honourable friend says public opinion will be satisfied. If the motIon 
of my Honourable friend is rejected and if this Bill comes to be considered 
you will form a measure of public opinion by the voting that will ~  
place. The fact of the matter is this. Let me say quite frankly-l am 
keener thap Dr. Gour for this reform, but I do not wi,..h to congeal it 
from myself that the vast majority of our people do not like it. This 
being so, some people say" Why do you then introduce it?" My answer 
to ~ is this: it is a permissive measure, it does not force you to marry 
under this measure if you do not care; there is a large and growing hody 
of Hindu dissenters and it is for their protection, for the protection of a 

~ ll them a microscopic minority if you like, but still a minority-
that this Bft has been brought forward. You say .. Remove this restric-
tion; remoVe this bar; let us be free to marry according to our choice." 
'fhe law has imposed the restriction that if 1 marry against the custom 
of the locality or of the family. then the marriage is not a marriage in the 
eye of the law, the wife is not a wife in the eye of the law, and the children 
are not legitimate in the eye of the law. 1 cannot by any means get over 
this difficulty created by the law and it is therefore to the Legislature 
that 1 come for redress. If the House will permit me 1 wish to refer 
to a case which was decided by the Allahabad High Court. There WI'S 
a case of marriage between a Brahmin man and a Kshatriya woman; it 
was argued ~ i!bis marriage was conl.l'acted according to the· custom 
prevalent in Nepal and the parties were Nepalese; the High Court di(\ 
not sustain the plea put forward by the widow about the validity of her 
marriage. Now, it is against this position that we complain; we say 
that. the law has created this difficultvfor us, and it is the law alone 
which can remove this difficUlty. But'l say, if you want to remove this 
difficulty, remove it in a way that honest and genuine Hindus with 
Hindu ideas may be able to take advantage of this Act and 1 pray you, do 
not give us an Act which is not worth having. But, Sir, be that 8S it 

may. I do not wish to speak as to the various provisions that 
4 P.II, are contained in this Bill. 1 only wish the House to consid£'r 

this -question whether it is prepared to take up this Bill at the pN'sent 
~ in spite of these important chanQ"es that haT"(' been introdueed 

or whether it thinks it advisable to sen,d it round for public opinion. 
I support the motion of Mr. Bhargava an-l I am distinctly of opinion that 
the Bill should be sent round so that Judges ann others may b£' able to 
express their views on it. . 

Rat SMib Lakshmi Narayan Lal (Bihar and Orissa: Nominated Non-
Offioial); Sir, I stand to support thil'l amendment. I -do not like to traverse 
the grounds so ably put forward oy my Honourable friend, Mun..<.hi ISWflr 
Saran, but 1 want to support tais amendment only on one..:roun!}. l\f v 
Honourable friend, Dr. Gour, has kindly issued a pamphlet ~  thi<; 
Bill. I have carefully gone through that pamphlet many a time, and it' 

n 
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1 could rightly understand that pamphlet, I thought that ~  Honourable 
Dr. Gour was of opinion tha.t this Bill would be of great political advantage 
for the Hindus. I am sony I cannot agree with him in this view, but 
I do not like 1io labour that point at present. What I want to say at 
present is this, that if there was any political advantage in that Bill, tha.t 
has been lost by excluding the other communities, and if this I!ill as it is 
put now is pressed and passed into l~  it will do a lot of ~ without ~  
good which it is supposed by Dr. Gour to do. I trust that this House will 
carefully consider this measure and vote for postponement of the matter 
at present. 

Ill. Jamnadas Dwarkadas (Bombay City: Non-Muhammadan Urban): I 
rise; Sir, to support the motion for taking the Bill into consideration introduc-
ed by Dr. Gour. We have on the other hand a motion for circulating the 
Bill for inviting public opinion thereon by my friend, Mr. Bhargava. Now, 
Sir, we are accustomed in this House to opposition to measures of this 
character by those who avowedly belong to the orthodox view, and I do 
not for a moment object to the view put forward by my friend, Mr. 
Bhargava. But I must confess to a sense of surprise and amazement at 
the support that he has been getting, and a powerful support too, from my 
Honourable friend, Munshi Iswar Saran, because if I correctly interpreted 
the views of my friend, Munshi Iswar Saran, he never belonged to that 
section of Hindus which take a pride in calling themselves conservatives 
or orthodox. Now, Sir, what is the attitude taken up by Munshi Iswar 
Saran? Why doos he object to the Bill? He says there is not much 
difIerence between the Act of IB72, and the Act which will come in force 
if you pass this Bill into law. Now, Sir, can that objection stand? Those 
of the Honourable Memoers who were present in Simla when Dr. Gour 
introduced this measure, will remember that my sole reason for supporting 
it was that it secured to the individual the liberty of cOIll!cience which the 
Act of 1872 as it stood denied to him. I want to ask Honourable Members 
a serious question, whether if you pass the present Bill into law, it does or 
does not ensure that liberty of conscience that we want, it does or does 

~ ensure that liberty of conscience that we wanted. (Mr. B. N. Misra: 
., No, it doesn't. ") It does. What will be the effect of this Bill? My 
Honourable friend, Mr. Biswa Nath Misra, ought to know that it does 
secure that liberty of conscience which we want, and I will prove it to 
him in a minute if he will have the patience to hear me. What was our-
objection to the Act as it. stood? Our objection was that, if a mall 
belonging to one caste of Hindus married a' girl from another caste, also 
of Hindus, both of them had to go and declare on oath that neither of them 
was a Hindu. That is, in order to secure the marriage they had to tell a 
lie on that solemn occasion and renounce their faith altogether. Now, the 
moment this Bill becomes law, if a boy of one caste of Hindus wants to 
marry a girl of another caste of Hindus, neither of them will be called upon 
to say .. We are not Hindus and therefore we shall take advantage of 
this Act and get married." Both of them can retaim their faith, both of 
them can be Hindus and yet the law will recognise their marriage as legal. 
~  what are the objections which my Honourable friend, Munshi Iswar 

~  urged? He said: II Yes, it might ~  t? them this liberty of 
eonsClencefi.1ey may not have to renouftce theIr faith, but in the eyes of 
-the law they win not reta.in the power to be Hindus. They will not be able 
io make the Hindu law applicable to them in all insta.nces as it would be 
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:applicable in the case of ordinary Hindus." Now, I want to pc:>int out to 
nly Honourable friend",Munshi Iswar Saran, that we . are faced ~ ~ a great 
difficulty in getting thIS measure through. There IS ~  OpposItIon ~ 
the orthodox community. I do not for a moment. admIt that that OppOSI-
tion is from a majority of Hindus. I do feel that at Bny ~  at the 
present moment there are a majority of ~ community ?fHind'!'8 who 
are prepared to confer on their fellowmen the bberty of consCIence ~  has 
been so far denied to them. So that, so far as that argument IS con-
,carned it does not appeal to me that Hindus are not yet prepared to grant 
to their fellowmen the liberty of conscience that is wanted. But I want to 
point to my Honourable friend, Munshi Iswar Saran, the difference between 
these two things. First the highest thing that a man values, namely, 
liberty of conscience, which this Bill secures for him. Secondly, the objection 
which he has pointed out refers to the application of that law in those 
instances which gives him all the worldly right!! which a man ·s. being a 
Hindu entitles him to,: Now, assuming for the moment that for the sake 
of compromise we have in the Select Committee not been able to give 
to such Hindus as will take advantage of this Aet when it becomes law, 
that we have not been able to confer on them all the rights which ordinary 
Hindus enjoy on account of the worldly rights, after all what is that loss 
-compared to the great and, higher gain that is a man's property if liberty 
of conscience is secured to him. To me it seems to be a very futile 
objection to urge for ~ purpose of defeating this measure, I wish, Sir, 
that I could persuade Members of this House not to delay for a moment, 
not to make a moment's delay in doing justice to those who,have for long 
C?laimecl and justifiably claimed at our hands the liberty of conscience. Not 
to allow this measure to go through at the present moment is to risk this 
measure being thrown out, is to risk inviting perpetual blame on the com-
munity that, while we are claiming and rightly claiming freedom from 
other quarters, we are not prepare4 to give to our fellowmen the liberty 
of conscience which as human oeings it is their right to demand. I feel, 
Sir, tha.t it would be a great mistake if this Bill was not taken into consi-
deration. I feel that it would be a great mistake if this Bill W88 sent 
back to the people for eliciting their opinion thereon. Where is, the neces-
'Sity of sending this Bill again to the people? Has not this question been 
before the country now at least for the last 12 yeal'!!? Was it not in 1911 
that Mr. Bhupendra Nath Basu first introduced a measure of this character? 
Was it not again for years together that Mr. Patel's name was associated 
with a Bill entirely of this character? This subject has been before' the 
peojlle for a long time .and now, after 12 years of agitation on this question. 
when we are on the verge of seeing this Bill through in this House, when 
we are on the verge of doing justice-bare justice-to our fellowmen who 
belong to our community, to come forward and put this argument before 
UR that it should be re-circulated is, I believe, not in accordance with our 
l~  for doing justice to all as representatives of the peOple'. Another 

thmg. When Dr. Gour first introduced the measure, it was in 8 very wide 
fQrm, It allowed a Hindu not only to enter into inter-caste marriages 
but it even gave him the right of going outside his communities and it 
was made applicable to all communities in India. Now, I personally 
~ l l  have welcomed ~  reform. But if the House is not prepared for 
It, If all t?e commumtIes have some objections to urge against a wide 

~ sweepmg measure ?f that %fud, I ~ll ~  ~  ~l  and I 
thmk the l ~~ Comt;Illttee has done WISely m respecting £lit! feeling of 
tnose commumtIes, With the result that the scope. of this Bill is very 
much narrowed down, and with the Bill in its present form, even that pillar 

02 
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of orthodoxy, my Honourable friend, Mr. Rangachapar, has nothing to say 
against it. 

Jlunshl Iswar Saran: That is the danger. 

J1r • .Tamnadaa Dwarkadas: Honourable Members will see that he has. 
himself appended his signature to the Biil as the Chairman of the Select 
Committee to which this Hill was referre.d, and it appears to me absolutely 
futile that effort should be made at this stage to throw out the measure-
on grounds wlllch the Rouse need not seriously consider. I strongly appeal 
to the House, Sir, not io accept my friend, Mr. Jawahar Lal Bhargava's 
amendment but to pass my friend Dr. Gour's motion. 

Kr . .T. ·H. Basu (Burma: Non-European): Sir, it is rather a big thing 
to find oneself within the focal distance of the President's eye. The pro-
blem is to find the locii of the President's focus within this Assemblv and 
being a new comer, the problem seems to be insoluble to me. I l ~  it 
to my veteran friends to solve and if they fail,' they may present it to the 
University examinees in the question papers. However, Sir, I will not 
detain the House long, for I had almost taken a vow not to open my lips ~ 
but when I glanced through the Bill I found that there was a sub-conscious 
conspiracy on the part of the Select Committee to compel me to speak, 
although I candidly admit that I share the common weakness of this 
House in having an itchy tongue. Now to the Bill. Most of the speakers 
have all alonlJ dwelt on the Hindu aspect of the question. I have followed 
closely my Honourable friend, Dr. Gour, to find out whether he would make 
any reference to Burma or the Burmese Buddhists in Burma. I fail to 
find any reference to that. My province has been included in this Bill 
only for one reason and that I find from the Statement of Objects and 
Reasons. The reason is given in paragraph 2: 

" Some of us are doubtful whether Buddhists should be included, bl.lt 1 he majority 
are of opinion that they should be included, as Indian Buddhists, equally with Sikhs 
and Jainas, have been held by the Courts to be Hindus for ~ R of succession, 
marriage, and other matters." . 

Now, as Indian Buddhists have been d,eclared to be Hindus for 
certain purposes, a fortiori Burmese Buddhists can also be included as 
Hindus. That is the line of reasoning I understand adopted in this. Well, 
Sir,you can easily see that Burmese Buddhists are quite different in their 
law of succession, inheritance, marriage, adoption and so forth. There are 
also Chinese Buddhists in Burma. The Burmese Buddhist law is guite 
peculiar to themselves. Their law of succession is n0t .at all anything 
like the Hindu law. They have no will at all, and their ideas of adoption 
are not at all similar to the law of adoption in India. There is no libation 
of water or pinda offered to the soul of Burmese Buddhists. They do not 
believe in souls. They are concerned more with t he care that should be 
taken by the adopted children for the living parents and they have recourse 
to adoption during their lives. Now, they can adopt many children, even 
the fathers of children and adoption is open to both the parents. Now. 
that law is going to be affected by one of the sections of this Bill. (Dr. 
H. S. Gmtr: "How?") You deny that right of adoption to certain persons. 
(Dr. H. S.Gour: "I do not deny the right of marrying under the Burmese 
law.") ~  the right of adoption'to certain persons if there iR a 
marriage.under this law. (Dr. H. S. Gour: "You can ignore it .. ") Then, 
Sir, their law of succession is quite different .. I do not see how that l~  
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can be ~  in this way. There are Burmese Buddhists and Chinese 
Buddhists who stoutly repudiate to be dictated to or be governed by any 
law other than their own. Their opinion has not been elicited on these vital 
matters. And apart from the merits of the question, apart from the merits 
of the Bill which I heartily approve, I certainly take my stand on this point 
that the Chinese Buddhists' opinion, the Burmese Buddhists' opinion have 
not been elicited on these matters. I for one cannot undertake the risk of 
voting in favour of this Bill unless I know the views of my constituency. 
Have they .been given an opportunity of ventilating their views? I submit, 
Sir, not. On the Bill as it has emerged from the Select Committee at 
present their opinion I submit has never been elicited. Burma has been 
treated in this way all along by the ~  of India. What prevented, 
I submit, the Government of India or this Honourable House from having 
at least one Member of Burma on the Select Committee? If in matters 
affecting Burmese Buddhists and Chinese Buddhists their interests are 
very studiously neglected by this House,-I must say candidly,-and by 
the Government of Indi/l all along, I submit that the Burmese Members 
feel-I mean thereby the Members who represent Burma-that they are 
ignored. Their presE1nce would have been helpful to the Select Committee 
in matters like these and would have saved them from the pitfalls of hasty 
legislation. My point therefore is simply this-that this Bill should be 
republished for eliciting the opinions of the Bunnese Buddhists." It is con-
tended by my Honourable friend, Mr. Jamnadas, that this Bill 
should be wholeheartedly supported. All the remarks that he has made 
-do not affect Burma at all. I shall be happy if Dr. Gour leaves Burma com-
pletely out of the jurisdiction of the Bill. None of the Members of the 
8elect Committee happen to have considered the Burmese point of view. 
They seem to have taken it for granted and have fallen into the fallacy 
~  because Indian Buddhists are Hinaus for certain purposes, therefore 
the Burmese Buddhists are also Hindus. Now there are ordinary Hindus 
and Privy Council Hindus. But there are no Privy Council Buddhists in 
Burma yet. They 'are all ordinary Buddhists. I must also refer to another 
aspect of this matter. I must againpro£est that the treatment meted out 
to Burma as the milch cow of British India, as British India is the milch 
cow of the British Empire. I therefore move that this Bill be re-circulated. 
I shall then ue in a position to support whole-heartedly the principle of 
t.he Bill. 

Ilr. JlanmohaD4a8 lIamji (Indian Merchants' Chamber and Bureau: 
Indian Commerce): I had no intention of taking part in this debate. I 
felt that I should be satisfied with exercising my right to vote but I\S 
Mr. Jamnadas emphasised the liberty of conscience and the opinion of the 
majority, I think I must give him some reply. As far as the majority 
question is concerned, I ask Mr. Jamnadas whether he has approached his 
own community on this question and ascertained their views, whether there 
is a majority or a hopeless minority in his favour; and if the question is 
put to masses of Hindus I have no doubt that not more than two or 
three per cent. wiII come to his side. In order to prove my contention 
I may tell the House that opposition meetings have been held all over 
India and there is not a single meeting in support. There has been opposi-
tion all over and there have been petitions also. Therefore that feeling is 
there. Of course, there is no objection for any Hindu to marry in anv 
fashion he likes. There is that li),erty of oonsoience, but that.liberty under 
the present Bill before us does not meet the actual requirements of the 
case. It is patch work simply, because these people think that if they 
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carry this now ihey oan go furl;her later on-; but when we take the ~l  
otlegislating, let us not be satisfied with half measures, but let US gIve 
full measures, which they dare not do. 

Bhai :.an SiDgh (East Punjab: Sikh): Sir, i oppose the motion tbat 
the Bill be taken into oonsideration and support the amendment that the-
Bill be circulated for opinion on quite a different ground. I think the 
Select Committee has gone far beyond the mandate that was given to it 
by the House. The House when it made over the Bill to the Select Com-
mittee was simply concerned with one point, namely, whether marriages. 
between men and women of different castes or different religions should be 
allowed under the Act or not; there was already an existing law regulating 
such marriages with the condition that the parties had to state that they 
do not belong to the Muhammadan or Hindu religion and the question was 
that this declaration should be dispensed with. The Select Committee has. 
assumed to itself powers that were never given to them and has brought 
before us ,a 'Bill which we could never dream of. They now come to· 
us with the proposition tha.t if a Hindu marries a Hindu girl of another 
caste he shall not adopt; if he marries a girl of another ca.ste he shall btl 
deemed to ~  separated from his family; a Hindu who marries a Hindu 
girl of another caste or a J aina girl shall not be allowed to follow the rules of 
succession according to Hindu law but shall have to follow the rules of 
Indian Succession Act, which, so far as I understand, is very· much akin 
to English or Christian law in this respect. Sir. I was never prepared to 
give those powers to the Select Committee to enable them to spin out a. 
huge system of succession, adoption and joint Hindu family law for us. 
There is a very good precedent against this sort of thing in another measure 
which was called the Cantonment ::gouse-Accommodation Bill. That Bill was 
referred to a Joint Committee and the Committee found tha.t it was neces-
sary to make many drastic changes in the Bill, but the Joint Committee, 
being true to the mandate which had been given to them, did not think 
themselves capable of going beyond the limits under which they thought 
the Bill had been referred to them and they reported to the Hnuse that 
as they wanted to make certain drastic changes they would like the BilI 
to be re-submitted to them. I reany wonder how the Select Committee 
on this Bill has assumed to themselves powers which were never given to 
them, and it is on this ground of principle, Sir, that I would strongly oppose 
their· report being taken into consideration on the floor of the House. 
They have not stuck to the principle of the Bill only, they have gone far 
beyond our manda.te; and if the principle is once conceded that a Select 
Committee can change the whole fabric of II. Bill and give us quite a new 
law on the subject, I think it will be a very bad precedent from the point 
of view of the principles of legislation. I therefore, Sir, strongly oppose the 
Bill beiI!g taken into consideration. . 

I should like to draw the attention of the House to another anomaly 
in the Bill as it has emerged from the Select Committee. So far as I 
understand, a gentleman who marries another Hindu girl after declaring 
that he .does not ~ l  to the Hindu, ~  or J aina religion, has 
to follow the ordmary rules of succeSSIOn. At least tpe present Special 
Marriage Act does not lay down that he shall follow the law laid down in 
the ~ l Act. But a Hindu who ~ not prepared to say that he is 
not a Hindu who marries under the provisions of this amended form of 
marriage is told by the law' No, my dear Sir. though you nre 9 "Hindu. 
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though you are not prepared to say that you are not; a Hindu, you shall 
not be allowed to follow the Hindu Law ~  Succession.' I do not find 
anything special in the latter case that makes it necessary that he should 
be forced by this measure to follow a different law of succession from 
what is followed by the rest of the society. I think if Dr. Gour presses 
that this Bill should be passed in its present fonn, as it has emerged from 
the Select Committee, in my humble opinion, he will be doing a distinct· 
disservice to the cause of refonn, because those who marry under this 
Bill would practically become outcastes. Again they shall lose the power 
of adoption. That is a privilege which perhaps every Hindu, at least a 
Hindu who is not prepared to say that he is not a Hindu, cherishes t<) 
his heart; and is it not downright tyranny to force him not to have tht.> 
power of adoption? I am sorry my Honourable friend, Mr. Jamnadas 
Dwarkadas, is not present in the House. He clr.imed the liberty of con-
science. I too claim the same thing, but I ask Why we should snatch away 
the right of adoption from a person who is liberal enough to marry a girl 
of another caste. Why should you snatch away the rights of succession t() 
him under the Hindu Law who is liberal enough to marry a girl of another 
caste? In the end I should like to make my own position clear. Let it nnt 
be understood that I am at all aginst inter-caste marriages. My religion 
very freely allows inter-caste marriages. In fact the Sikh religion observe;.;. 
no castes at all. Again, I know that marriages between Hindus and 
Sikhs are at present prevllient and inter-caste marriages amongst the Sikhs 
are valid according to the Anand Marriage Act and their marriages 
with Hindu girls are also valid according to the present law. I would at 
the same time very much wish that inter-caste marriages be as much mort" 
prevalent as possible, but I strongly oppose the Bill as it has emerged frOlll 
the Select Committee, and I strongly oppose the motion for taking it 
into consideration for the Select Comniittee have gone so much beyond 
the mandate of the House and the Bill creates so many difficulties in the' 
way of persons II!l,Iorrying under it. 

lIr. I. B. Mukherjee (Calcutta Suburbs: Non-Muhammadan Urban): 
Sir, I would not have risen, if I did nnt think that I might draw the 
attention of the Honourable Members to a few points of some complexity 
to which attention has not hitherto been drawn; and that I propose to do 
by a reference to some of the features of the present Bill. It seeUlS to 
me, Sir, on Il careful perusal of the Bill, that it creates an anomaly of a 
character which it is impossible to obliterate by means of amendments. 
The first point I take up is that the Bill provides that succession to the 
property of a person marrying under the Act or to that of the issue of 
persons marrying under it will be governed by the Indian Succession Act. 
Now, Sir, there are certain sections of the Indian Succession Act which 
say that it does not apply to Hindus, etc., e.g., section 331 of the Act. 
(Mr. K. Ahmed: .. Amend and get rid of them.") YOl.: have got thereforf-
to reconcile this inconsistency in the first place. You have to do man.\ 
other things, besides. You have got to get rid of the Hindu Wills Act. 
also, if you have to submit to the Indian Succession Act entirely, an 
cases arising out of the present Bill. The law on the subject, it seems. 
will have to be harmorused. Then. suppose, Sir, n person marries undel 
this Bill and thereby separates himself and his wife from the joint family, 
Under the Bill he is not then fntitled to adopt a son to himself; and 
succession to tl}e property of a SOIl' who has been ~ under the 
Hindu Law, but who mamesunder the Bill, will also be governed by 
the Indian Succession Act. Now, it :may be, that there is tl oollateral 
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or a lineal ascendant, who is -to succeed to the man who marries under 
the Bill. The law by which that collateral or ancestor is governed, it may 
be presumed, is Hindu Law and, yet he will succeed to that man's or his 
adopted son's property under the Indian Succession Act. Reversing the 
situation, these persons will succeed to the property of their collaterals or 
ancestors under the Hindu Law. If it be the case of sons who are to 
succeed to a person marrying under the Bill, of course the proposed new 
law clearly provides that it will be the Indian Succession Act that will 
govern the succession, but in the other case where collateral or lineal 
succession to the property of an orthodox Hindu is open to the man, marry-
ing under the Bill or his issue, the succession will be governed by Hindu 
law in spite of the Bill. Then, Sir, I am here reminded of a case of two 
brothers marrying, one 'a_ccording to this proposed law, and then dying 
without any issue, but leaving his mother, widow and brother; what then 
will happen? According to the Indian Succession Act we find that unlike 
the provisions of the Hindu Law, a division of the estate takes place; 
that a certain share goes to the widow and the remainder to the childrpn 
or the children's children or to the kindred, as the case may be, but 'in 
lineal succession direct succession stops, with children's children, and 
does not go further down as in Hindu Law. The proposed law when it 
comes to be practically applied to such and similar cases will be founa 
sometimes to militate against the principle of both the Mitakshara and 
the Bengal school of the Hi.ndu law of succession. And if with reference 
to the same person two different sets of laws under two different conditions 
are found to be applicable at the same timC', I submit to this House, that the 
greatest confusion will arise in the practical application of the la.w. The 
question of succession is not the .only question With which we are con-
cerned. We ale concerned also with wills. If a man is to be governed 
by the Hindu Wills Act, then, there are only certain sections of the Indian 
Succession Act which must be used in interpreting ijte wills of Hindu>; 
but not others. He is also governed by the provisions of the Probate 
and Administration Act, in this connection, and not by the Indipn .Succes-
sion Act. It must be remembered that there are again certain sections which 
are applicable under the Indian Succession Act, which are a counterpa.rt 
of the English law on tlie subject and they are not applicable to Hindus. 
Those questions will also have to be disentangled and faced in applying 
the provisions of the Bill. Sir, tliese are matters, no doubt, of detail, 
but the whole question, if it is to oe solved at all, will have to be solved 
bv reference to these matters of detail, and by not shutting our eyes to 
the practical difficulties of the sftuation.Again, Sir, we have here ill 
this Bill, forbidden adoption, but if we take into account Hindu wills. 
we shall find that under the Hindu Wills Act, in interpreting the will 
of a Hindu, it has been laia down that the. word ' son ' should include nn 
adopted son and a daughter-in-law should include the wife of an adopted 
son. I could multiply instances of this nature to some extent, but I 
do not propose to do so. All these difficulties would, however, vanish if 
a separate and well-defined class was created by the Bill, say "Hindu 
Dissenters," or something of that sort, but as it is the word" Hindu" with-
out any qualification has been retained in the Bill and the word " Hindu .. 
af! it has been authoritatively interpreted means one who professes any 
fol'IIl of the Brahmanical religion . . . . e 

Dr. II. s. Go1I!: Where is it laid down? Where does a Hindu mean a 
Sikh or J aina ? 
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lIr. J. B. Mukherjee: The latter is not the point. I think I am 
!Correct in what I have stated. The House has been often told by Dr. Gour 
that the Privy Council has held that a Brahmo is a Hindu. It is not so . 

. What has been held by the Privy Council is that although a man. adopts 
European habits of life, if he is born a Hindu the birth mark of Hindu 
:sticks ·to him until there is a formal act of renunciation by him. That is 
what has been held by the Privy Council in Sardar Dyal Singh's case, 
and not what my Honourable friend has stated to the House more than 
oOnce. 

Dr. Nand Lal (West Punjab ~ Non-Muhammadan): Sardar Dyal Singh's 
·case'! 

lIr. J. N •• ukherjee: Yes. And the House has been told that the 
Privy Council has decided. that Brabmos are H:ndu dissenters governed 
by Hindu Law. This has never been the decision. We have the highest 
respect for the Privy Council, and I cannot think that they have ever 
decided anything of that kind. The fine gradations between one defined 
community and another will always exist, and the line of separation 
between the larger communities has always to be drawn somewhere, 
and in the practical application of the law to communities questions of 
detail will always crop up, which will have to be solved from time to time, 
by reference to the general principles laid down in the law. I may say 
that I have paid some attention to the subject, and with all humility, 
I would ask the House to take it, that I could quote authority for my 
statement of the law. At page 551 of this book (Henderson's Law of Suc-
cession) the House will find it stated that the word .. Hindu " mentioned 
in section 331 of th{t Indian Succession Act is meant to denote persons 
professing any form of the Brahmanical religion. 

At a time, Sir, when others thought that all complicated questions 
oonnected with the original Bill of Dr. Gour's would be satisfactorily_solved 
by the Select Committee, I confess I had my doubts a8 to such a possible 
achievement; and, when the Bill emerged from the Select Committee, 
I found that confusion with reference to matters of law had been worse 
confounded. All this confusion must have emanated from an anxiety to 
minister to the desire of a small class of people to appear to be something 
or to ~ to be something, which is not the reality. Well, it is always 
very difficult to reconcile two different systems of law· in one enactment 
.and the difficulty of the situation in the present instance was considered 
for some seven or eight years by those 'eminent men who were at the helm 
of affairs at the time, the Law Members in and before the seventies, and 
after all the various suggestions for a non-sacramental general marriage 
law for India were placed before them, they ultimately came to the con-
<clusion that unless persons who belonged to the Hindu, MUBsalman, J aina, 
Christian, Sikh or Buddhist communities were excluded from its operation, 
any General Act of the nature of the present Civil Marriage Act, was 
not possible. Such a General Act, they decided, eould not be made appli-
<cable to these communities as they had special marriage and succession 
laws of their own. That was the line of least resistance in fact, the only 
line possible whicft was followed by the Legislature in those davs. Now 
we hope to achieve the impossible, or the impracticable. Sir,' take the 
'Case of a man :who marries uneler the provisions of the Bi»> and his wife 
then. dies. He oontinues to be a Hindu, and then he marries a second 
wife in the Hindu form. He has sons by both wives. Now, what will 
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be the law of succession applicable to the widow and the children? The 
law of succession in the case of one class of children will be under the 
Indian Succession Act and in the case of the other class of children, that 
under the Hindu law. How will they claim their right of succession to· 
their common father and how in each case will the succession be governed? 

Sir, I need not detain the House with details of this character, but I 
snould like to dra.w its attention to one more point, namely,. to the case· 
of impartible estates. Sir, suppose a man, who is the possessor of an 
impartible estate or zamindari, marries under the provisions of the Bill 
and dies leaving sons and daughters. What happens? If the Indian Suc-
cession Act is to apply to thE; case, the estate has to be divided. A portion 
would go to the widow if she survives the ~  one-third in the 
circumstances, it would be one-half in other circumstances, i.e., if there were-
no children or lineal ~  but certain other relatives. Now, I ask. 
again, what will be the law applicable to the succession in such a case '! 
It is very easy for those who ~  impatient for reforms and things of that 
kind, to clamour for reformed laws without waiting to examine them, 
immediateh the law is fonnulated, or even before it is formulated. I do. 
not addresS myself to that class of impatient reformers, but to those who· 
would calmly think over and consider the situation. Of course, we must 
admit, that 'the Honourable Mover of this Bill has behaved like a skilful 
general, like a Napoleon or a Von Moltkl? He believed in the art of 
defeating the enemy by divisions, and therefore, he thought it proper to 
exclude from the operation of nis Bill, the Muhammadan and other com· 
munitiel' who. he thought, might by that means be brought over to hi" 
side on his march to victory. Well. I can admire his generalship-hiM 
strategy.-but I cannot admire his legislative capacity. He thinks hls: 
Bill is good for the class of people who wish to have the benefit of his. 
reforms whatever his Bill for reforms may be, his Bill to amend the Civil 
Marriage Act, and to amend it practically out of existence. if not to do· 
worse. 

Sir, if there is already on the, Statute Book a general Act like the· 
present Civil Marriage Act, and. if the liberty of conscience which is pro-
claimed in this House ·.in season and out of season is not in the slightest 
degree limited or restricted in the case of any marriage performed under 
that Act, by anything contained. in that Act, I submit, Sir, that when· 
there is absolutely no interference ~  the free exercise of a man"s choice. 
or of his conscience,-in any manner whatsoever, there is hardly any 
occasion for introducing monstrosities, into our legislative system if I may 
so characterise a measure of t.he character proposed by the Bill. Nothing 
j" gained by the process. A new Bill may be framed if anybody thinks: 
that such a Bill ought to be framed for the benefit of mankind, but let it 
be framed after taking notice of all the difficulties, or, at least, of the· 
fundamental difficulties which exist in' connection with legislation of the 
character proposed by the Honourable Mover. It is very easy to hastily 
adopt anything that may smell of reform and things like that; but it is 
quite allother thing to legislate for all. One must not consider himself 
merely as a separated individual airing his own opinion, in such circums-
tances, but when he is supposed to leg\'date for everybody within the· 
reach of his ~  he must place himself in that position of trust and 
take I\.ote of and reallze all the difficulties of the situation. We have' had 
already instances of incongruities arising out of the Bill placed before· 
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the House, and are they going to be completely ignored? And again, what 
do I find in the personnel of the Select Committee? No one, I find, from 
Bengal, or Bihar and Orissa, Assam or the United Provinces likely to be· 
affected by the Bill, was on the Select Committee,-only Bombay, Madras 
and the Central Provinces, were represented on that Committee. Sir, the 
world has been going on 88 before all this time. Then, why when the whole· 
of the original Bill has been changed, lock, stock and barrel,-when ~ 

tically nothing remains of its identity, there should be such hurry about It?· 
It took my breath away when I found that even under such circumstances,. 
the Committee did not think that the Bill should be re-circulated. It is said 
that the opinions urged against the original Bill have been sufficiently met by 
the revised Bill, and its sponsors cannot therefore agree to its re-publica-
tion. They fail, however, to consider that new principles have been 
enunciated in the amende<! Bill, a new process of hybridisation has been 
started which did not exist before, and the country is perhaps gazing with 
wonder and curiosity upon a new legislation of the kind, formulated by the· 
Bill. Here is a patchwork on the fabric of our Statute Book, and nobody 
knows as yet, how it will succeed in working itself harmoniously into the· 
existing texture. These, Sir, I venture to think, are weighty considerations 
which have to be taken into account. This amended Bill wus -never 
circulated with a view to obtain opinion there<?n. The important questions 
of principle involved in the amended Bill, the deviations from the scheme· 
of the original Bill, wert' never placed before the ..country, and opinion was 
never obtained thereon. I submit, Sir, there never was a better case for 
re·circulation than in the case of the present Bill. I beg to support the 
motion for re-circulation. 

JIr. S. O. Shahani: (Sind J agirdars and Zamindars: Landholders): Sir,. 
I beg to oppose the amenament. that has been proposed, namely, that tht' 
Bill be re-circulated for opinion. I fail to understand what further opinion 
would be forthcoming on the Bill if it were re-circulated. The scope of 
the Bill has been restricted and I suppose it is the intention of some of 

~ who have supported this amendment to have it ascertained if those 
who are for more thorough going reform would oppose the Bill on account 
of its restrictive character. That then would tot be, I take it, the inten-
tion. of those who are supporting the amendment. According to me no. 
useful purpose will-be served by once again referring it to Local Govern-
ments and to local bodies for their opinion. As we know, something is 
better than nothing. It is to me ludicrous that Sikhs should be distinguished 
from Hindus. In our Province Sikhs marry freely from among the Hindus. 
and the Hindus m!lrI)' freely from among the Sikhs. But in Gujrst 
and Kathiawar, for instance, a Bunnia cannot marry from a Sikh family 
and a Sikh cannot take to wife a Bunnia girl; and if this Bill can in 
places like Gujrat afford some reliE'f. I do not understand why WE' should 
not welcome it. Why should spouses be compelled ~  ~ forswear 
themselves before marriage by declaring that they belong to no religion. 
It is very desirable that we should for homogeneity go in for inter-marriage. 
I am on that account very sorry thnt the scope of the Bill has been· 
restricted. I was hoping to SE'e that permission' would be granted .0· 
Muhammadans to intermarI)' with Hindus and vice versa in these davs 
of advancing social progress. I am greatly disappointed. I must confei-s 
that Muhammadans. Parsis and Christians have been excluded' hut as 
I have said, something is bett:r than nothing. and we ~ l  therefm-e. 
whole-heartedly go in for the measure under consideration. which will. 
I hope, be paRsed by the ROllse. 
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-1Ir. Pyari Lal (Meerut Division: Non-Muhammadan Rural): Sir, aa 
. a J aiDa, on behalf of my community I most strongly support the amendment 
which has been moved by Mr. Bhargava: Before I proceed any further, 
Sir, I am bound to say ~  I am a little surprised at the attitude which 
my Honourable friend, Mr. Shahani, has taken up in this matter. Of all 
persons in the world I expected that he would repudiatil most the idea of 
a man being false to himself. As I take it, under this Bill you make a 

·declaration that you are a Hindu or a Jainll or a Buddhist or a Sikh, and 
yet by the very provisions of the Act you put yourself beyond the pale of 
Hinduism and beyond the pale of the social and religious laws of the J ainas 
and Sikhs. For instance, a most cherished principle either among J ~ 
or among Buddhist6 or Hindus is that of adoption. 'l'his Bill takes away 
that. One of their most cherished principles is that marriage is a sacra-
mental right the object of which is that the father should derive some 
spiritual benefit from his having sons. The Hindu joint family which is 
the unit of Hindu society and not the individual as in European countries, 
that Hindu family will be broken up because of this Bill. Their cherished 
laws of succession which have been handed down for generations for so 
many centuries will be absolutely demolished by a stroke of the pen of 
Dr. Gour. Now, Sir, when he does all those things, I wonder whether 
there is any Hinduism left; yet he wants to go before the world and he wants 
to be a Hindu. (Dr. Gour here interrupted the ~  Please do not disturb 
me because I am sitting near you, therefore, it does not mean that I should 
be disturbed like this. The man is pledged to stultify himself. It is 
said by Dr. Gour. .. Oh, under the Act of 1872 a Hindu in reality, in 

·order to contract a ~  has to make a declaration that he is not a 
Hindu. He was false to himself." But under the present law, I say, 
a man wants to be a Hindu and yet not a Hindu. How is he going to 
reconcile that position? Therefore, I submit under this Bill the position 
is worse than under the former Bill. Well, Sir, the observations madE' 
by my Honourable friend from Burma in regard to Buddhists apply with 

-equal force to J aiDas in this country, and I have their authority to state in 
this Council as emphatically as I possibly can, that they too oppose· this 
measure tooth and nail. Sir, my learned friend, skilful lawyer that he is, 
in order to placate his Muhammadan colleagues in this Assembly and 
Members of other communitieg, has exempted them from the operation 
of this Act, thereby thinking to win them over to his side. Now he wants 

-to concentrate his affections on the Hindu and J aina communities and I 
think they are very thankful to him for it. Like a bad penny the Bill 
always turns up. But this time it has come to us in its most. ugly form, 
I say, it is neither fish, flesh nor red-herring. At first, it pretended to 
be something, but now it is mutilated in such a way and has introduced 
changes of such far-reaching charaCter that its re-submission to the public 
if; inevitable. How are the people to know the Bill in its present fonn? 
'The Select Committee's Report was put into our haflds only two dRY" 
ago, and Dr. Gour introduced it only la.qt week. The public had no opport.u-
nity of considering the measure as to how far they can agree with it and how 
far tl:!ey cannot. Under these circumstances. I defer going into the merits 
·of the questlon any further, and I would strongly support the proposition 
that the Bill be re-circulated for public opinion. 

(Voice8 from several parts of the Hou8e .. The question be now put. ") 
The motioff th/lot the question be put w:s adopted. 

Dr. H. S. Gour: Sir, I shall very briefly reply ..• · 
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Dr. _and Lal: I thought the order of the Chair was that tlul question 
be now put. 

Dr. B. S. Gour: I shall not take up the time of the HousJl a. minute' 
longer than is absolutely necessary. Nine Honourable Members have 
spoken on this subject, five are in favour of the principle of the Bill and four 
&ore for .circulation, but their social complexion I was not able to clearly 
discern. Now, Sir, I ask one question. Suppose this Bill goes back to 
the country for eliciting public opinion. What public opinions are likely to· 
enlighten this House? Surely this House is the forum of public opinion and 
we are the representatives of the public opinion in the country, and all that 
could be said of the pros and cons has already been said ~ the protagonists, 
of the measure and its opponents, A very large number of members complain 
that if this provision is passed into law, it would deprive the Hindus of 
certain valued rights and thus place them in a much worse position than 
they are at prescnt. That was an argument which I met at the_ outset of" 
my speech. Did I not point out to the House that the measure is a 
fHlrely permissive measure and it makes absolutely no advance upon the 
existing law unless you wish to take advantage of the special provisions, 
whIch have been inserted. You may turn an absolutely deaf ear and a 
L.lind eye to these provisions. Treat them as if they were non-existent. 
llow are you damnified by its provisions? That, I submit, is a short ques-
tion and a short answer to my friend Mr. Basu who says ' what about the, 
Burmese Buddhists?' Burmese Buddhists have to tear up their copy of' 
the Statute there if they do not wish to abide themselves by its provisions. 
If you wish to come under the provisions of this measure, you are subject 
to certain disabilities and entitled to certain rights. You contract the' 
:narriage with your eyes open, and after that, you have no right to como. 
r.lain. If you do not wish to take advantage of the provisions of this Bill, 
you are at liberty to ignore it. Well, that is my answer to a very large 
number of friends who have spoken and emphasised upon the disabilities 
which this Bill casts upon those contracting marriages under my Bill. I 
have already said, Sir, that they need not marry under this Bill; they 
can continue to make false declarations of which they ~ l  under Act 
III of 1872. It remains unaffected by the supplementary provisions which 

this Bill seeks to add to Act III of 1872. Then, Sir, it has been, 
's P.W. said public opinion has not been consulted. Now, I wish to. 

ask the Honourable Members whether public opinion has not been consulted. 
(An Honourable Member: " No.") I think those who cry" No!" must have 
for the time being forgotten that elementary axiom with which we start 
the study of Euclid, namely, that the greater includes the less. When on 
the larger measure public opinion was consulted, on this narrower and more' 
restricted measure public opinion need not have been consulted and all 
the objections of which we know and which have been presented to us, not 
during the last 10 or 12 years but during the last 50 years, have been 
considet'ed and given effect to, so far as it was necessary, in the Select 
Committee. I submit those who oppose this measure, those who want 
that we must once more go to the country for the purpose of eliciting public 
opinion, are trailing a red-herring. 1£ they are honestly opposed to the 
Bill, let them move a motion that the Bill itself be rejected. Let them 
lIot, I submit, deliver a flank attack on the measure. And those of my 
Iriends who profess to be supp-orters of the measure and yet desire to-
widen its scope, I warn them thAt no public opinion, no. l~ is likely to 
widen the scope of the Bill because the more you widen it the more 
opposition it is likely to receive from the orthodox secti6'n'of the community. 
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[Dr. H. S. Gour.] 
1 make no secret of the fact that the Bill is a compromise aud you cannot 
j-,)stify all the provisious of a compromise. You must take it as a whole or 
llot at all. That is my answer to my friends who say I have gone too far. 
That is my answer to my friends who say I have not gone far enough. I 

·say. Sir. I have taken a middle course and that middle course I ask this 
Rouse to endorse by their vote. 

Mr. President: The original question wa.,;: 
.. That the &port of the Select Committee on the Bill further to amend the Special 

Marriage Act, 1872, be taken into consideration." 

:Since which an amendment has been moved: 
.. That the BIU as reported by the ~ I  Committee be re·circulated for the purpose 

--of obtaining further opinion thereon." 

'The question I have to put is that the Bill be re·circulated. 
The Assembly divided. 

Acbariyar, Rao Bahadnr P. 
Srinivasa. 

Agarwala, La\a Girdharilal. 
Amjad Ali, Maulvi. 

. Asjad·ul·lah, Maulvi Miyan. 
Ayyangar, Mr. M. 'J. ]\f. 
Barua, Mr. D. C. 

Basu, Mr. J. N. 
"Bhargava, Pandit J. L. 
Bishambhar Nath, Mr. 
H'!SSanally, Mr. W. M. 
Iswar Saran, Mnnsbi 
Jatkar, Mr. B. H. R. 
Lakshmi Narayan Lal, IIh. 

"Lattbe, Mr. A. B. 
Man Singh, Bbai. 

. Abdul Majid, Sheikh. 
Abdul Rahman, Munshi. 
Abul Kasem, Maulvi. 
Ahmed, Mr. K. 
. Ahmed Baksh, Mr. 
Aiyer, Sir P..J. S. SivaswalllY. 
Allen, Mr. H. C. 

. Ayyar, Mr. T. V. Seshagiri. 
:Bagde, Mr. K. G. . 
Barodawalla, Mr. -So K. 
Bradley.Birt, Mr. F. 13. 
Bridge, Mr. G. 
Chaudburi, Mr. J. 

-Clark, Mr. G. S. 
Cotelingam, Mr. J. P. 
Cr?Okshank, Sir Sydney. 
FBlYaz Khan, Mr. M. 
Faridoonji, Mr. R. 

. Ginwala, Mr. P. P. 
Gour, Dr. ~  S. 
Haigh, Mr. P., B. 

The motion was negatived. 

~  

T. Misra, Mr. B. N. 
Muhammad Hussain, Mr. T. 
Mukherjee, Mr. J. ~  
Nand Lal, Dr. 
Neogy, Mr. K. C . 

• Pyari Lal, Mr. 
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Ramayya Pantulu, Mr. J. 
Ramji. Mr. Manmohanda.,. 
Sarvadhikarv, Sir Deva Prasad. 
Singh, Babn B. P. 
Smgh, ~ S. N. 
Sinha. Babu Adit Prasad. 
Sinha, Babu Ambica Prasad. 
Sinha, Babu L. P. 
Sohan Lal, Mr. Baksbi. 
Srinivasa Rao, Mr. P. V. 

Holme, Mr. H. E . 
Jafri, Mr. S. H. K. 
Jamall, Mr. A O. 
Jamnad8& Dwarkadu, Mr. 
Joshi, Mr. N. M . 
Lindsay, Mr. Darcy. 
Moncriefl Smith, Sir Henrv. 
Muhammad Ismail, Mr. S: 
Nag, Mr. G. C. 
Pllrcival, Mr. P. E. 
Rangachariar, Mr. T. 
Reddi, Mr. M. K. 
Sams, Mr. H. A. 
Sarfaraz Hussain Khan. Mr. 
Schamnad, Mr. Mahmood. 
Shahani, Mr. S. C. 
Snbrahmanayam, Mr. C. B. 
V'mkatapatirll.ju. Mr. B. 
Viehindas, Mr. H . 
,Webb, Sir Montagu. 
Willson, Mr. W. S. J. 
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Kr. Presideut: Clause 2. 
JIr.l ••. Buu: The clause includes Buddhists. It says: 

.. The followi'lg words sh&1l he inserted, namely: 
. and for ~  who profess the HiDdu, Buddhist, Sikh or Jaina religion '." 

From the statement of Objects and Reasons, the Select Committee mean 
.apparently the Indian Buddhists. Reference is not made to Burmese Bud-
dhists or Chinese Buddhists in Burma. As their wishes have not been 
oConsulted,-1 have said that their personal law is different and this Bill 
uffects &eriously the Burmese Buddhists and Chinese Buddhists. There-
fore, I submit tha.t the word • Buddhists' may be deleted, or at least that 
Burmese Buddhists and Chinese Buddhists may be excluded from the 
-operation of this Bill. I move therefore my amendment. * 

Mr. Prea1dent: Amendment moved in clause 2: 
.. Omit the word • Buddhist '." 
The amendment was negatived. 
Clauses 2 to 4 were added to the Bill. 
Kr. President: The question is that clause 5 stand part of the Bill. 

Dr. Nand Lal: I rise to a point of order. We ha.ve not had a sufficient 
debate so far as opposition to this motion is co)Jcerned. 

Ilr. President: I do not catch the Honourable Member's point of order. 
Clause 5 was added to the Bill. 
Clause 1 was added to the BilL 
The Titre and Preamble to the Bill were added. 

Dr. H. S. Gcmr.: I move ~  the Bill be passed. 
Dr •• and L&l: So far as I know, no measure of this character has 

exoited so much criticism and hostility as this Bill has done. You know 
~  is a private Bill and a private ·Bill can be passed only when the com-
munity which is concerned with it approves of it. There is no approval of 
that kind here. In any case, no need or necessity for this Bill is shown in 
the form of a Resolution or exprC$ion of opinion at the bar of the public. 
But on the con\rary, the whole orthodox Hindu community is against it. 
(Cries of .. No, no.") (Crie8 of .. Yes, yes.") Barring 1tIr. Jamnadas 
Dwarkadas's community whom he represents, as he says (Cr:e8 of "No. no.") 
The other day in Delhi there was a big meeting and in that meeting Resolu-
tions were passed unanimously and, if I mistake not, a cOFY of those Retlolu-
tions was sent to the Government of India and to us, the representatives of 
the people of this country. 1£ I were to give my individual opinion, perhaps 
I may not have opposed the motion, but I am here to represent the views 
of the public and echo their voice. Therefore, I feel constrained to oppose 
ihis Bill. Marriage with the Hindus is a sacrament. It is not a contrac-
1ual tie. They look upon this measure as an encroachment upon and a 

• dreadful violation of the sanctity of their personal law. They cannot 
iolerate this sort of measure which may violate the sacred canons and 
l.linciples which are involved in the sacred Hindu 8hastras, which are the 
Qutcome of the brain and intelligence of the great Jurists Manu and other 
Hindu Law-givers. A good many novel expressions have be')1l used on the 
floor of this House. Mr. Jamnadas Dwarkadas has coined and 80 often 

.---- .--------------------
... Omit the word . Buddhist '." 
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[Dr. Nand LaI.] 
l~  the phrase •• liberty of conscience ". In the first place the phrase 
is inapplicable here. 1 remember an anecdote-A thief, who had comJ 

mitted a theft. When asked why he stooped to this crime, he said .. It is 
according to the liberty of my conscience. Because 1 wanted to relieve 
the big 80wkar (rich man) of his excessive wealth-a burden of anxieties. 
1 have acted up to my conscience." Mr. J amnadas Dwarkadas, do you 
spriously take it as liberty of conscience, when a man falls a victim to 
passions and vicious impulses? 

lIr. Presiden': 1 think the Honourable Member had better address the 
Chair. 

Dr. ~  Lal: Sir, is it liberty of conscience if a man violates the 
canons and the sanctity of one's pe1'8onal law? 1 think no Member in this. 
House, who has got respect for his own religion and faith, will come-
forward and say that an infringement of personal law can be taken 
synonymous with or equal to the liberty of so:called conscience. 1 may 
S3Y, the word" Conscience" is a relative term. Conscience among robbers. 
i; to rob othe1'8. Conscience among honest people may be to act up to 
[L certain standard of honesty. But really the question of the liberty of 
conscience has got no force whatsoever here. Will any orthodox Hindu 
have the courage of saying that this Bill is an impl'Ovement? To my mind, 
so far as the useful institution of adoption is concerned, it seems to be 
violated, it seems to be mutilated. 1 think, Sir, that when a law is to be 
made, the first thing which should be given prominence by every legislator 
~ the view of the people whom that law is going to govern. 

(At this stage Mr. Deputy President took the Chair.) -How can you thrubt a law on any community when the whole com-
munity is opposed to it? Has the author of this measure any sort of sup-
port from any quarter? Not at all. There has been opposition after opposi. 
tion. Take the United Provinces (1 say this subject to correction). Take 
the Punjab. Take Delhi. And what is this Bill after all? 1 submit, an 
unnecessary burden on our Statute Book. The Muhammadans are very 
lucky, very intelligent. They are out of the clutches of this. I should 
give them great credit for their wisdom, for the sincerity which they have 
evinced on this occasion, in paying due regard to the sacred principles of 
their Muhammadan law. They in the last debate on this measure said-
" No, we are not going to countenance a measure of this character. We 
are Muhammadans. We have got better character and caJibre." It is 
the Hindus who have shown their weakness, who have shown, 1 may be 
fillowed to say, that they have not 80 much respect for their religion, and 
for their sacred and wholosome canons. This is a direct violation of the 
sanctity of orthodox principles. And, Sir, the Mover said in this House 
that •• after all I have met the various objections that were raised by the 
Members of the Select Committee." In other words, he admits that the 
Bill as it stood originally has been mutilated. What is then the object he 
has in view? Simply to show that he is the auther of a certain Bill. On 
the one hand he says that the stringency of the law, as embodied in the 
(jriginal Bill, has been removed; on the other hand he still holds very 
vehemently IUd urges that this Bill, as .it has been recommended by the 
Select Committee, may be accepted. 1 do not find any consistency in that 
at all. There should be some gooi object in passing a measure, which, 
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to a certain extent, directly contravenes the views of the people. Th. 
other day. on the floor of this House, a number of speeches were made, 
when we were discUl,siDf: the question of salt, to the effect that it was the 
voice of the people, the opinion of the people of this country againat the-
proposed increase ia duty, and, therefore, we felt constrained to oppose it. 
Can anyone here, especially the Hindus, say with any show of force that. 
there is public opinion in support of this measure? Not at all. Can any 
gentleman, who is an advocate of this measure, place on .the table any 
appreciable and sufficient expression of opinion. favouring this Bill? H I 
were the author of a private measure I would place my cards on the tabla 
and I would have .. aid. "here is the necessity for this measure. here you 
can see I have been pressed to put forward this measure before the Houae." 
There is no support. no moral support even, no support backed up by tha 
opinion of the orthodox people at any rate, and. yet, this measure is being 
passed. a measure which is diametrically opposed to the sacred views of 
the orthodox Hindus in this country. And I am sorry to say that after all 
the whole Assembly will be considered responsible for passing this measure. 
which is uncalled for and which is wicked and ...-icious altogether. What. 
good will be done. Sir? The object. as I have submitted before to the House. 
with which this Bill brought forward, most probably was that to a certain. 
extent it may bring about the political unity of different classes of variOU& 
religious in this cOllntry. Now thc Muhammadan community does JlOt 
('orne within the purview of this Bill; where is the political object? That 
&rgument loses force at once. The natural result of this measure will be 
that this Assembly wiJ] be cnticised, and very rightly criticised, especially .. 
by the othodox Hindu community. 

Another argument which has been advanced by the Honourable author 
of this measure is that the Honourable Mr. Rangachariar has subscribed. 
to it and some other gentlemen have subscribed to it who are strong advo-
chtes of orthodoxy-these gentlemen have yielded; Well. they olay have-
yielded for reasons best,known to themselves. But I would submit befora 
this House that after all you cannot ignore the feelings of the largest 
majority of the other orthod.)x people. They are, in fact, in the large 
majority and if you are going to set their sacred views at naught. there will 
then. I am afraid. be discontent and unfortunately the Government. of 
lndia will. to a certaIn extent, be wrongly held responsible. by some ill 
informed critics, though it is the work of one or only some of us. I may 
say at once here, that our Government is not responsible for this measure 
ai all. With these few remarks I strongly oppose this motion and I submit 
that this Bi1I he not passed at all. 

Bh. Man Singh: I had given notice of these amend.J:aiaDts. L do not 
know what has happened to them. At least I was in the Hall and I did 
Lot hear my names being called. I should like to know whether they hava 
been l~  out of order. 

'Mr. Deputy President: I am afraid I am not in a position to help the 
Honourable Member, It was his duty to be here and protect his own 
nghts. 

Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar (Madras City: Non.Muhammadan): Sir. 
I am very proud indncd to have a neighbour so staunch, so eloquent in 
defence of orthodoxy, in defence of Hindu sentiments and feelings. Sir. it 
r ... minded me of ollr habit. when I saw my Honourable friend, on his feet, 
of being afraid of dead cobras. "When we see a' cobra on :he road, dead 
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. [Rao Bahadur T. Rangachariar.] 
or alive-, we always get afraid. That' is the feeling which came upon me 
when I heard my Honourable friend, Dr. Nand Lal, haranguing against 
this proposed measure. Sir, I have been accused of unholy alliance in hav-
Ing ooncerted with Dr. Gour. Sir, there is an unholy alliance over this 
Bill. It is a ,Civil Marriage Bill and a Civil Death Bill. We have con-
ceded by the proposed meaSUTe all that can reasonably be conceded to ortho-
doxy of the most rigorous type. What is it that man wants? He wants a 
son who will perform his shraddhas and ~  else can be a greater loss to 
him than the loss of 8 son. Here, by this measure if a son is so dead to 
his parent's sentiments that he feels so strong on such a point that he 
would marry in the way he likes, you give him liberty and at the same time 
~ ou liberate the parents from possessing such a son; and therefore Dr. 
Gour was perfectly right; when he advocated liberty of action on the part 
of one, he freely conceded liberty of action on the part of the others 
also whose happiness is involVl,d by the liberty of action of this individual; 
so that, Sir, the compromise effected in this case concedes rights to indivi-
duals, ~ also liberty of action to others. My Honourable friends com-
plained, who are whole-hoggers in this reform like my friend Munshi 
Iswar Saran, •• Why not retain for him all the. personal law of the Hindu, 
why do you allow him to marry and deprive him of the personal law of suc-
cession, adoption and all that?" Let us think about it a little. Who are 
the people who are likely to marry under these special provisions? Persons 
who are grown up and, who are so imbued with love, and 
decide to act, that is to say, sentiments of love come into 
play in this case, and drive them to this oourse because it is 
a marriage which will take place after the mlm or woman 
bas begun to be capable of' thinking for himself or herself. So it is a 
marriage·of love, which we all respect. In such cases if you allow personal 
law to come into play, what will happen? Acoording to the personal law 
of the Hindus, the sons take everything to the detriment of the daughters. 
The sons take everjthing to the exclusion of the ·widow. Therefore, in a 
case like this, what is the injustice in allowing a different Law of Succes-
sion·to prevail? The man marries a woman and she contracts this alliance 
and both of them, as society now stands, will be put out of it, by contract-
ing such an alliance. Therefore the woman stands to gain by the pro-
vision we have made, and the man stands to gain by the provision we have 
made in that the sons will not exclude the parent from inheritance. That is a 
great advantage. The daughters of this marriage will get a share in the 
€'state of the parent. So that there was every advantage in applying this 
Indian Succession Act to alliances of this sort. If people are willing to 
resort to this course, why should we prevent them from resorting to it? Is 
Hinduism going to be affected by this? Your home is safe; your joint 
families are safe; your religious trusts are safe; your charity is safe; where 
is the danger to society? I fear, and tbat fear is not unaccompanied with 8 
feeling of joy also, that very few people will really resort to this form of mar-
riage, and if they do, they are not worthy of keeping in society-I mean 
from the point of view of the people who oppose it. If people are prepared 
to leave our society and contract this form of alliance with their eyes open 
that the }Jersonal law of the Hindus will not apply to them, then why should 
the family care for such people? 'l'herefore 1 do not see why any reason-
able objection should be taken to this measure. Sir, orthodoxy is not 
blind to l ~  I wish to emphasize- that proposition by my attitude 
to this Bill as recast. 
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lIr. 'If. ]I. 10llli· (Nominated: La.bour Interests): Sir, I do not wish 
to make a long speech on this occasion, but I thought it was my duty not to 
allow this occasion to pass without saying one word in appreciation of the 
'Services rendered by my Honourable friend, Dr. Gour. Sir, as my ~  
Mr. J amnadas Dwarkadas has said, this is a matter of the freedom of 
c')nscience for the progressive section of the Hindu community, and if 
there had been a fight, it was a fight for this principle. There are a large 
I!Umber of Hindus who, when they marry, have to renounce their religion, 
aDd this Bill only helps them to retain their religion and marry among 
themselves. This Bill has done nothing more than this. Sir, while we pressed 
:forward this reform we were not oblivious of the rights of the orthodox 
section of the Hindu communitv. If we wanted our freedom of conscience 
to be preserved, we were ~  to recognise the right of the orthodox 
f'ection for their freedom of conscience, and with that object in view, we 
made every concession that was required to be made, and the fact that my 
Honourable friend, Mr. Rangachariar is in favour of this Bill ought to 
satisfy any orthodox member of this Assembly. (Honourable Members: 
.. No, no.' ') Sir, I do not wish to argue this point in order to satisfy 
those Members of this 'Assembly who are not yet satisfied. I hope time 
will change their attitude'if nothing else will. Sir, on behalf of the pro· 
gr:c!ssive section of the Hindu community I therefore offer a hearty vote of 
thanks to my Honourable friend, Dr. Gour. 

Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyer (Tanjore cum Trichinopoly: Non-Muham· 
wadan Rural) : Sir, I wish to say a few words in support of the proposition 
which has been moved by my Honourable friend, Dr. Gour. In the first 
[:lace I think we ought to congratulate him upon the persistency with which 
h(' has piloted this measure in the face of very considerable opposition, and 
·congratulate him upon the success which has so far attended his efforts, 
and will, I believe, crown his effortS· this evening. The fact that the Bill 
fiS it has emerged from the Select Committee has exposed Dr. Gour to n 
fire from all sides is, I think, some proof of the earnest attempt which has 
blen made by the Satect Committee to meet all reasonable objections. He 
bas been exposed to criticism from those gentlemen who think that this Bill 
(ught never to have been launched. He has been exposed to criticism from 
g('ntlemen who think that it has not gone far enough t.o meet the views of 
the social reformers. On a former occasion when Dr: . Gour sought to 
introduce this Bill, I put forward the ~ for providing safeguards in 
tbe interests of those members of the orthodox community who might 
(j),tertain a reasonable objection to being put to any hardship or incon· 
venience by Imch marriages being contracted by members .)f their families. 
The objections which I put forward on the last .occasion have been met, the 
'1afeguards which I desired have been provided. I do not think that it can 
be reasonably'suggested that the orthodox relations of a person who wishes 

. to contract a marriage in this fonn are likely to be put to any hardship at 
all by reason of the provisions of this Bill. Now, if the question merely 
were what is the sentiment of the community at large which is likely to be 
effected bv this measure, I must admit that that sentiment will be almost 
entirely against Dr. Gour'S legislation. If I vote in favour of this legislation, 
~ is not because I flatter myself or flatter mv conscience that it is in 

ul'cordance with the ~ of the orthodox Hindu community at large, 
but it is because I think that a higher consideration comes into.tJ>lay, namely, 
the liberty of the conscience of the individual. 

(At this stage Mr. President resumed the Chair.) 
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No community has any right to dictate to any individual that he shall 

be obliged to make a declaration against his consoience if he wishes to 
take a part.jcular line of action in regard to one of the most solemn relation-
ships of life. It is because I {f'll that the cause of liberty of conseience 
was sacred and 'must ovp.rride otbt"r considerations that I have supported 
the introduction of this Bill. On the one hand it grants that liberty of 
conscience, which all civilised Governments must recognise and which 
the Government of India has always recognised in its past legislation. It 
is that pIinciple which has underlain the Freedom (f Religion Act and 
many other measures affecting Hindu society. Much of the opposition 
to this Rill is due to the fact that people do not sufficiently realise the 
changes which have already been brought about by the Freedom of Re-
ligion Act .. It is because people think that the Freedom of Religion Act 
has made no encroachment upon Hindu usages that they think that Dr. 
Gour's Bill makes a novel and unprecedented attack upon Hindu usages. 
Now I think the principle of individual liberty requires that we should 
grant to the individual the right to contract n marriage without being put 
to the necessity of making a false declaration. On the other hand, I do 
not think that this principle of individual liberty gives any right to a person 
to cause any serious inconvenience to the members of the family from which 
he separates by his conduct. The attitude of some of those gentlemen 
who criticised Dr. Gour's Bill as amended by the Select Committee is that 
while departing from actual Hindu usages and customs, tbey should have 
all the privileges conferred upon Hindus--without any of the responsibilities 
~  duties forming part of su(;h customs. That, I think, is a proposition 
which is not demanded tJy the exigencies of the principle of individual 
liberty. You have no right, if you aepart from social usages to inflict 
your' company upon those relations who wish to remain in the orthodox 
fold and from whose ways you have parted. Nor have you any right to 
-thrust upon your orthodox relations heirs to their property whom aecording 
to the existing usages they would not be bound to recognise. These would 
be objections founded not merely on sentimental but on reasonable grounds. 
and the Bill as amended by the Select Committee has provided for all 
-these reasonable· objections. It is because I think tbe Bill has met all 
possible reasonable objections which may be urged in orthodox circles, 
and on the other hand, it recognises that principle of individual liberty 
which has been in the past acted upon by the Government in legislation 
~  this kind, that I vote in favour of the motion. 

Mr. Earchandrai Vishindis (Sind: Non-Muhammadan Rural): Sir, 
-although it is not an illegal practice, still I think it is rather a novel practice 
and I do not remember its having been followed at any time previously, . 
-that after a Bill has been passed, clause by clause, when the Mover moves 
for its passing, tliere is opposition raised. But there was one particular oeca-
iliOD for that in the present instances. That is, that Dr. Nand Lal has been 
honestly feeling very strongly on this question, and as he did not ~  
any opportunity in the course of the debate to speak, I am glnd he has 
ventilated his grievances sufficiently and of those whom he considers he 
~  here. 

But some Clremarks have fallen from some other Honourable Members 
in the course of the debate which require to be answered. Now, great pla.y 

~ been made with the fact t,hat the Hindu mama/!e is R great sacrament 
and not a civil contract. Well, what follows? Supposing this Bill is 
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cpassed, is this sacramental nature of Hindu marriage going to be changer! 1 
& far as this sacramental nature of marriage as recognised in Hindu law, 
is ooncerned, certainly not. Then again those people who are great 

-sticklers for every partioular form of Hindu law forget that thousands and 
thousands of years have elapsed since the great Manu laid down his laws, 
.and forget in ~ many directions we have undergone changes, revolutionary 
.ehanges, in the Hindu la:w. Mr. Pyari Lal was very keen on the faci 
that ~ are violating the principles of Hindu law, that we are offending 
against Hindu law because this form of marriage was not recognised by 
.the Hindu law. Is that so? Is there any passage in the law laid down 
by Manu which would go against a ~  of this kind? I think thi. 
point need not be laboured at great lengih. The very dresses that you 
are wearing, the very atmosphere. that you are breathing, the very food 
that we are eating in many cases is not strictly orthodox as it existed in the 
days of Manu. Without namiDg names, .but only looking in that direc-
·tion, I can pOlDt out people who have opposed Dr Gour's Bill and ask 
them whether they really adhere to all the rules of clothing and diet and 

-other things that prevailed amongst Hindus. Certainly not. I think 
we shall be false to our education, :we shall not be true to the oivilization 
which we have inherited if we did not adapt ourselves to the changing 
-circumstances. Therefore all those sentimental objections that have been 
raised to the Bill, _ acc.lrding to me, are of no value whatever. Now, Sir, 
this Bill recognises a very great principle. What does it recognise? Briefly 
-summed up, it is to put it in a nutshell, contained in 'a proverb which 
prevails both in Hindustani and other vernaculars, namely: Mian bibi rari 
to kya kerega qazi. "If husband and wife are agreed, then why is it tbe 
-business of anybody else to interfere?" Therefore, I say that those people 
who are opposing this Bill are doiIlg great violence to this great principle 
of freedom which has been recognised in all countries. Why, an English-
man can marry an Irishwoman or a Frflnchwoman; but a Brahmin cannot 
marry a Kshatriya, nor a Vaisya. Why should that fie 80? Mr. J amnadas 
Dwarkadas tells me-bis knowledge of Hindu law is better than mine-
that in old days it was allowed. 

However, there was one remark in this connection which must not be 
allowed to go unchallenged. Mr. Rangachariar has Iound himself in a 
-dual position. Having been a member of the Select Committee and having 
Attempted his best to truncate the Rill to the utmost possible limits--
for which I am very sorry and I share the disappointment of Mr. Shahani,-
be has signed ilie report of the Select Committee and by doing so has 
-t'oused the ire of those of his orthodox colleagues who had seen him 
valiantly and with great pleasure fighi!ing the battles of orthodoxy before 
-the Bill went to the Select Committee. Now, Sir, finding this inconsistency 
of the dual position, when he was attacked here, he managed to reconcile 
nis irreconcilable position by maKing a. sneering attack upon those who 
will take advantage of this Act and mllrry according to it.s principle; and 
the remarks that he made-with due submission and with all the respect 
'that is always due to him-were rather- unwarranted. He said that these 
marriages will be love marriA.ges and therefore he did not oppose them. 
But a man who takes advantage of the Act and marries under it will be 
1ike an outcaste; he should be lilriven out of society. Tho. is to SAl, he 
is against this Act being taken ndvantage ,of. Now. Sir, I ASk him to 
Teflect as to what was the original object of the author of this Bill as well 
1\8 of his predecessors to have brought about this Bill? Cases wliich 
-:'-fr. ltangachariar condemns will be, I say, only one in a million. Th& 
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,c,ases for which Dr. Gour, Mr. Patel and Mr. Basu were striving to provide 
for are, cases of inter-caste marriages which are at present prohibited. 
According to a ruling that was quoted by Munshi lswar I:laran, the Allaha.-
bad High Court ruled that a marriage between a Brahmin and a Kshatriya 
was null and void, and I say, Sir, with all confidence that in 99 cases out 
of 100, advantage of this Act will be taken by men with the consent of 
their parents. When there is a Brahmin and a Kshatriya family who are 
very friendly to each other, when the Brahmin father wishes his :Brahmin 
son to be married to his friend Kshatriya's daughter, then alone these 
marria.ges will be contracted, and does Mr. Rangachariar dare say that 
that man becomes an outcaste and unworthy of socioty?· Certainly not. 
There may be very rare instances of such a nature as are contemplated by 
Mr. Rangachariar, but I think the original object of the authors of this 
Bill has always been to provide for those hard cases, those cases which 

,are an outrage to society, where man' and woman come under the pale of 
difJerent societies. under different labels, and are prevented from marrying 
each other on account of the existence of such a horrid law. If they come 
together, if both love together, is it not a much better marriage than when 
two people are forcibly brought together? Do the latter class of marriages 
prove happy marriages? If this Bill has for its object the provision for all 
kinds of marriages. it is a Bill that we should heartily welnome, and let 
me add my congratulations to those that have been very rightly heaped 
upon Dr. Gour by Mr. Joshi and Sil: Sivaswamy Aiyer by saying that 
where the great Basu failed, and where Mr. Patel failed, Dr. Gour has 
,succeeded, and it is another feather in his cap and a crown of glory. 

(Cries 0/ . The question be now put' from different l>arts of the House.) 

The motion that the question be put was adopted. 

~  President: The question is; 

.. That the Bill further to amend the Special Marriage Act, 1872. as amended, "-
·passed." 

The Assembly divided: 

Abdul Majid, Sheikh. 
Abdulla, Mr. S. M. 
Ahul Kasem, Maulvi. 
Ahmed, Mr. K. 
Aiyar, Mr. A. V. V. 
Aiyer, Sir P. S. Sivaswamy. 
Ayyar Mr. T. V. Seshagiri. 
Bagdp, Mr. K. G. 
Barodawalla, Mr. S. K. 
Bridge, Mr. O. 
Chaudhuri, Mr. J. 
Clark. Mr. O. S. 
Cotelingam, Mr. J. P. 
Faridoonji. Mr. R. 
GiIljiFaIa, Mr. P. P. 
(Jour, Dr. Ifc, S. 
tlaigh, Mr. P. B. 
Holme. Mr. H. E. 
.Jamall, Mr. A. O. 

AYES-37. 

Jamn/lodas Dwarkadas, Mr. 
Joshi, Mr. N M. 
Latthe, Mr. A. B. 
Lindsay, Mr. Darcy. 
Mon Singh, Bhai. 
Misra, Mr. B. N. 
Mudaliar, Mr. S. 
Muhammai Ismail, Mr. S 
N!tg, Mr. G. C. 
Percival, Mr. P. E. 
R!tngach .. riar, Mr. T. 
R"h .. mn!td. Mr. Mahmood. 
Shahani, Mr. S. C. 
Subrahmanayam, Mr. C. S. 
Vpnkatapatiraiu, Mr. B. 

~ R  Mr H. 
Webb. Sir MontaltU. 
Willson, Mr. W. S. J. 
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NOES-27. 

Achariyar, Rao Bahadur P. T. 
Srinivasa. 

Agarwala, Lala Girdharilal. 
Amjad Ali, !lauln. 
Asjad·ul·lah, Maulvi Miyan. 
Ayyangar, Mr. M. G. M. 
Barua, Mr. D. C. 
Bhargava, Pandit J. 1.. 
Bishambhar Nath, Mr. 
Jafri, Mr. S. H. K. 
Jatkar, Mr. B. H. R. 
Lakshmi Narayan Lat, Mr. 
Muhammad HusIIILin, Mr. T. 
Mukherjee, Mr. J. N. 

The motion was adopted. 

Nand Lat, Dr. 
Neogy, Mr. K. C. 
Pyan La1, Mr. 
&amayya Pantulu, Mr. J. 
Ramji, Mr. ManmohaQdae. 
SarfBraz Hussain Khan. Mr. 
Sarvadhikary, Sir Deva Praaad.. 
Singh, Bahn B. P. 
Singh, Mr. S. N. 
Sinha, Bahu Adit Prasad. 
fI nha, Babu Ambica Prasad. 
8inha, Bahn 1.. P. 
Bohan Lal, Mr. BakshL 
Srinivasa Rao, Mr. P. V. 

8921: 

The Assembly then adjourned 
the 24th ¥arch, 1928. 

till Elevl'D of the Clock on Sllturday ... 
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